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POLISH OPINION WEEKLIES’ 
THEMATIC SPECTRUM ANALYSIS – 
METHODOLOGY AND APPLICATION

Tomasz Wilkoń1 

Abstract 
In this article the approach of thematic analysis of main Polish printed weekly reviews is ap-

plied. The author developed thematic division of research material and put much effort to complete-
ness and explicitness. The author chose content analysis as research methodology and constructed 
a code book. After coding and analysis, conclusions were presented and discussed. There were also 
methodological inferences for future research.

Key words: weekly opinion magazine, Poland, analysis, quincunx

Introduction

Nowadays weekly reviews are playing crucial role in social and political life in Po-
land. Despite the decline in sales of printed issues of the most popular weekly reviews, 
which is a consequence of migration to digital issues, title’s reach and recognition is still 
on a very high level. Journalists from these editorial offices have their impact on public 
opinion also due to intense activity in social media and television where many of them 
have their own programs. 

Weekly reviews in Poland have also one more determiner which stands for opinion 
magazines. Defining any periodical as opinion magazine depends on many various defi-
nitions and thematical approaches. Editorial offices declare their own profile and assign 
it to many subcategories (socio-political, socio-cultural, etc.), but according to author’s 
opinion the crucial quality which allows to define periodical as opinion magazine is fo-
cusing on socially important affairs. That leads to the question how wide a spectrum 
of themes which each weekly review is discussing is. The main purpose of this article 
stands for approach of developing method for describing thematical spectrum of weekly 
reviews. To achieve this goal there is a need to determine thematical fields which can 
be a base for codebook. After preparing tools for research, material has to be coded 
and analyzed. Finally research results have to be discussed and conclusions for future 
researches should be expressed.

What is the weekly opinion magazine?

1 Tomasz Wilkoń, e-mail: tomasz.wilkon@gmail.com
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First of all, daily journal’s definition needs to be defined. According to Polish Press 
Law it is a general-purpose periodic print, which is published more often than once a 
week, and a magazine as periodic print appearing less often than once a week but not 
less than once a year. Law is broadening this definition to audio and audiovisual mes-
sages.

According to the colloquial meaning,  opinion magazines are periodicals describing 
social issues in a journalistic form. Journalism according to the definition from PWN En-
cyclopedia is „ any statements (written or colloquial) about current affairs (journalism is 
then classified depending on the field as social, political, economic, cultural), presenting 
clear views and opinions, often polemical, tendentious or even provocative”[ENCYKLO-
PEDIA PWN]

There were many attempts to define opinion press which begin tens of years ago. 
Press Encyclopedia edited by J. Maślanka described it as “press commenting previously 
published information about current events to shape public opinion and attitudes: press 
with mainly propaganda functions. In contrast to the information press, the opinion press 
is more often an expression of individual consciousness, i.e. expresses individual autho-
rial beliefs. This involves the fact that this type of press (characterized by a greater am-
plitude of periodicity) is more clearly individualized in terms of the subject and the circle 
of recipients. The opinion press in Poland includes the socio-political and socio-cultural 
press.”[J.MAŚLANKA, 1976] To sum up, the main qualities of weekly opinion magazines 
is polemical, provocative and propaganda form, which is usually a manifestation of per-
sonal beliefs and attitudes, aimed to shape public opinion and social attitudes. It is pre-
sented in journalistic form. The characteristic feature of a weekly opinion magazine is 
of course weekly periodicity. However, the statement contained in the definition has got 
a clear thematic individualization, which will be verified by the author during the exam-
ination.

Content analysis methodology

In order to achieve the goal set in this article, it was necessary to choose a method 
for analyzing the content of the text. The content analysis was defined by Walery Pisarek 
in the book “Analiza zawartości prasy” as a set of various techniques for systematically 
analyzing streams or collections of messages, relying as possibly objectively to distin-
guish and identify their possibly unambiguously concretized, formal or content elements 
and to as precisely as possible estimate the distribution of these elements and on mainly 
comparative inference, and aiming at learning the content of messages to learn about 
other elements and determinants of the decision-making process[PISAREK, 1983, p.45].

Małgorzata Lisowska-Magdziarz in her textbook “Analysis of media content. A 
guide for students “has undertaken a comprehensive study of content analysis. Due to 
the complexity of the whole method, the summary of which would not be understand-
able, there is a need to focus on its practical aspects. Of course, in the first place the 
author had to choose the research material, clearly defining the methods of selecting 
samples and determining the unit of analysis. However, the fundamental element of the 
method is the codebook, which should assume the form of a questionnaire completed 
by the researcher [LISOWSKA-MAGDZIARZ, 2004, p.53-55]. Unfortunately, the examples 
of codebooks given in textbook are quantitative in their nature.

Quantitative analysis focused on the structural and quantitative description of the 
content largely eliminates the arbitrariness and subjectivity that are an obstacle to repli-
cation or repetition of results obtained using the same tool by different researchers. De-
spite methodological reservations, the author agrees with M. Lisowska-Magdziarz, that 
the sphere of quantitative research on the media market, strengthened by the interest of 
commercial centers and new technologies, has gained a certain standard and acquired 
scientific values [LISOWSKA-MAGDZIARZ,2006, p.1].
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Qualitative analysis causes some difficulties because it requires understanding the 
sense of content and embedding it in the right context and the accuracy of arbitrary de-
cisions. The need for replication requires clearly formulated, permanent, non-modifiable 
tests, and, above all, rules clarified without ambiguity[LISOWSKA-MAGDZIARZ, 2004, 
p.11-13]. Of course, this also applies to quantitative analysis, however, in the case of 
qualitative analysis, it acquires particular importance and creates a broad spectrum of 
issues and problems.

An interesting attempt to look for the method of qualitative analysis was made by 
Karolina Szczepaniak in the article “ Zastosowanie analizy treści w badaniach artykułów 
prasowych – refleksje metodologiczne “. The study, enriched with a review of the meth-
odological literature, ends with the proposal of the shape of the analysis, which the au-
thor used in practice [SZCZEPANIAK, 2012].

It should be recalled that the author’s need is to determine the method of content 
analysis, to determine the thematic areas, to create a codebook, to encode the research 
material based on it, to present the thematic width and to draw conclusions.

Empirical research method

The author adopted the following test procedure:
 - Prediction of the weekly opinion for the study, i.e. the process of determining the 

titles of weeklies and specific issues covered by the study and presenting their short 
characteristics
 - Reading the selected weekly opinion, or carefully reading the entire content of the 

selected numbers
 - Familiarizing yourself with the editorial thematic division in order to prepare a com-

parative summary and draw conclusions about the usefulness of the division used
 - Determining the thematic division, which must realize the assumption of complete-

ness of the defined thematic spectrum
 - Creation of codebook based on a defined spectrum
 - Selection of samples for analysis by establishing rules for the selection of articles 

and indication of specific articles
 - Encoding of articles using codebook
 - Presentation of coding results in the form of graphs and tables
 - Conclusions regarding the presented results, effectiveness and clarity of the applied 

method as well as the adequacy of the thematic division.

Selection of the weekly review for the study

The study commenced on August 1st, 2018. For the purpose of the study, the author 
has selected six weekly reviews with the highest total sales, based on the sales ranking 
of weeklies on wirtualnemedia.pl for May 2018, which was the most recent ranking on 
that day, adopting this method of selection as the most clear and not requiring addition-
al research activities.WirtualneMedia.pl is compiling its reports basing on Press Distri-
bution Control Association (ZDKP) reports, the only organization in Poland that unites 
publishers, advertising agencies, advertisers and other people acting on press market in 
Poland. ZKDP is organizing readership surveys.
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Due to the fact that the purpose of the article is to develop a method and examine 
only a fragment of the reality of weeklies, not the whole, the author accepts a range of 2 
issues (2 weeks) which gave research material in the form of 12 issues:
 - „Gość Niedzielny” nr 31, 32 XCV
 - „Polityka” nr 31 (3171), 32 (3172)
 - „Newsweek” nr 32/2018, 33/2018
 - „Sieci” nr 31 (296), 32(297)
 - „Do Rzeczy” nr 31/283, 32/284
 - „Tygodnik Powszechny” nr 32 (3604), 33 (3605)

Review of opinion weeklies

To increase the accuracy of decisions at the coding stage, the author familiarized 
himself with the history and current state of the analyzed weeklies, the declared ideolog-
ical profile and the editorial composition. Below is the basic information about selected 
titles.

“Gość Niedzielny”
The first issue was published on September 9th, 1923 as the organ of the Apostolic 

Administration of Silesia. The originator of the creation of the weekly was Fr. August 
Hlond. Its organizer was Fr. Teodor Kubina, who at the beginning was the author of the 
majority of the text [GOŚĆ NIEDZIELNY, 2011]. In the interwar period, the longest-func-
tioning editor-in-chief was Fr. Alojzy Siemienik, who was forced in September 1939 to 
suspend the operation of the magazine. After the war, the current distribution in Silesia 
was extended to Lower Silesia and Opole Silesia. In 1953, after the takeover of the edito-
rial office by father Franciszek Wilczek, the magazine definitely changed the ideological 
profile and became the authority, which is explained by the influence of the communist 
services (Father Wilczek was a captain of the Polish army) and the influence of the PAX, 
which he had on the Publishing Committee their representatives (Tadeusz Mazowiecki 
and Leon Brodowski). After 1956, the control over the magazine was restored by the 
bishop’s Katowice curia. An important turn in the history of the magazine took place in 
1974 during the reign of Father Stanisław Tkocz, who turned the journal on educational 
values for poorly educated readers into a magazine for more demanding recipients. He 
enriched them with journalism and theological articles. In those days, the Gość Niedziel-
ny was considered a source of independent opinions. In March 1981, “Gość Niedzielny” 
(“GN”) became a nationwide weekly. Sales in 2018 are in the range of PLN 115-120 thou-
sand “GN” edits 22 diocesan allowances [GOŚĆ NIEDZIELNY, 2011].

„Tygodnik Powszechny”
The first issue of “Tygodnik Powszechny” (“TP”) was published on March 24th, 

1945 and was initiated by Archbishop Adam Stefan Sapieha. The first and functioning 
for the next 54 years (until his death in 1999) was the editor-in-chief Jerzy Turowicz. Af-

Table 1. Weeklies sales in May 2018
TITLE TOTAL SALES May 2018

„Gość Niedzielny” 108272issues
„Polityka” 94279issues

„Newsweek” 86 000issues
„Sieci” 41 808issues

„Do Rzeczy” 34146issues
„Tygodnik powszechny” 25705issues

Source: wirtualnemedia.pl
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ter refusing to publish Stalin’s obituary in the magazine, the activities of the weekly were 
suspended for three years. In 1956, the weekly edited by the same crew was resumed. 
In “Tygodnik Powszechny” Karol Wojtyla, Władysław Bartoszewski, Leszek Kołakowski, 
StanisławLem, Zbigniew Herbert, Tadeusz Kudliński and CzesławZgorzelski published 
their articles, just to name a few. After the death of Jerzy Turowicz, the head of the edito-
rial office was taken over by Father Adam Boniecki to manage it until 2010. The present 
editor-in-chief is the successor of Boniecki - Piotr Mucharski. Throughout its existence, 
“TP” aroused emotions. A prominent feature of Tygodnik’s image in the PRL years was 
drawn by a long-term employee of Tygodnik, Roman Graczyk, who in his book “Cena 
przetrwania? SB wobec Tygodnika Powszechnego” revealed the names of people coop-
erating with the SB, and often the key figures of the “TP” environment. Another eloquent 
manifestation of the controversy was Karol Wojtyła’s letter addressed to the editorial 
office in 1995 [WOJTYŁA, 1995]. At that time, the Pope, and the former author publishing 
in “TP”, articulated his doubts about the positive attitude of the editorial office to the 
Church. As “TP” is considered to be a Catholic magazine, however, grown from the left-
wing tradition, the dissent from the worldview with the right-wing circles was in some 
way inscribed in the history of the journal. Currently, sales are at a level not exceeding 26 
thousand issues [KURDUPSKI, 2018]. 

“Polityka”
The “Polityka” weekly was based on the decisions of the Central Committee of 

the Polish United Workers’ Party[WIRTUALNE MEDIA, 2017]. The first issue appeared in 
1957. The head of the editorial office is Stefan Żółkiewski, however, after a year, Miec-
zysław Rakowski replaces him, who will be the editor-in-chief of the next 24 years, and 
the editorial team is joined by a young generation of journalists, including Daniel Passent, 
Marian Turski, Dariusz Fikus, Andrzej Krzysztof Wróblewski and Ryszard Kapuściński. In 
1961 the sale of the weekly increased sharply as a result of receiving the rights to reprint 
the Diaries of Adolf Eichmann [POLITYKA, 2014]. Among the journalists publishing their 
articles, in the communist era, we will find Jerzy Urban, but also Jadwiga Staniszkis and 
JanuszKorwin-Mikke. Despite the ambiguous assessment of the role of the weekly in 
times of the regime, the greatest critics admit that “Polityka” was a kind of bridgehead 
of reason and pragmatism at that time. After 1989, the magazine began operating in the 
form of a cooperative as one of the effects of the liquidation of the RSW Prasa Książka 
Ruch. Since 1995, “Polityka” appears in color. Currently, the editorial board, whose edi-
tor-in-chief is Jerzy Baczyński, is very wide and the editor can find Jacek Żakowski and 
Sławomir Sierakowski writing there. Jan Hartman, Sławomir Mizerski, Daniel Passent, 
Ludwik Stomma and Stanisław Tym are regular columnists. In 2017-2018, the average 
sale of “Polityka” is around 100,000 copies and gives it a place at the forefront of opinion 
weeklies.

„Newsweek Polska”
On September 3rd, 2001, the first issue of the weekly Newsweek Polska, owned 

by Axel Springer, publishing the magazine based on the Newsweek Inc. license, was 
published. High marketing expenditures resulted in the massive sale of the first issue 
in the size of 400,000 copies. The first editor-in-chief was Tomasz Wróblewski and the 
journalists were joined by former employees of “Wprost”, “Życie” and “Gazeta Wyborcza”. 
Tomasz Wróblewski was replaced in 2006 by Michał Kobosko. He worked until 2009 and 
gave the editorial office to Wojciech Maziarski, who in February 2012 was replaced by the 
current editor-in-chief Tomasz Lis. Department Heades are: Renata Kim, Piotr Bratkows-
ki, Jacek Pawlicki, and Dorota Romanowska. After an impressive debut the sales of the 
weekly fall steadily and since July 2017 did not exceed 100,000 issues. In May 2018, the 
sale of “Newsweek Polska” amounted to 86,000 copies.
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„Sieci”
The first issue was released on November 26th, 2012. Initially, as a biweekly, it was 

created by former journalists, “Uważam Rze” and “Rzeczpospolita”. The name of the 
weekly was changed several times. Currently, the magazine has the title “Sieci”. The au-
thots present it as the largest conservative opinion weekly in Poland. Jacek Karnowski 
is the editor-in-chief and regular contributors include Piotr Zaremba, StanisławJanecki, 
Krzysztof Feusette, Dorota Łosiewicz, Jan Pietrzak, Tomasz Łysiak and Michał Karnows-
ki [SIECI Website, 2018]. For several years, the weekly sales have dropped significantly, 
where in June 2017 sales amounted to 72,311 copies in order to fall to 41,786 copies 
in June 2018. However, it still remains at the forefront of the most-bought paper weekly 
reviews.

„Do Rzeczy”
The first issue of the weekly appeared on January 25th, 2013. The editorial team, 

coming mainly from the weekly “Uważam Rze” under the direction of Paweł Lisiecki, 
among others Cezary Gmyz, Piotr Semka, Rafał A. Ziemkiewicz, Piotr Gociek, Piotr Ga-
bryel, Waldemar Łysiak, Piotr Gursztyn, Wojciech Wybranowski, Sławomir Cenckiewicz, 
Piotr Gontarczyk, Sławomir Koper, Kamila Baranowska, Marek Magierowski, Andrzej 
Horubała and Tomasz Wróblewski. Lisiecki in the editorial of the hundredth issue in 
January 2015 wrote “Established (“Do Rzeczy) as a magazine for an intellectual who 
has enough progressive propaganda, he does not want to be an instrument of global 
anti-Christian revolution, but wants to seek, ask and understand the world based on the 
wisdom given by generations” [LISIECKI, 2015]. The sale of the magazine did not exceed 
40,000 in 2018. In May 2018, sales slightly over 34,000 were achieved [WIRTUALNE ME-
DIA, 2014].

Initial reading of the research material

After reviewing the content of two issues for each periodical, the author was sub-
jected to the subjective impression of a large variety of topics and opinions expressed. 
The reader will find in them charismatic “editorials”, articles from many fields such as 
politics, customs, economy, ideology, sport, health, science, etc., interviews, short col-
umns, satire. The political profiles of individual opinion weeklies are noticeable. The ref-
erence point in these profiles is the attitude towards the ruling party in Poland (2018). 
Among the critics there are an offensive “Newsweek Polska”, moderate “Polityka” and a 
restrained “Tygodnik Powszechny”. On the other hand, among the supporters, one can 
point to the involved weekly “Sieci”, similar to it “Do Rzeczy” and a sedate “Gość Niedziel-
ny”. Interestingly, the division of represented opinions in the field of worldview and cus-
toms is similar. As opinions are not a subject of this research, there is a need to focus on 
the thematic scope. Editor-in-chief of “Polityka” - Mr. Jerzy Baczyński in issue 31/2018 
of his journal wrote: “POLITYKA is already one of the last magazines (the last?), which 
wants to talk about the whole reality around; in each issue we have multi-page sections 
of culture, of social reportage, foreign, economy, history, science, photo reportages, col-
umns, texts on lifestyles, sport “. Is that true? Do other weeklies also try to “talk about 
WHOLE reality all around”? The purpose of the study is also to answer these questions.

Thematic spectrum according editorial division

The editorial division is understood here as a method of grouping articles into spe-
cific thematic sections shown in the table of contents, which is placed on the first pages 
of each opinion weekly. When confronting the content of articles with the editorial divi-
sion, the following observations were made:
 - The recurring column of the editor-in-chief is the part that repeats in all of the weekly 

reviews. In most cases, very expressive opinions on current topics are presented.
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 - Another common part is Week’s Top Topic. As the name suggests, the editorial team 
publishes an article on the subject that is the most important in the entire issue. The 
thematic scope of this section is very diverse and, apart from the issues arising from the 
current political situation, also affects timeless and socially important issues.
 - The World section also appears in all of the week’s opinion weeklies. The editorial 

offices include articles on foreign affairs. Articles on current political issues as well as 
historical and other issues can be found there.
 - The Culture section is in six opinion weeklies. In this case, the name of the department 

is definitely more adequate to the subject of the articles published there, and besides the 
fine arts included there have educational and sightseeing themes.
 - In four of the six weekly opinion magazines, there is the Country / Poland section. Pub-

lications in this area contain topics related to Poland, and thus it is a very broad subject 
and it is difficult to find other common features.
 - In the four opinion weeklies, there are Science and History sections. In this case, the 

range of articles is also consistent with the common understanding of these two con-
cepts.
 - In four weeklies there are similar sections named Market, Economy, Business and 

Economy. In articles from these parts,  a wide range of topics loosely related to the econ-
omy can be found, including economic reality, interviews, presentations of people related 
to business and even descriptions of utilitarian technologies.
 - In the two weekly reviews, the Politics section is featured, and in it there are most often 

articles on political parties or specific politicians (mainly national issues). Also in two 
titles there is a section of Society, containing articles with a very large thematic range, in 
which it is difficult to find a universal key.
 - Other sections such as Self-Eyes, People and Styles (“Polityka”), Psychology, Periscope 

(“Newsweek”), Image of the Week, Opinions (“Tygodnik Powszechny”), Do not Miss, 
Health (“Do Rzeczy”), Kitchen (“Sieci” ) and On the edge of Poland, Up close (“Gość Nied-
zielny”),  occur singly. In Catholic weekly magazines, we will also find the sections of 
Faith (“Tygodnik Powszechny”) and the Church (“Gość Niedzielny”). There are also sea-
sonal departments of Independence Fathers (“Gość Niedzielny”), Summer To Things (“Do 
Rzeczy”), Holidays (“Tygodnik Powszechny”)
 - The breakdown in both numbers, each of the weeklies was similar but the following 

differences occurred:
• “Gość Niedzielny” - On the edge of Poland (only 31) and Up close (only 32)
• “Sieci” - Opinions, Economy, Sport and History (only 33)
• “Polityka” - Self-Eyes (only 31)
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The following table summarizes the editorial thematic division from the table of 
contents:

Table2. Editorial division

Period. „Polityka” „Newsweek 
Polska”

„Tygodnik 
Powszechny” „Do Rzeczy” „Gość Nied-

zielny” „Sieci”

Se
ct

io
n

Editor-in-chief Editor-in-chief Editor-in-chief Editor-in-chief Editor-in-chief Editor-in-chief

Week's Top 
Topic Periscope Image of 

the week
Week's Top 

Topic
Week's Top 

Topic
For begin-

ning

Politics Week's Top 
Topic

Week's Top 
Topic

Country/
Poland The Church Week's Top 

Topic

Society Politics Country/
Poland Culture

Indepen-
dence 

Fathers

Country/Po-
land

Market Society Opinions Do not Miss Country/
Poland World

World Psychology Faith Reviews World Culture
History History World History Science Economy

Science World Science World On the edge 
of Poland Kitchen

People nad 
styles Business History Economy Culture Upclose

Culture Science Culture Summer to 
things

Self-Eyes Culture Wakacje Health
Source: author’s research

While making the first comparison, it can be assumed that the widest thematic 
scope is in “Polityka”, “Newsweek Polska” and “TygodnikPowszechny”; the narrowest is  
in “Gość Niedzielny” and “Sieci”. However, the ambiguity and large meaning spectre of 
many departmental names used by editors, such as the Week’s Top Topic, Politics, Soci-
ety, World, Country, Poland, People and Styles, Eyes, Periscope, Society, Photo of the Week, 
History indicates that edition and naming do not have features that allow a comparative 
analysis of the thematic width and is of minor importance in the context of the purpose 
of the study.

Constructing thematic division for research

According to the author, the theory of professor at the University of Vilnius, Feliks 
Koneczny, will help to systematize and parameterize weekly reviews in terms of the topic 
width. Feliks Koneczny lived in the years 1862-1949. He was a historian, historiosoph-
ic, journalist, theater critic and author of many books. The most important are “Polish 
Logos and Ethos. Discussing the meaning and purpose of Poland “,” History of Russia 
“,” For order in history “. In this last one, he expressed the original theory of civilizations, 
which he defined as “the methods of the system of collective life”. His views in the works 
on this subject, and especially in the monograph “Jewish Civilization” met with the oppo-
sition of Jewish and left-wing circles. The main argument against the Koneczny theory 
was its glorification of Latin civilization and its modeling as a model for others. Some 
circles also saw anti-Semitic content in this book [STAŃCZAK-WIŚLICZ, 2008].

The most interesting and useful for this issue is the concept called quincunx. In his 
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intention “how to enumerate and embrace everything that is human”, Koneczny searched 
for a holistic formula. Social life encompasses a whole range of phenomena - “starting 
from legal and ethical systems, and ending with farming methods” [KOSSECKI, 2003, 
p.15]. Koneczny divided the phenomena into five so-called categories of social existence 
- good, truth, beauty, health and prosperity, which he called civilization quincunx, claim-
ing that all phenomena of individual and social life can be classified according to these 
categories. “There is no such fact, no thought, that would not be in any relation to one of 
these five categories, often simultaneously to two or even more. All facts and thoughts 
must be here. Nobody can come up with anything human that would not fit in this five-fig-
ure of life” [KONECZNY, 2013, p.8].

Health and prosperity have been included in material categories because they are 
related to satisfying the physical needs of man; whereas good and truth are included in 
spiritual categories, because they satisfy the needs of a higher order.

Beauty took an intermediate position, partly belonging to spiritual and partly to ma-
terial categories. Sometimes one social phenomenon can simultaneously belong to two 
or more categories.

By accepting quincunx as a starting point to create a categorization key, the author 
broadened the spectrum of analysis. Based on a study by Józef Kossecki “The basics of 
modern comparative science about civilizations. Comparative sociology of civilizations 
“, categories have been divided into 11 thematic areas.

Table 3.  Thematic categories and areas according to Koneczny and Kossecki

CATEGORIES THEMATIC AREA
Good Ethics, Law, Ideology
Truth Science, Information

Beauty Fine Arts, Aesthetics
Health Hygiene, Health care

 Prosperity Economics, Expansion, Defense
Source: author’sresearch

Codebook

Based on the thematic areas defined above, the author created a categorization key 
in which he placed the characteristics of each area and assigned keywords to increase 
the probability of research intersubjectivity. The categorization key took the following 
form:

Category Thematic 
area Thematicarea’s features Key words

Good Ethics

Values views, attitudes and actions 
from the point of view of good and evil. 
Ethics creates coercion to conform to 

current norms.

ethical attitudes, 
ethical judg-

ments, morality, 
sexual ethics, 

religion, justice
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Good

Legal sys-
tems

Legal systems arise as a result of the 
functioning of the social organism 

(most often the state). Legal norms 
differ from ethical norms in that sanc-

tions are punishable for breaking them. 
The law defines the hierarchy of au-

thorities, relations between the citizen 
and the authorities and between citi-

zens. Family law regulates the attitude 
towards children and the separation 
of power in the home. This area also 
covers the issues of legal institutions

law, family law, 
property law, 

inheritance law, 
public law, legal 

verdict

Ideology

According to the PWN Encyclopedia, 
ideology is "a set of views for the holis-
tic interpretation and transformation of 
the world" "Ideology must have in so-
ciety a support in natural desires and 
aspirations" (Koss). Ideology results 

from ethics.

social ideals, 
education of 

children

Truth

Science

Area of human activity aimed at 
reaching the truth. Within this area, we 
consider scientific research and other 
scientific activities as well as issues 
related to education, inventions and 

technology production.

Education, 
research, inven-

tions, discoveries

Information

Information is often treated as an ax-
iom. In this case, the phenomenon of 
dissemination of information, quality 

of information, free access to it as well 
as protection of personal data can be 

observed in this area

communication, 
manipulation, 

free access, data 
protection

Beauty

Aesthetics

Beauty and ugliness are two mutually 
exclusive aesthetic categories. Beauty 
is associated with harmony, ordering 
that translates into positive sensory 
feelings. Uglinessis the opposite of 

beauty.

beauty, aesthet-
ics, aesthetic-

standards

Fine arts 
(and sport)

Fine arts affect the human subcon-
scious and can influence the shaping 

of aesthetic and social standards 
(including ethical standards). This area 
also includes institutions that organize, 

coordinate and finance artistic activ-
ities. In addition, the issues of per-

formance sport should be taken into 
account from the fan's perspective

art, imagination, 
artist, artistic 

work, spectacle,  
professional 

sport
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Health

Healthcare

For the needs of the method, this area 
should be understood as activities that 
exploit knowledge about diseases and 
methods of their treatment as well as 

related institutions

hospital, diseas-
es

Hygiene

The purpose of hygiene is to elimi-
nate factors harmful to the body and 
introduce favorable factors to ensure 

optimal development conditions.

Health lifestyle, 
amateur sport

Prosperity

Economics

This area includes the economy as a 
whole of activities consisting in the 
production of goods and services 

to meet the needs of the population 
and the related issues of production, 
services, work, economic institutions, 
various methods and economic strat-

egies

Work, techno-
logical progress, 

economics, 
economy

Defence and 
expansion

This area includes defense and com-
bat readiness issues. It deals with 
military issues such as methods, 

structures and institutions related to 
the military

Military targets. 
Expansion, mili-

tary defence

Source: author’s research

Sampling

The variety of journalistic forms and a large number of articles required simplifica-
tion. The following qualifying and verification criteria for the research article were ap-
plied:
 - The volume of the article must be at least 1 page
 - The article must have a journalistic character
 - Discard strictly informational, chronicle, photojournalism, satirical and graphical ma-

terials
Basing on this following amount of articles were qualified to research:

Table 4. Liczba zakwalifikowanych artykułów

Source: author’s research

Coding

The coding process was based on the following algorithm used for each article:
1. Reading and understanding the content of the article
2. Filling out the research form:

a. Entering of the journal’s name
b. Entering the issue number
c. Entering of the title of the article
d. Constructing short summary
e. Using the codebook, assigning an article to an area or several thematic areas by 
entering the “1” character into the appropriate fields. The coder notes the occur-
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rence of topics that were described in a comprehensive manner, i.e. the topic was 
clearly defined, its impact or effects were described and solutions were sought. In 
addition, the encoder records the occurrence of auxiliary topics without which it 
would not be possible to describe the impacts, effects and search for solutions. 
Example: an article describing the problem of global warming, referring to scientific 
research indicating this phenomenon, defining health effects, suggesting changes 
in social attitude, will be classified as Hygiene groups (description of the negative 
impact of climate change on health), Science (scientific research confirming the 
warming process), Healing (prognosis of development of diseases and diseases) 
and Ideology (requiring comprehensive changes in social attitudes). A note about 
the activities of some countries in the field of forecasting the economic costs of 
climate change, without providing the results of forecasts, does not authorize to 
qualify the article in the Economic area.

Table 5. Coding form

Periodical Issue Article’s 
title
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Source: author’s elaboration

The data collection and analysis tool was MS Excel 2003. The entire coding process 
resulted in a table consisting of 175 rows and 15 columns. Due to the size of the com-
pleted form, a section was presented below, clearly defining its form. Research activities 
were carried out by Polish researcher and therefore coding form’s snapshot contains 
Polish language.

Figure 1. Coding results (snapshot)

Source: author’s research
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Results

The author proposes two approaches to the presentation of coding results. A gen-
eral qualitative presentation and a detailed quantitative presentation.

The qualitative presentation determines the thematic width without considering the 
number of occurrences of a given subject area. Information resulting from this presen-
tation answers the question: “What subject was discussed in the sample under review?” 
The disadvantage of this approach is the lower detail of the data. The advantage is the 
unambiguity and the lack of overinterpretation.

On the basis of the results from codebook, using MS Excel 2003 a table was pre-
pared in which the value of “1” was entered into the cell when the topic occurred at least 
once or “0” when the topic did not appear in the sample in any of the issues of the opin-
ion weekly. The table has taken the following form:

Table 6 . Categories’presence in opinion weeklies
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„Gość Niedzielny” 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1
„Polityka” 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
„Newsweek Polska” 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
„Sieci” 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1
„Do Rzeczy” 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
„Tygodnik Powszechny” 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
SUM 6 6 6 6 6 2 5 4 5 6 6

Source: author’s research

Based on the above table, a 3D pie chart was prepared that reflects the thematic 
width.

Figure 2. Opinion weeklies’ thematic width

Source: author’s research
Considering the most individually themed results, “Newsweek Polska” and “Tygod-

nikPowszechny” present themselves in a full range of themes. At the other pole is the 
“GośćNiedzielny”, in which topics from the category BEAUTY (Aesthetics and Art) and 
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HEALTH (Medicine and Hygiene) are not mentioned. The weekly “Polityka” and “Sieci” 
have not addressed the themes of Aesthetics and Medicine. In the “Do Rzeczy” weekly, 
topics related to Aesthetics were not found.

Looking from the thematic perspective, Aesthetics, Legal Systems, Ideology, Sci-
ence, Information, Economy and Defense were discussed in each of the weekly opinion 
papers. Art and Hygiene were omitted in one weekly opinion (“Gość Niedzielny”), in the 
two weeklies of the opinion, Healing was omitted (“Gość Niedzielny” and “Sieci”). The 
least-discussed subject is Aesthetics, which found its place only in two opinion weeklies 
(“Newsweek Polska”, “Tygodnik Powszechny”).

The quantitative presentation determines the thematic width taking into account 
the number of occurrences of a given subject area. Information resulting from this pre-
sentation answers the question: “What subject and how often was discussed in the sam-
ple?” It should be remembered that due to the fact that one article could be assigned to 
several categories, the following values indicate the “intensity” of the subject in given 
weekly as a whole (2 issues of one title). They should not be treated as a percentage in 
their entirety, because with a simplified method of selecting a research sample, different 
sizes of articles and different numbers in particular numbers could lead to erroneous 
conclusions.

Based on the results from codebook, a table was prepared using MS Excel 2003, in 
which the cells were entered equal to the number of occurrences of the topic in the sam-
ple of a given weekly. To increase the transparency of the statement, a colored gradation 
was applied that ran from the blue (the lowest) to the red (the highest) colors. The table 
has taken the following form:

Table 7. Categories’ occurences in opinion weeklies

Obszar tem-
atyczny Do Rzeczy Gość Nied-

zielny
Newsweek 

Polska Polityka Sieci Tygodnik 
Powszechny SUM 

Ethics 18 9 15 19 13 11 85
Legal 

systems 9 6 7 7 9 4 42

Ideology 19 8 19 24 22 16 108
Science 6 2 14 9 3 1 35
Informa-

tion 12 4 18 12 10 7 63

Aesthetics 0 0 1 0 0 1 2
Fine arts 

(and sport) 3 0 4 1 1 2 11

Healthcare 3 0 10 0 0 1 14
Hygiene 4 0 10 5 2 1 22

Economics 19 8 16 20 22 19 104

Source: author’s research

On the basis of the table above, a bar graph was prepared, reflecting the thematic 
width, taking into account the intensity of the subject matter understood as the number 
of occurrences of a given topic in the sample.

Analyzing the results in a holistic approach, it is clearly visible that the most inten-
sively discussed topics were  Ideology and Economy which appeared in all weeklies (over 
100 occurrences). The number of occurrences of Ethics and Information’s topics ranges 
between 50 and 100. Among the topics occurring between 20 and 50 times are Legal 
Systems, Science, Hygiene and Defense. Aesthetics, Art and Healing were the topics that 
were discussed the least frequently (less than 20 speeches).
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Figure 3. Thematic spectrum and intensity in opinion weeklies

 Source: author’s research

When analyzing the results on an individual basis, it should be noted that a different 
number of qualified articles means that the results should be treated primarily as a pre-
sentation of the analytical possibilities of the method. Changing the selection criteria, in-
creasing the number of articles in the sample, may give different results. However, some 
conclusions can be presented on the basis of this study. In “Gość Niedzielny” the most 
often discussed subject was Ethics, Ideology and Economy, in the “Polityka”, apart from 
the mentioned topics, the scope of Information was also very intensive. “Newsweek Pol-
ska” is a weekly magazine with a high intensity of the following topics: Ethics, Ideology, 
Science, Information, Healthcare, Hygiene, Economy, and Defense and Expansion. The 
analysis of the articles “Sieci” and “Do Rzeczy” indicates a high intensity of topics in the 
field of Ethics, Ideology, Information, Economy, and Defense and expansion. In “Tygodnik 
Powszechny” the analysis showed the domination of topics related to Ethics, Ideology, 
Economy, and Defense and Expansion.

Methodological conclusions resulting from the course of the research process

1. Increasing the range of qualified articles will give a more precise picture of the the-
matic width. It will be advisable to include informational and chronicle materials as 
well as articles with a volume of less than 1 page.
2. The thematic division proposed by individual editorial offices is ambiguous. The 
very large capacity of departments defined in the table of contents does not allow to 
give them utility values and use them in comparative analysis. However, it should be 
noted that the weeklies of opinions with the broadest editorial division, i.e. “News-
week Polska” and “Tygodnik Powszechny”, also have the largest thematic width and 
“Gość Niedzielny” with a narrow editorial division also presented the smallest themat-
ic width. The search for the convergence of both nomenclatures (quincunx, editorial 
divisions) can become a separate research challenge.
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3. The thematic division based on quincunx shows features of completeness which 
was confirmed at the coding stage. The necessity of making arbitrary decisions oc-
curred in several cases and resulted mainly from the limited form of codebook.
4. It is required to improve the codebook used by the author who, knowing the quin-
cunx issue and having basic social knowledge, had no major problems at the coding 
stage. The problem is complicated by the possibility of assigning one phenomenon 
to many categories and the influence of the context. Therefore, the key should be ex-
panded by:

a. wider characterization of the thematic area
b. quotations and interpretative examples
c. more key words

5. The research form requires the development of additional coding activities, which 
would allow to optimize the categorization key as well as to document the encoding 
process more closely:

a. entering comments explaining the decision about assigning an article to a cate-
gory
b. entering quotes that have a key impact on the decision to assign

Summary

At first, the author would like to emphasize that the purpose of the article was to 
show the method, not the main analysis. The method can change the approach to the 
categorization of weeklies by the possibility of defining them on the basis of the topics 
covered. To define the thematic division, the concept of Feliks Koneczny, called quin-
cunx, proved very helpful, which allowed to assign a whole spectrum of phenomena and 
social issues to individual groups. The qualitative analysis, enriched with numerical data, 
gave a wide analysis material. The methodological modifications indicated in the ap-
plications, including the criteria for the selection of the sample, the codebook’s detail 
and the documentation resulting from the coding, will allow for greater precision of the 
method and, consequently, its usefulness. In the author’s opinion, the greatest advantag-
es of the method result from comparative possibilities, however, there are no obstacles 
to analyze individual issues with this method. Interesting results may come from the 
analysis of changes in the subject in time and an attempt to correlate these data with 
important social events such as elections, changes in the economic situation, events in 
foreign affairs.
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CORPORATE COMMUNICATION IN 
SOCIAL MEDIA WITH THE USE OF  

LINKEDIN
Monika Lipińska1

Abstract 
The article presents the use of social media in the corporate communication processes be-

tween  the company and the internal and external environment and the role that the relatively new 
social network LinkedIn plays in this act of communication. Secondary data analysis, with the subject 
literature and available research as the source of information, allowed to draw conclusions about the 
growing importance of social media in corporate communication and the significant role that Linke-
dIn fulfills in the act of communication with the stakeholders. It seems that along with the growth of 
communication needs, companies are constantly looking for new, integrated channels of communi-
cation with stakeholders, and recently their activities have moved to social media, where Facebook 
is the leader. Other social media, mainly LinkedIn, are overlooked, which may result in less effective 
corporate communication in social media by the companies.

Keywords: corporate communication, social media, LinkedIn.

Introduction

Rapid technological progress at the turn of the 20th and 21st centuries contribut-
ed to the showing up of social media, which enjoyed great interest among Polish com-
panies. As a consequence, social media can be an important area of communication 
activity of enterprises. Among the indications of the use of social media in corporate 
communication of a company are, for example, the steadily increasing number of users, 
advertisers and companies reaching stakeholders by electronic means. The main task of 
this article is to show the role and applies of social media in the communication of the 
company with the environment and the importance of LinkedIn’s social networking site 
in this act of communication. The article was prepared on the basis of literature review 
as well as presentation and analysis of  the available research.

A thorough analysis of the topic will allow to examine the correctness of assumed 
research hypotheses, which are the subject of this article. The first hypothesis assumes 
that for corporate communication, social media has become the main channel of cor-
porate communication. The second hypothesis assumes that the social networking site 
LinkedIn supports corporate communication of the company. The author is interested 
in the reasons for transferring the activities of corporate communication divisions to 

1 Monika Lipińska, a specialist in recruitment and employer branding, e-mail: m.lipinska1@
interia.pl
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social media and their impact on the discussed communication act. The proposed issue 
in terms of the role of the LinkedIn social networking website in the process of support 
of corporate communication was analysed.

Corporate communication is defined as a „tool for building relationships with the 
market environment (e.g. with investors, shareholders, business partners and employ-
ees) that increase the value of the company” [Kończak, 2017, p. 46]. Its aim is to build 
the image of the company’s brand, which is the basis for communication of the company 
with the external and internal environment. „A brand is a name, date, a sign, a symbol, a 
design or a combination of them to identify the company’s products or services” [Mruk, 
2002, p. 13]. The image of the brand is in turn „an arrangement of images and thoughts 
existing in human consciousness, expressing information about the brand and the atti-
tude towards it” [Budzyński, 2002, p.19]. The brand is often directly treated as an image 
created among the subjects of the environment in relation to a certain idea, product or 
service. „The brand’s image is created on the basis of a combination of personality and 
brand identity’’ [Goławska, 1998, p. 14-17. The role of the company and brand image in 
the modern market economy is growing dynamically both in relation to the individual and 
institutional client [Kotler, Pfoertsch 2006] as well as in relation to the employees of the 
company.

It is hard not to notice the power which lies in corporate communication, „which 
is the basis for building the company’s image and constituting one of the most im-
portant communication areas2 of the company with the external and internal environ-
ment”[Kończak, 2017, p. 47].

Public Relations is one of key elements recognized in corporate communication, 
and it has two basic functions. The first one is „the overall communication of the compa-
ny with all stakeholder groups, and the second one - strategic communication manage-
ment, aimed at building the reputation (image) of the company” [Kończak, 2017, p. 47]. 
We treat corporate communication the same as marketing activities here. This same 
recognition has its justification, namely „we can perceive corporate communication as 
integrated marketing activities, and thus integrated marketing communication of the 
company and related activities undertaken within the brand” [Wójcik, 2015, p.148]. These 
activities may be „managing the communication of the company with the internal envi-
ronment in order to shape its image on the market”[Krygier, 2104, p. 100]. „The opinion 
of the company’s internal environment is an important element in shaping the company’s 
reputation (brand)” [Kończak, 2017, p. 48].

Social media in cooperate communication in the company

To make a message  reach a specific target group on a satisfactory level for, the 
most effective channel should be used so that it could be performed in a relatively short 
time. „For corporate communication, such a channel is media, and more specifically so-
cial media”3 [Kończak, 2017 p. 48], which is also placed high in the ranking of corporate 
communication functions, as evidenced by the pioneering research of the Institute ARC 
Rynek I Opinia about the role of corporate communication4. Respondents acknowledged 

2 Corporate communication most often implements areas such as public relations and inter-
nal communication, press office and media relations as well as crisis communication.
3 According to Ph. Kotler and K.L. Keller „electronic channels are the fastest growing com-
munication and sales channels on the consumer market” [Kotler, Keller, 2013, p. 578-579]. As social 
media, you can define Internet websites which main purpose is to enable interaction between their 
users. One of the first definitions of social media was proposed by H. Reheold, presenting them as 
a social cluster, emerged on the Internet in a situation where individuals, using the network, conduct 
long enough public conversations with enough emotional involvement to create personal relation-
ships with other individuals in cyberspace [Rheingold, 1993, p. 6].
4 The study The role of corporate communication in Poland was implemented using the CAWI 
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that social media channels play a key role in corporate communication, pushing areas 
such as: building the image of a CEO, the board, the employer or crisis communication to 
the background. Research shows that from the point of view of corporate communica-
tion the most important channels are such as: „social media (82 percent of indications) 
and the Internet (77 percent of indications). TV positions in the ranking on the tenth 
place (10 percent of indications), followed by radio (5 percent of indications), and the list 
closes with outdoor (2 percent of indications)” [Kończak, 2017, p. 49].

In corporate communication of modern enterprises there are more and more in-
novations, which is a reaction to changes occurring in their environment. „New media 
create new qualities for companies to communicate with the internal entities” [Bajdka, 
2013, p. 203]. They have many specific features that show their advantages from the 
point of view of corporate communication, both internal and external, companies such 
as: „enabling the use of all presentation and representation resources, adapting the mes-
sage to the information needs of an individual recipient, impact of the message on many 
senses and the lack of time and spatial constraints in the consumption of information by 
the recipient” [Witczak, 2013, p. 91-96]. As shown by studies of the consumer behavior 
and attitudes related to the use of new media in marketing communication, „only 25% 
of respondents declare that they often use social networking sites seeking information 
about companies and their products. Taking into account the fact that they are used by 
as many as 80% of respondents, with 65% at least once a day” [Bajdka, 2013, p. 204] 
should agree with Philip. Kotler, that „the social media should be seen as the future of 
marketing communication” [Kotler, Kartajaya and Setiawa, 2010, p. 24], not forgetting 
that „it is treated as equal to corporate communication” [Wójcik, 2015, p.148]5.

LinkedIn

Over the past few years, the growing popularity of the international LinkedIn social 
networking site has been observed in Poland, which enables to establish professional 
contacts within trade. Both private individuals and companies have their own accounts 
on these sites. The content published on the portal is of professional character, and the 
building of the company’s image takes place not only in front of potential customers, but 
also employees. Unlike Facebook, Instagram or Twitter, it is focused on professional and 
business topics, which is why it has become a valuable tool for corporate communica-
tion for companies and brands seeking new customers, employees and those who want 
to shape a specific image (brand) in the recipient’s mind. The corporate website of the 
company on this portal has the ability to add posts, pin the most important one at the top 
of the site, target news6 and sponsor the most important ones.

In 2011, LinkedIn launched the „Influencers” program, which allowed top-level lead-
ers to publish their posts. „In less than a year, he gathered 150 leading business figures, 
such as Microsoft co-founder Bill Gates, founder of the group Virgin Richard Branson or 
a board member of Allianz Mohamed El-Erian” [Sawers, 2014]. According to data provid-
ed by the Microsoft technology company7, in July 2018, LinkedIn account had 294 million 
active recipients worldwide, and there were over 9 million corporate accounts.

method on June 10 - August 8, 2016 by the research Institute ARC Rynek i Opinia. 120 representa-
tives of Polish (77) and international companies (43) took part in the research. The basic criterion for 
the selection of the organization was employment at a minimum level of 250 people. Respondents 
were people responsible for corporate communication in the company. The research tool was a 
questionnaire.
5 In addition, as the study „The role of corporate communication in Poland”, described in detail 
in the above footnote (see footnote: 3), corporative communication is often identified by respondents 
with marketing. 46 percent of respondents declare that marketing deals with it.
6 Determining the recipients of the group to whom the message is addressed.
7 Awan A. (2017), The Power of LinkedIn’s 500 Million Member Community [online: November 
17, 2018], https://blog.linkedin.com/2017/april/24/the-power-of-linkedins-500-million-community
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In Poland, according to the data from April 2018, the portal is used by 2.1 million 
users8, or every thirteenth user of the network, and profiles are run by 97% of Polish 
businessmen, including owners of Polish companies9. Thus, the activity of Polish busi-
nessmen in social media focuses primarily on the LinkedIn portal, and only the fifth of 
the leaders uses Facebook for these purposes.

The role of  LinkedIn in the corporate Communications of the company

Looking into the activity of the company in social media, one can notice differences 
in the choice of the company’s communication channel with the environment in compar-
ison with the channels chosen by their leaders. According to the report The State of So-
cial Media 201810, which collected data from more than 1,700 marketers11, Facebook is 
the leader of the platforms used by companies - 96% of marketers use it to communicate 
with the company’s environment. Slightly less of them, or 89%, works on Twitter. 70% of 
companies  actively use the LinkedIn and Instagram account. Respondents indicated 
that they use Snapchat and Pinterest the least frequently.

In the context of the analyzed research results, the question arises- what is the role 
of LinkedIn in corporate communication of the company. Despite its low position as a 
tool used to communicate the company with the environment, we should pay attention 
to the function that LinkedIn has in the discussed communication act. The community 
business portal  you to:

1. increase the awareness of the existence of the enterprise in the target group by, 
for example, informing on the profile of the company about appearances in the media 
(information about the article and appearance on the radio or television),
2. build an expert image, or warming the image of the company by presenting, for 
example, expert content and PR activity of its selected experts by presenting and pro-
moting the results of its own industry research,
3. present the marketing activities and successes of the company by informing the 
Internet community about the patronage over the particular event or the organization 
of its own event, where LinkedIn will also support the recruitment of participants,
4. increase the traffic on the company’s websites and interest in the offer of the in-
ternet users’ company through periodical publication of the newsletter or making the 
recipient interested with an attractive topic discussed on the company’s blog,
5. support of promotion and recruitment of employees by having them informed about 
special actions carried out by the company in accordance with the previously chosen 
promotion scenario,
6. build a committed community around the company’s brand and the ability to en-
gage employees in communication on the business social platform by presenting ac-
tivities on LinkedIn as a joint communication project and assigning the roles of brand 
ambassadors to employees which can arouse greater involvement of the employee in 
the company’s business outside the platform and a sense of influence on the compa-
ny’s success.

8 Kania A. (2018), LinkedIn: the most interesting Polish company websites [online: November 
18, 2018], https://nowymarketing.pl/a/18999,linkedin-najciekawsze-polskie-strony-firmowe-prze-
glad
9 Hekman P. (2018), Polish businessmen in social media. LinkedIn is the undisputed leader [on-
line: November 18, 2018], http://wyborcza.pl/7,156282,23317546,polski-biznes-w-mediach-spolec-
znosciowych-linkedin-niekwestionowanym.html,
10 Read A. (2018), The State of Social 2018 Report: Your Guide to Latest Social Media Market-
ing Research [online: December 2, 2018], https://blog.bufferapp.com/state-of-social-2018
11 Marketing and company communication specialists with the external and internal environ-
ment.
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The function that LinkedIn fulfills in corporate communication of the company al-
lows to conclude that, although it is not currently the leader of the platforms used by 
companies to communicate with the environment, it undoubtedly supports the activities 
of corporate communication divisions. LinkedIn’s advantage over other social network-
ing sites is based on a well-defined target group, which includes business partners and 
employees. On the one hand, this improves corporate communication in this channel, 
but on the other hand,  it makes it more demanding due to the need to match the mes-
sage to the demanding recipient and the need to arouse involvement in the company’s 
activities.

Taking into consideration the growing role of social media in corporate communica-
tion, it should be emphasized that the participation of the company only with a commer-
cial message is no longer accepted by the business environment, that is its online com-
munity. Today, Internet users expect such values as: „knowledge, skills, scarce resources, 
or benefits resulting from special treatment of members of external and internal com-
munity” [Pogorzelski, 2015, p.154]. They follow the expectations of the modern Internet 
user proposed by Pogorzelski LinkedIn meets their needs. The portal is perceived as a 
place of knowledge exchange, where posts are of a professional character and broaden 
information on a particular topic. Each published content is to supposed to be valuable 
to other users and encourage discussion by asking further questions. Content, published 
on the profile, that arouses user’s interest, should not only be a source of information and 
an advertising tool, but also an inspiration for broadening one’s skills. Rare resources  of-
fer the possibility of priority access to job offers of the observed employer, published on 
his/her profile and the possibility of quick contact with the person who is  responsible in 
the company for the recruitment. The possibility of contact is associated with increase 
of your chances of finding a job. Additionally employees of a given company are able to 
quickly respond to internal recruitments opened in their workplace and quickly respond 
to the offer, which allows promotion in the company’s structures.

As mentioned in the first part of the article, the purpose of corporate communica-
tion is, among others, to build the company’s image. LinkedIn is used, as an example of 
corporate communication, by the oil company LOTOS S.A., chosen by the author as an 
example. An enterprise, in social perception, wants to be perceived as an expert. The 
information flow strategy is targeted at the contributors, stockholders  and sharehold-
ers of the company. LOTOS S.A.12 when posting,  refers to its own investments in the oil 
field, pioneering solutions in the field of modernization of the oil industry and ideas for 
the development of mining industries in Poland. It is puzzling about this group, that it 
overlooks employees, putting them lower in the hierarchy of importance for building the 
company’s reputation. LinkedIn can be not only a tool for building, but also warming the 
image of a company where employers can create, for example, the position of a good 
employer, an example of which is the profile of the PKN Orlen SA13 stakeholder group 
shaping its brand as a highly pro-employee, where employee value stimulating systems 
play a key role  in corporate communication of the company. On the LinkedIn profile, 
the oil company regularly publishes marketing content, the slogan “the family-friendly 
employer”, “the best employer in the world” or “employee safety is a company’s priority”. 
The content is accompanied with a photo of, for example, smiling company employees 
or joyful children of employees visiting their parents during work. In public perception, 
PKN Orlen S.A. is associated with an image of a friendly employer who values employees 
working in the company.

The examples of building the brand image by businesses show the diversity of the 
use of the same tool - LinkedIn as to communicate with the company’s internal and 
external environment. Two identical brands were chosen for comparison. The goal is 

12 Polish oil company.
13 Polish fuel and energy company.
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to show two different styles of corporate communication using LinkedIn by two Polish 
companies from the oil sector.

Summary

Social media, properly implemented in the communication strategy of the company 
may be not only the tool of this act communicated, but even be its core. For corporate 
communication, social media has now become the main channel of communication 
with the internal and external environment. Departure from traditional forms of corporate 
communication is visible mainly in the change of the way of communication between the 
company - stakeholders who do not want to be just passive observers. They demand not 
only the dialogue with their brand or employer but also exchange of knowledge, skills 
and special treatment by the company.

Corporate communication in social media should be based on the dialogue of both 
parties, where the mutual building of the brand, sharing opinions creates a new quality 
of the image of the employer and allows the change of brand awareness in the eyes of 
stakeholders. To sum up, companies should look for new channels of communication 
within the environment, because Facebook or Twitter are no longer enough for the de-
mands placed on the brand. LinkedIn might be our chance, as it gives hope for a new and 
effective form of corporate communication in terms of building or warming the image 
of the company’s brand. As a social business portal, it has tools not only to improve 
enterprise corporate communication, but also it includes communication of the brand 
environment in this act, which in turn meets the need for stakeholder dialogue with the 
company and gives the user a real impact on the company’s operations.
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STEREOTYPES OF REFUGEES AS 
PRESENTED IN THE MEDIA AND 

THE REALITY OF PROBLEMS 
LINKED WITH CULTURAL 

ADAPTATION AND SOCIAL 
INTEGRATION OF THE IMMIGRANT 

CHILDREN.
Sylwia Miazga1

Abstract
The situation of refugees living in Poland depends not only on legal aspects. A very important 

role is also played by social factors, which optionally condition and influence the status of foreigners 
in our country. One of them is undoubtedly the way of presenting the described phenomenon in the 
media, as well as the attitude of Poles to refugees, and how our country guarantees them protection 
and enables them to find their place in the new reality. Analysis of the problems of immigrant fami-
lies in Poland may provide valuable information to research  the problem of refugees in a European 
context.

Key words: refugee, migrations, protection, stereotypes, child, assimilation, legal acts

Introduction

The 21st century will certainly be recorded on the global history pages as the age 
of migration. This phenomenon has deeply altered the global society. Today’s migration 
trends are significantly different from their historical counterparts. At the present mo-
ment, they influence both domestic as well as international politics and have clear effect 
on social perception and attitudes [Castels, Miller, 2011, p.211]. This paper alludes to 
current events linked with the notion of international migration and offers an analysis 
of the issue of the media stereotypes distorting the actual genuine picture of problems 
related to cultural adaptation and social integration of the children of immigrants. 

The article focuses on the theoretical approach to the problem of refugees and an 
attempt to organize terminology related to the above topic. It also concerns the attempt 
to link the way in which refugees are presented and their problems in the media with real 

1 Sylwia Miazga, e-mail: sylwiamiazga.sm@gmail.com
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obstacles that they face in the country to which they migrate. It is also an attempt to 
explain whether the stereotypes shown have an impact on the integration problems of 
refugees, in particular by focusing on their children. The methods used during the prepa-
ration of the article were mainly the analysis of literature and the compilation of content 
contained and a case study referring to the situation of refugees in a particular country, 
in the case of an article, it refers mainly to the situation of refugees in Poland.

Analysis of concepts.

A broad discussion of the media stereotypes of immigrants requires attention to 
be paid to terminology. Migration is currently one of the most popular topics in political 
and social life in Poland as well as across Europe. Regardless of culture, or religion, 
the migration motive trespasses the majority of aspects of our everyday life. It is con-
nected with the scale of the discussed issue and the context of its influence on social 
behaviours in the 21st century. Migration, previously regarded solely as crossing borders 
between the countries, now has to be considered as part of the social process [Castels, 
Miller, 2011, p.214]. An ideal example illustrating the scale of the phenomenon may be 
the sermon delivered last year by Pope Francis during the Midnight Mass at the Vatican’s 
Basilica which alluded and, it can be surmised, was supposed to sensitise the audience, 
and through TV broadcast, the global society of the entire world, that migrations as such 
date back to Biblical times. The migration phenomenon is regarded as the key value 
moulding the social reality of the world of the 21st century. Because it has a global 
dimension, its consequences are felt by each country making it a sending, accepting 
or transit organisation for individuals in migration flows. In this context, a number of 
positive aspects can be observed deriving from migration such as a positive influence 
on economic growth, counteracting pejorative consequences of the aging of societies, 
increased power of certain states, as well as increased quality and standards of living, 
generating development conditions, transfer of knowledge and technology and various 
cultural exchanges. At the same time however, particularly in the last few years, in the 
ongoing debates on public for a, issues linked with the adverse aspects of the migration 
have been more and more frequently raised, e.g. problems on the labour market, avail-
ability of social benefits, difficulties linked with the immigrant assimilation or integration, 
risks to national identity, development of organized crime, or terrorism.

Migration and refugees are certainly the phenomena treated in a multidimension-
al way.  Undoubtedly, one of their most important features is variety. It would be very 
difficult to identify specific migration types. Each individual case will be different with 
different consequences. 

Migration processes are closely linked with the ongoing demographic changes. 
Currently, the growth of the population is observed outside Europe. On the Old Continent, 
the demographic situation reached the critical level some time ago. A negative birth rate 
has been noted in as many as 17 European countries. Also, the fertility rate is alarming; 
in all EU countries it is now significantly below the replacement level. Today, Africa can 
be regarded as the country with particularly high growth rate which exports its popula-
tion surplus to Europe in a natural way. If this trend continues at a similar pace, then, 
according to projections, by 2025 the global population will increase to 8.5 billion with 
the growth observed primarily in the Middle East and North Africa. In the perspective 
of the subsequent decades, international migrations will become a dominating factor 
moulding the population size. 

During the initial analysis of the international migration problem, attention has to 
be drawn to the factors which mould it. Two approaches can be distinguished to the 
discussed issues. The first one, i.e. the micro approach is focused on factors pertinent 
to individuals. It concerns people, human systems of values, but also aspirations and 
desires of individuals. The other approach, i.e. the macro approach, focuses on the eco-
nomic, political and demographic situation in the country. 
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It is worth noting that migrants can be divided into refugees and economic immi-
grants and both phenomena have been observed in Europe for many years now. A good 
example are inhabitants of the Balkan region, who migrate to Western Europe for eco-
nomic motives. Only few of them apply for a refugee status. This trend is characteristic 
of the migration from developing countries to developed countries. Poland, which also 
copes with the inflow of immigrants, is regarded as a transit country. A separate example 
are refugees from Africa and Asia escaping from internal military conflicts, dictatorship 
and lack of economic development perspectives. Various analyses show, however, that 
apart from the citizens of Afghanistan, Eritrea and Syria, the majority of migrants from 
those regions are regarded as economic migrants. 

The migration problem in Europe escalated in 2015 and since then this phenom-
enon has been termed as the migration crisis. In the analysis of the topic, it is worth 
using the statistical data aimed at explaining the scale of the phenomenon. According 
to the statistics published by the European Statistical Office, in 2015 the total of 4.7 
million migrated to one of the member states in comparison with at least 2.8 million 
migrants leaving one of the EU member states. The data described do not include the 
EU as a whole, but are divided into individual countries. Out of the 4.7 million of immi-
grants, approx. 2.4 million originated from non-EU states and 1.4 million were residents 
of other EU country than that from which they migrated; ca. 860 thousand of individuals 
migrated to an EU state whose citizens they had already been (e.g. returning citizens or 
citizens born abroad) and ca. 19 thousand were stateless individuals. In 2015, the larg-
est number of immigrants was accepted by Germany (1 543.8 thousand), followed by 
the United Kingdom (631.5 thousand), France (363.9 thousand), Spain (342.1 thousand) 
and Italy (280.1 thousand). The greatest number of immigrants was noted in 2015 by 
Germany (347.2 thousand), followed by Spain (343.9 thousand), United Kingdom (299.2 
thousand), France (298 thousand) and Poland (258.8 thousand). In 2015, generally, in 17 
EU member states higher level of immigration in relation to emigration was noted while 
in Bulgaria, Ireland, Greece, Spain, Croatia, Cyprus, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Latvia and 
Lithuania, the number of emigrants exceeded the number of immigrants. In Poland, until 
June 2017, nearly 3 thousand foreigners applied for international protection, i.e. granting 
the refugee status or additional protection; 89 thousand people applied for residential 
permit in Poland2.

At the time of drafting this paper, an analysis of documents governing the interna-
tional protection should be carried out. Historical data regarding this issue are certainly 
not something to be proud of. Until the 1970s, many countries were very shy in pro-
moting immigration policy. Foreigners were readily admitted to compensate shortages 
of labour force or to balance demographic shortage [Castles, Miller, p.228]. With time, 
some of the illegally admitted immigrants were covered by the abolition programmes 
which, in vast majority, were perceived as a way out for the governments of the individual 
countries to undertake other action. Currently, following Art. 1 of the Geneva Convention 
of 1951 and the New York Protocol, a refugee is an individual who satisfies the following 
conditions: lives outside his/he country, fears religious, ethnic or belief persecution and 
because of that does not want to stay in the country of his/her origin; has not be pros-
ecuted for crimes regarded as contradictory for the purpose and principles of the UNO. 
The refugee status is granted upon an application being served by a foreigner through 
the Border Guards. Privileges deriving from the procedure are considerable and ensure 
dignified stay outside the country of origin. Refugees receive a residence card and may 
not be expelled from the country; they also receive the “Geneva passport” authorizing 
him/her to travel abroad. He/she may also work under the same rules as each Polish 

2 These are the data published by the Office for Foreigners and concern only the individuals 
applying for legal stay in the territory of our country. Statistics concerning individuals illegally cross-
ing the border are surely much higher.[Source: EUROSTAT, on-line January 2019]
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citizen which means he/she does not need a special work permit and is also entitled 
to undertake a business activity. The key issues linked with the said Article concern the 
following rights of the refugees construed as families with children, i.e. the right to social 
benefits, education at any school type in Poland, health insurance and use of integration 
programmes. Prior to being entitled to the aforesaid privileges and during the period of 
application for the refugee status, foreigners are also offered opportunities of a dignified 
stay – a possibility of being accommodated at a special centre throughout the period of 
waiting for the granting of full rights.

In further pursuit of the topic of the study, the key assumptions underlying the pro-
tection of refugee families in Poland and, to be more precise, families with children which 
enter the territory of the Republic of Poland are also worth analysing. The Universal Dec-
laration of Human Rights of 10th December, 1948 proclaims all men to be born free and 
equal in terms of their dignity and rights and all man have the right to live, to be free and 
safe. Furthermore, under Article 13, everyone has the right to freedom of movement and 
residence within the borders of each state and the right to leave any country including 
his/her own and to return to it3. It is guaranteed by the International Covenant on Civil and 
Political Rights of 16th December, 1966 which stipulates that each man has the right to 
leave any country including his/her own. In reference to the foregoing – everyone has the 
right to life in dignity, even outside his own country. Changing the country, a migrant may 
become somebody else, make his/her life different and even be reborn. Each migration 
leaves a lasting mark on the psyche. Migration allows to create a materially different im-
age of oneself, another face or a „mask”, as Gombrowicz would have it. Questioning the 
identity becomes an incentive for self-determination and redefinition of the current iden-
tify. A migrant discovers that he/she is tabula rasa and a longer stay in another country 
activates mental processes which affect the entire personality.

Stereotypes in the medias

In the analysis of media stereotypes of migration, the multiplicity of studies linked 
with the topic  is worth looking at . Research into this phenomenon has not been very 
popular in Poland and surely has not been sufficiently discussed until the early 21st cen-
tury because the contact with the phenomenon of migration was relatively small. This 
situation is very easy to explain because at that time, Polish society was focused on the 
economic crisis while migrants regarded Poland solely as a transit country ion their way 
to Western Europe. Maciej Mrozowski’s publications of 1996 and 2003 research into this 
topic as well as its continuations are very interesting. In his thesis, Mrozowski points 
out that in the Polish media migrants appear only in the context of other described phe-
nomena and are not an object of the statement as such. In his initial research, Mrozows-
ki shows that the picture of migrants is stigmatised with negative connotations often 
linked with trafficking or illegal employment. Lack of source studies also stems from the 
fact that an average Pole did not have much contact with the phenomenon of migration 
especially at the end of the 20th century4. Articles of the discussed topic were published 
in the press but they were mainly based on limited information concerning migration 
and presented the phenomenon as a curiosity. The harbinger of the breakthrough in this 
area was the year 2004 when Poland joined the European Union; however, the data of 
the Office for Foreigners do not show any material increase of migration and what fol-
lows, the media were not dominated by this theme. After several years of informational 
regression, there came a deluge of facts. In the analysis of the discussed issue, I tried 

3 [Source: The Universal Declaration of Human Rights of 10th December, 1948, http://www.
unesco.pl/fileadmin/user_upload/pdf/Powszechna_Deklaracja_Praw_Czlowieka.pdf, on-line: Janu-
ary 2019]
4 According to the reports of the Office for Foreigners’ Affairs ion the years 1992-2010, in Po-
land barely 2.5 thousand foreigners received the status of refugees.
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to go back in time to my first encounter of the migration problem as I started thinking 
and analysing it a little deeper. it was the summer in 2015 and the information services, 
especially those still on top in the majority of raking with respect to viewership such as 
“Fakty” TVN, made alarming reports about a wave of immigrants storming Europe. In 
the background, they presented photos of young, well dressed men proudly walking the 
many kilometres separating them from their most desired target. I myself – little aware 
at that time – did not pay any attention to this unnecessary TV manipulation. There were 
no families, husbands, wives or their children to whom the migration offered a hope of a 
better future. Lack of objectivism and reliability leads to a situation where migrants are 
presented through the prism of being different and by instilling their simplified image as 
lazy people, avoiding work, using social security system and having inclinations towards 
violence. Those stereotypes are reinforced and multiplied. The image moulded by the 
media has a considerable effect on the manner of perception of the phenomenon. And it 
is not just speculations because they can be supported by relevant studies. It is logical 
that not every Pole had a chance of contact with an immigrant; therefore, according to 
the opinion poll of 2016 commissioned by the International Organization for Migration, 
the majority of us used information about the phenomenon from the media, not based 
on personal observations. According to professor Michał Bilewicz from the Centre for 
Research on Prejudice, Warsaw University, the phenomenon termed “the refugee crisis” 
on Poland is a consequence of lack of personal contact with refugees and as media 
reports which directly or indirectly influence the public opinion. Another reason is lack of 
clear separation of terminology used by the media. We often encounter lack of differenc-
es between an “immigrant” and a “refugee”, which were more broadly discussed in the 
first part of the article. 

Going further, I also wish to focus on a dissonance between the image of a refu-
gee moulded currently and the genuine problems with which immigrant families have to 
cope, particularly their minor members.

Attention should be drawn to the most important issue: what is the attitude of the 
Polish public towards migrants and what is their perception of migration movements? 
Looking for an answer to this question, I did not intend to delve into specific studies 
devoted to the topic; instead, I conducted a short interview in my own environment. The 
group I asked for answers consisted of barely 10 participants. It was relatively little rep-
resentative, yet I think that it may offer a minimum background for the answer regarding 
our attitude towards migrants. I only asked two questions: “What is your attitude towards 
people migrating to Poland and do you think that they are any threat to our nation?” Re-
plies were fairly consistent. Eight participants expressed their negative feelings against 
the immigrants and the same eight participants believed the immigrants to pose a risk to 
us. The result of this quasi study does not seem very glorious yet is seems to be repre-
sentative for other members of the society. At this point, it is worth considering whether 
or not our images of refuges are unjust in relation to those who are least noticed among 
the immigrant groups, i.e. children.

The term a child – “a forced refugee” is the most adequate description of the situ-
ation in which it finds itself. The child did not choose such a life. Its experiences are the 
consequence of its parent’s decision to leave to find a better life. One of the basic duties 
of the family is to ensure its members a sense of clear safety and stability. Satisfaction 
of these aspects is possible, among other things, through demonstration of particular 
cultural and family models by the family members in their everyday upbringing practic-
es. It is particularly difficult to achieve in the new, migration reality. The migrant families 
often have to face problems deriving from a clash between the previously cultivated cul-
tural models and those accepted in new environment which is linked with the fact that 
in the new country the family often has to combine the older values derived from their 
fatherland and those from the new country. In children, the change of the place of liv-
ing, necessity to adapt to new conditions, and cultural clashes lead to tension and even 
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stressful situations. They cause disorientation deriving from being unfamiliar with cer-
tain behaviours, raise various emotions – from enthusiasm, or excitement up to sadness, 
or anger. In the case of refugee children their traumatic experiences in their fatherland 
before departure and during the escape have additional influence on the adaptation pro-
cess. After the arrival to a foreign country, the child is unaware of its situation. Everything 
is new and foreign to the child. And it is the child that deserves the greatest attention and 
understanding and help in finding its way in the new conditions. 

Legal protection of migrant children and issues related to education.

The law binds Poland to ensure minors’ access to schools and to cover expenses 
related with their education. Children of foreign origin attending Polish schools can be 
divided into children of refugees and children of immigrants of various status.  Children 
of refugees, leaving their country usually in very dramatic circumstances and having 
equally dramatic experiences, usually have problems with the establishment of relations, 
limited motivation and abilities to learn, which is manifested by educational difficulties. 
Additional difficulty is their lack of knowledge of the majority of Polish inflection. Al-
though, their legal situation is fairly clear, the majority of refugee families treat Poland 
as a transit country on the way to Western Europe and do not treat the education of the 
children very seriously so majority of them do not attend school at all. Immigrant groups 
include the children arriving from the countries of our Eastern neighbours and from Asia 
intending to stay in Poland permanently or only for work. Those children usually attend 
schools, and easily assimilate with their Polish peers. A difficulty in the fulfilment of the 
educational path is usually unclear legal status of their parents [Górska, Korczak, 2014, 
p.18]).

Key studies and documents regarding education developed in recent year empha-
sise the importance of lifelong education for everybody, especially with respect to in-
dividuals whose access to education is difficult. UNESCO, which specialises in those 
issues, determines the most important functions of contemporary school in a simple 
slogan like: to learn, to know, to, act, to be and to live together. This learning and learning 
to “live together” also mean care for the education of foreign children of other nationali-
ties. School may therefore be an important environment promoting multiculturalism and 
openness [Kowalska, 2009, p.13].

In this analysis, the psychological aspects related with the influence of the school 
environment on the shaping of the attitude to life of minors are also worth mentioning. 
Many years ago, in his studies, Robert Steiner, Austrian creator of anthropo-philosophy, 
postulated that: anything which we say to a child, what we teach  does not constitute yet 
is another experience in itself. The way a country accepting refugees behaves towards 
children, how it will shape their personalities and lives through its actions will have effect 
on what kind of people they will become in the future. Cultural and linguistic differences 
are part of European educational structures. Reforms and actions of the Polish educa-
tional system based on the reforms look ahead to such aspirations.         

Currently, according to the policy of the European Union and the Council of Europe, 
a foreign child has the right to free education in a new country. Art. 70a of the Polish Con-
stitution stipulates that education is compulsory for everybody, also children of foreign 
origin. 

Experienced educators have developed two models of teaching the language of the 
accepting country – an integration model and separation model. The former assumes 
participation of the immigrants’ children in regular integration classes with the whole 
group where additional, introductory classes of the language of the country where they 
have just arrived are held outside the regular hours. The latter model assumes sepa-
rate education of the immigrant children. The classes are usually held within a separate 
group, also termed as the preparatory class, where they spend around a year until they 
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have sufficient knowledge of the new language. Both models are fairly demanding for 
both: the children and the teachers, have their advantages and disadvantages and strik-
ing a balance in this case seems to be rather difficult. The choice of a specific model 
depends on state authorities; educational experts in a particular country decide what 
is best. In Poland, the integration model of education is applied. It means that children 
of foreigners are required to participate in normal classes at school regardless of their 
knowledge of Polish while additional language classes are held after the regular hours 
as per the Act on Educational System and Regulation of the Minister of National Educa-
tion of 4th October, 2001 on accepting individuals who are not Polish residents to public 
kindergartens, schools, educational centres for teachers and other educational centres. 
Additional Polish classes are organised by individual municipalities in the form of prepa-
ratory course or additional Polish classes. The education is free and may last no longer 
than 12 months [Mazurowska, 2006, p. 66]. 

Children encounter a number of obstacles rendering proper integration and educa-
tion difficulty. The language barrier seems to be the major difficulty. Despite additional 
language classes offered by the state, immigrant and refugee children do not often use 
this opportunity in an adequate manner and sometimes those classes seem to be insuf-
ficient to learn the language at a communicative level. For those who have no difficulties 
learning Polish, the difficult thing is adaptation to the regime of the school system; they 
fail to obey the rules, and are frequently in conflicts with their Polish peers. Others are 
unable to find their places at school as an institution requiring punctuality and systemat-
ic work. Unfamiliarity with the regulations concerning the educational duty especially on 
the side of the parents is often a serious obstacle (blockade) in commencing education 
by the minors while the fear of cultural differences intensifies these feelings consid-
erably. Polish teachers admit that they lack preparation in inter-cultural teaching and 
working materials prepared by the Ministry of National Education are insufficient. They 
also realise that it is important to relay to Polish students the elementary knowledge on 
traditions and culture of the country of the arriving foreign child as well as presenting po-
tential schooling experience related with the specific nature of the educational system of 
the country of the child’s origin. A person facilitating integration of foreign learners with 
the local school community is the intercultural assistant. He/she activates refugee chil-
dren and their parents encouraging them to take active part in the co-creation of school 
life, performs the role an interpreter and inter-cultural mediator [Żyła, 2018, p. 156].  

Any kind of support from the environment will lead to a smooth transition of a child 
into the new educational system and determine its success in Polish school despite the 
obvious difficulties that it is bound to face.

Leaving the problems of the migrant children aside and returning to the medial im-
age of refugees for the last time it is worth mentioning one other issue. In 2015, a joint 
informational action on the Polish media was held  “More information, less fear”. Over 
40 editorial boards in Poland decided to publish a common bulletin developed under the 
auspices of the Office for Foreigners. Because the refugee topic has been one of the 
leading news on all media and related discussions show the importance of the phenom-
enon couple with lack of adequate and reliable information, this study which has a clear 
character and is supplemented by details data may be used as an introduction to the 
analysis of the above-discussed phenomenon. 

Conclusions

We cannot limit ourselves to a uniform approach to cultural contrasts between mi-
grants and European communities. As many studies show, immigrants as well as Euro-
peans vary from the ethnic, religious as well as social status perspectives. The studies 
also show considerable differences between European societies and their outlook on 
the world; for example, differences between Poles and Syrians are not as dramatic as 
differences between the Swedes and Syrians; therefore, migrants choosing Poland as a 
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transit country feel much better here thanks to common historical and cultural ties. The 
inflow of migrants into Poland poses a challenge to the integration policy of the state. 
The duty to integrate the incoming migrants as well as the need to propagate the infor-
mation about the new civilisations in the accepting society may be one of the key and 
current political as well as social issues. Looking at the issue from the perspective of a 
broader analysis, it can be stated that the aging Europe should be interested in enriching 
its demographic and intellectual capacity by making an adequate use of the variety. Find-
ing good solutions will protect us against deeper conflicts deriving from temporariness 
and xenophobia.

The future is marked with global migrations. The picture of migration issues, knowl-
edge of the problem, social attitudes and preferences are moulded by the media, which 
convert the picture into an unreliable and inadequate one. Cultural and religious differ-
ences are the sources of fear and anxiety in face of integration difficulties.  Migrants and 
refugees – all the people who escape in fear of real danger in search of safety, or better 
future should be allowed to fully participate in the life of the accepting society. They are 
a treasure chest of their native cultures and aspirations which may enhance the life of 
their target countries.
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BIWEEKLY MAGAZINE “WHITE 
EAGLE” AS AN EXAMPLE OF THE 
IMPLEMENTATION OF POLISH-
LANGUAGE MEDIA PROJECT IN 

THE UNITED STATES
Łukasz Sikora1

Abstract 
The article describes the idea of creation and development of Polish biweekly magazine “Biały 

Orzeł” (“White Eagle”), originated in Boston in 2002/2003 by the White Eagle Media LLC publishing 
house. The periodical, which has been published until today, was at the time one of the largest proj-
ects in the segment of so-called ethnic media in the United States. The work’s aim is to present the ti-
tle’s history, identify factors affecting on creation of the Polish diaspora press, diagnose components 
determining the success/failure of the project, as well as local conditions that had a direct impact 
on decision to launch described press title. The methodology used in the implementation of this ma-
terial includes in-depth interviews with project co-founders (publishers and journalists) carried out 
over 2017 and 2018, executed jointly on a group of 9 people, providing quality data from staff directly 
involved in described publishing project from its very beginnings. A valuable source of data was also 
open access to archives of the “White Eagle” hard copies, dated between 2003 and 2008.

Keywords: ethnic press, Polonia press, Polish community in the USA.

The project of creating a new printed medium for the Polish community in the USA 
began in the early 2000s as the initiative of two young Polish-American entrepreneurs, 
who lived permanently in Boston, MA, United States - Marcin Bolec and Dariusz Barci-
kowski. The idea of a tandem of originators focused primarily on the fact, that at the 
beginning of a new century there were in fact only two relatively large, leading press 
centres - going out in Chicago “Dziennik Związkowy” and appearing in the states of New 
York and New Jersey “Nowy Dziennik” [Leonowicz-Bukała, 2012] playing major role on 
the Polish-American printed media market.

Both of the titles mentioned above, strongly related to historic Polish organizations 
and institutions (Polish American Congress [PAC website, 2019], Polish National Associ-
ation [Dziennik Związkowy, 2019] and others), offered mainly materials regarding events 
from Poland (beginning of the 21st century found the Polish ethnic press in USA in the 
stage of almost complete lack of preparation for new technologies, such as web edi-

1 Łukasz Sikora, e-mail: lukasz_sikora@o2.pl
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tions). A part of these publications were also most important world headlines, as well 
as news and local content - trimmed to the coverage area of a given title. “Nowy Dzien-
nik” and “Dziennik Związkowy” owed their success primarily in the existence of deep 
roots in historical organizations associating Polish immigrants and Americans of Polish 
descent. Also a considerable circulation and availability were a part of this good perfor-
mance (ranging from a few to a dozen or so thousand copies in weekdays, and tens of 
thousands of copies of weekend releases), as well as the practical lack of direct compe-
tition, especially in the areas of “traditional” large Polish communities on the East Coast 
of the USA and in the state of Illinois and its surroundings. Naturally, in other centres and 
regions, where the number of residents identifying with their Polish roots was significant-
ly smaller, various periodicals appeared on a completely local scope, usually having a 
small group of readers concentrated mostly in one locality, functioning however without 
much substantive journalist background, often focused mainly on publication of regional 
announcements, advertisements of goods and services, matrimonial announcements, 
etc.

Bearing in mind a number of factors, including from the field of the ever-growing 
model of information society [Dawson and others, New York 1988, p. 51–67], as well 
as those resulting from growing prestige of Poland on international arena, including a 
perspective of joining the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (1999) and increasingly ap-
proaching prospect of joining the European Union, in some Polish diaspora communities 
remaining outside the two above-mentioned large metropolitan centres in the USA, there 
was increased need to reach for Polish-language print media. In the early 2000s, such a 
centre was also a city of Boston and the entire state of Massachusetts with officially es-
timated over 300,000 inhabitants of Polish origin [US Census, 2019] - Poles or Americans 
with Polish roots, while unofficial data (e.g. from parish priests, missionaries or adminis-
trators of Polish Roman Catholic parishes in the state) said about the number reaching 
400 to 500 thousand, including persons without legal status of residence in the United 
States, as well as persons temporarily staying on a tourist visa, allowing a single stay up 
to a maximum of 6 months. In such social circumstances a project was established, in 
which the undersigned, then full-time employee (as leading editor and journalist) of the 
Podkarpackie “Super Nowości” daily, also associate of the regional Polish National TV 
branch, and the Polish National Radio Rzeszów.

Initially, the intention of the publishers, who at the end of 2002 set up a publishing 
company White Eagle Media LLC based in Boston, lay a draft of a weekly magazine, ap-
pearing in Boston and the surrounding area, and distributed through a network of Polish 
stores, delicatessens, so-called “Polish agencies” (mainly focused in shipping parcels 
and money transfers), cultural centres and parishes . An important feature of the project 
was the plan to create a thoroughly bi-lingual medium (taking into account the needs of 
people who do not speak Polish after many years of emigration or already born outside 
Poland), in which content will appear in both Polish and English, as well as the empha-
sis on the strictly informational sphere [Wolny-Zmorzyński and others, Warszawa 2009, 
p. 30-47], contained in two basic areas: information about Poland and social, political, 
economic and cultural life in the “native country”, as well as local information, assigned 
geographically to a given place in America, which were important from the point of view 
of local communities, but not directly related to the Polish-speaking ethnic group.

As time passed, largely devoted to consultations with representatives of the local 
Polish community in Massachusetts, the “White Eagle” publishing project began to crys-
tallize around the idea of a biweekly, distributed free of charge at the above-mentioned 
points, with a circulation of around 10,000 copies. Thus, a decision was made to allocate 
about 50 per cent of the publishing space of the emerging periodical for the emission 
of commercial advertisements and announcements, which - as more advertisers were 
acquired - were to become a sufficient economic base for the entire project.

Regarding journalistic content of the “White Eagle”, decisions were made to focus 
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on the information layer (according to previously indicated assumptions), as well as on 
the publication of columns and comments focused on current events in the political 
and economic sphere, mainly regarding Poland. An extremely important role, which later 
became one of the “trademarks” of the upcoming biweekly, was a close co-operation 
with representatives of local Polish diasporas, and ethnic leaders from smaller towns, 
launched by publishing house from the very beginning. Thanks to that no anniversary 
party, cultural event, important for the Polonians and their communities, or even opening 
of a new business, has not escaped the attention in the context of publication in “White 
Eagle”. This mainly concerned Boston, but also smaller towns from other Massachusetts 
counties: Worcester, Springfield, Cambridge, Lowell, Brockton and others.

The remaining thematic sections of the biweekly were devoted to broadly under-
stood journalistic layer, according to Lippmann’s idea of shaping public opinion [Lip-
pmann, New York, 1922, p. 148] for broadening horizons and knowledge without issuing 
controversial and extreme judgments on particular topics. Therefore, there was no lack 
of in-depth political analyses, articles on economic and business matters, taking into ac-
count specificity of Polish-American relations, also historical articles, and these related 
to culture and art, education, as well as other areas of life. All content was proportionally 
supplemented by “add-ons” in form of satirical drawings, crossword sections, health and 
beauty corner, letters from readers, photo reports from local events, etc. The bi-weekly 
“White Eagle” welcomed its first free readers in the spring of 2003, initially only in Boston 
and its surroundings [White Eagle Media, 2019].

The publication of a new magazine, attractive in form and, what is not insignificant 
– free of charge, caused a thunderous effect, which even optimistic publishers and a 
small editorial team did not expect. Most of distribution points of the magazine from 
first live day reported need for additional copies of newspaper, which was also signalled 
by readers, willingly and collectively using telephones, e-mails and office address of the 
editing house. For obvious reasons, Polish-American advertisers were also interested in 
seeing the chances of expanding their businesses in the new publication due to possibil-
ity of reaching a significant group of potential customers.

“White Eagle” in a short time conquered and enraptured the Polish community north 
of New York, gradually expanding its range and circulation outside of Massachusetts, 
reaching the states of Connecticut, Pennsylvania, Maine, Rhode Island, New Hampshire 
and Vermont. In each of the above-mentioned states, efforts were made to reach activ-
ists and leaders of local Polish community in order to empower their involvement and co-
operation with the editors to publish information about activities of local Polish commu-
nities, according to the broadly understood idea of civic journalism [Citizen Journalism, 
2019] (although of course defined in terms of the ethnic community needs). In this way, 
the new Polish biweekly magazine gained its first steps as a newspaper, which gradually 
gained new regional editions, with a clear separation of information sections (published 
in both Polish and English) divided into Polish-American and general news. Also, from 
economical point of view, the variant in choosing the scope of advertising and advertise-
ment publication gave businesses the opportunity to choose right offer for themselves, 
and for publishers a chance to create an attractive package offer addressed to potential 
customers. At this stage of the magazine’s development, it was fully justifiable to speak 
about the firm success.

The “White Eagle” magazine, with  time, has acquired a wide range of readers, ex-
panding its reach further to total eight subsequent mutations – zoned editions [Aber-
nathy, UNC Report, 2018], including states of Arizona, Nevada, California and Florida. As 
a caveat, the emergence of a new printed Polonia medium in 2003-2007 largely activated 
Polonia communities in the US in places where “traditional” Polish-language printed me-
dia did not reach them. The group of co-workers of the newspaper was also gradually 
enlarged by joining of people from both local Polish diasporas, as well as journalists 
and students of journalism. The White Eagle Media publishing activity, as described in 
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this way, was in line with the development of practical training of journalists in Poland 
and in the USA, by activating students and graduates of journalism, who made their first 
professional steps in publishing for this Polish biweekly magazine [Gawroński, “Studia 
Medioznawcze” 2010, s. 11-22].

Press projects, addressed to niche, or selected recipient groups, have become an 
interesting area of research for the author, who is closely watching the processes of 
changes on contemporary media market. Despite the dynamic development of technol-
ogies and new media, in some narrow market areas the existence of a traditional printed 
press seems to be still justified, both from the point of view of the publication’s content 
as well as from the perspective of economic viability.
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HAZARD PROPHYLAXIS AND 
BEHAVIOURAL ADDICTIONS OF 
CHILDREN AND TEENAGERS ON 
THE EXAMPLE OF CONDUCTED 

PUBLIC DUTIES “TEENAGERS AND 
CHILDREN – SAFE IN THE WEB 

SINCE TODAY” CARRIED OUT BY 
THE TRAINING AND THERAPEUTIC 

CENTRE SELF  
Sabina Południak1, Kinga Ostrowska-Magoń2

Abstract
The aim of this thesis is to present the threats arising from the Internet usage, with the spe-

cial account of behavioural addictions of young people. The second aim is to introduce proactive 
activities which have been implemented to schools in the Podkarpacie region since 2016 within the 
scope of public duties “Teenagers and children – safe in the Web since today” (“Młodzież i dzieci – od 
dziś bezpieczni w sieci,”) being carried out by the Training and Therapeutic Centre SELF due to the 
resources of the National Health Programme during 2016-2020

Key words: behavioural addictions, hazard prophylaxis, virtual addictions, Media, National Health Pro-
gramme for 2016-2020. 

Introduction

For modern children and teenagers the Internet is the indispensable meta-medium 
in every day communication and social functioning. Potential addictions and dangers 
are being strengthened and become diversified together with continual technological 
development and deepening conformism, especially among young network users. Yet, it 
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is essential to improve the level of knowledge all the time and the awareness of young 
users of the new media. However, it is also important to pay attention to the upbringing 
surrounding of a young person, how they function and acquire social abilities about po-
tential dangers, the ways how to counteract and prevent them and the need to cooperate 
with all the entities. The majority of teachers and social research underline that in the era 
of such fast technological changes adults are only digital immigrants. Directing educa-
tional activities for adults seems to be the key to effective proactive activities.

Supporting local governments and their organizational units in raising the level of IT 
competence both in the school education of children and teenagers, teachers as well as 
parents is extremely important.

 Delegating this type of activities in the scope of, for example, governmental proj-
ects, to units being out of public financial sector such as legal people and non-govern-
mental organizations lets the cooperation with the units specialising in the particular 
area of activities. Thereby, it improves the effectiveness of taken activities.

Virtual addictions and dangers in the context of intergenerational relations and 
developmental conditioning

As suggested by Prensky [2001,p.1-13] social division into digital natives and digital 
immigrants perfectly depicts immeasurable differences of children’s reality from that 
reality, in which their parents and other adults, who are responsible for the process of 
upbringing, are active. It goes without saying that by contrast to their attendees, adults 
have to acquire new technologies as the secondary ability, a particular addition to the re-
ality which is in contrary to children, for whom virtual world is the basic component of the 
reality. It affects visible differences in fluency of functioning in the digital world and the 
lack of full understanding of its mechanisms, and what is connected with these aspects, 
radical decline of control over children’s behaviour, lack of awareness and impossibility 
to control virtual activity of their offspring. It is especially alarming and worrying in the 
scope of numerous threats which children and teenagers face in the cyber world.

From the perspective of the complex project prepared for social workers [Liz-
ut, 2014, p. 66-84], hazards connected with the digital technology and the Web can be 
looked at from a few angles:
 - physical ailments (visual impairment, osteo problems, RSI (Repetitive Strain Injury) 

resulting in repetition of certain movements, including Carpal Tunnel Syndrome (CTS), 
so called Blackberry Thumb or a Player’s Thumb;
 - addiction and about-addiction dangers (computer games addictions, Internet ero-

tomania, information and news addiction, social contacts addiction, cyberchondria – 
which means constant browsing for information concerning illnesses);
 - cyberbullying (feeling of anonymity and impunity, variation according to Willard: flam-

ing, online bullying, cyberstalking, discrediting, posing as somebody, excluding);
 - dangers for the cognitive development (so called digital dementia – Spitzer[2013, p. 

179], shallow information processing, blocking memory structures practises and creat-
ing new nerve connections in brain, reproductive learning, problems with finishing under-
taken activity – its continuous disruption by checking multimedia and the Web, getting 
away from the traditional way of linear thinking – Carr [2010p. 5-89];
 - social development dangers (limiting face-to-face contacts, oversimplifying social re-

lations, limiting time spent together in the real life);
 - undertaking risky activities (patostreaming, spreading knowledge and wider access 

to psychoactive substances, spreading information hazardous for health, for example, 
promoting anorexia and socially unfavourable ones, for instance, racists or aggressive 
content, recruiting to sects, suicidal attempts);
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 - abuses and improper sexual patterns (grooming, sexting, paedophilia, obtaining pho-
tos, unintended sexual sources collection, facilitating intentional access).   

Pyżalski J. [2010, p. 118-137] by presenting the theoretical outline and the research 
results of Polish teachers and pupils in context of electronic aggression, pointed his at-
tention to non-uniformity and penetrating its different forms.

Electronic aggression is often analysed in the very simplified way, which does not 
include diversity of occurrences involved in this category, their characteristics and con-
ditioning. People analysing cyber aggression concentrate usually on the very fact of the 
applied device – which means new communication technologies, without any closer 
analysis of different sub-types electronic aggression and potentially assisting mecha-
nisms.

The attention was directed to social and psychological mechanisms, which can ap-
pear both at the offender’s side and a victim’s side. Presenting teachers’ believes refer-
ring to their own digital competences is also essential. The considerable part of teachers 
claims that the abilities, shown by students on how to use a computer overcome their 
own competences. Pyżalski poses a question if this conception applies to the reality and 
he implements that for sure it has got its own rendition into the way of thinking about 
aggression and its consequences. If students are fluent in using modern IT technologies 
and a particular teacher has a feeling referring to enormous shortage of knowledge in 
this matter – he can feel especially endangered in such a situation when students would 
use new technologies to create aggression. He also states that teachers’ knowledge on 
the electronic aggression and ways how to fight with it is enormous.

Only 12,5% of the surveyed people took part in a training course about cyber aggres-
sion. Additionally, every fifth teacher from this group claims, that training courses did not 
give them any knowledge possible to use in practice.

In order to understand digital media and the Web’s influence on the development 
of a young person, it is crucial to analyse closer two basic perspectives – biological and 
socio-relative.

The biological perspective focuses on the fact that our brain should obtain diversi-
fied experiences and this is the base of its development and the proper functioning [Ka-
lat, 2006, p. 108-123]. The simplest proof of the huge influence of an undertaken activity 
on the brain structure are changes in its organisation visible in body’s functioning. For 
example, the so called “pianist’s cramp” resulting from frequent practice of playing an 
instrument – intense exercises of a brain’s part, responsible for fingers stimuli reception, 
cause its growth and covering parts of the brain receiving a signal from surrounding 
body parts. As a result, fingers’ movements become clumsy [Byl, McKenzie, Nagarajan, 
2000, p. 302-309]. Nervous system and personality shape themselves and develop most 
intensively during children and teenagers’ lives. Together with the obtained every day ex-
periences nervous connections develop, practised abilities are very quickly remembered 
and mastered; habits over-learning appear to be much faster than in the case of adults. 
What is more, the brain has also the greatest recovery ability after injuries. Children’s 
plasticity, on one hand, means the greater vulnerability to any unfavourable stimuli and 
experience to which a developing psyche of a young person is specially sensitive, on the 
other hand, it means also vulnerability to proactive activities, the ability to over-learning 
which is faster than in the case of adults and shaping new patterns of behaviour. That 
is why, of the utmost importance is the role of the so called “alternative prophylaxis” 
combined, among others, with more effective free time management. It is essential to 
remember, when these matters are mentioned, that inability to use free time creatively 
results in too immense preoccupation with the virtual world and abandoning the will to 
undertake diverse activities. It is worth remembering that unused nerve connections in 
the brain disappear – that is why it is very important to provide  a child with different 
stimuli, in order to enable the young person to have an optimal development [Bee, 2004, 
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p.325-361].
The socio-relative perspective concentrates on the basic function of relations with 

other people, which are built on the basis of bonds with parents, as a proper personal and 
general development. [Bowlby, 1973; Ainsworth, 1978]. Research shows that children’s 
social development is connected with parents’ sensitiveness to their needs and conse-
quence in actions [Fagan, 2000, p. 592-612]. The kind of relation, being built between 
parents and children influences on the way of offspring behaviour in conflict-like situa-
tions. Thus, they can strive for direct problem solving or implement strategies based on 
domination, avoiding direct confrontation and engaging themselves in the larger amount 
of disputes [Ben-Ari, Hirshberg, 2009, p. 59-82]. The research also indicates, that the 
specific kind of created relations in a family influences the ability to control oneself in 
contacts with other people [Dereli, Karakus, 2011, p. 731-744]. This data is immediately 
reflected by the behaviour of violent offenders, including cyber violence. The approach 
based on relation improving pattern and social competence growth, both for parents 
and children, forms a chance to limit the number of violent activities, shapes the ability 
to self-control and strengthens the strategy of dealing with problems based on solving, 
cooperating and supporting each other.

From the perspective of creating effective proactive strategies of activities, the 
awareness of social and psychological conditioning of an immature and not yet shaped 
personality of a young person, who is especially vulnerable to numerous dangers steam-
ing from modern technologies and embedding proactive activities in a system connect-
ed with adults’ education is vital. However, on the other hand, [P. Plichta, 2012, p.135 
– 152], we should remember about the fact that these are also the tools used to shape 
identity, support interpersonal contacts, fill up free time, make decisions and so on. The 
enculturative aspect of the Web forces pedagogues to be profoundly prepared to sup-
port teenagers, or at least to make an attempt to understand teenagers behaviour within 
this area. It is necessary to provide technical facilities at schools, and what is more, 
teachers have to have particular competences and qualification, both in the technical 
and interpretation aspect.

In the scope of this education, it is impossible to stay dominated by noticing only 
potential hazards, but to aim to use the Web to support the young people’s competence 
and to maintain good proportions between online and offline existence.

A. Borkowska, M. Witkowska [2017, p.11-36]by describing the meaning of social 
media at school, underline also their numerous assets and, as well, their huge influence 
on the development of many sectors of teenagers’ lives. Not everything what is connect-
ed with the Media poses risk. These conclusions can be promising. The authors imply, 
among others that they:
 - help to develop mindfulness and critical thinking and teach the way of communication 

by facing different attitudes, values and behavioural patterns;
 - help to develop many useful abilities such as linguistic and literary ones – reflected 

in the shortness of speech or reasoning through the virtual world. Social online games 
help with coordination and motor activities, but also they teach cooperation and team 
relations;
 - support the development of social and civil competences by broadening friends’ group 

and by participation in forums, charity, social and political actions and activities;
 - are also inspirational by enabling to create new music and film items, write blogs and 

many other.

Prophylaxis in practice on the example of the proactive programme, implement-
ed due to the execute public duties “Teenagers and children – safe in the Web since 
today” (“Młodzież i dzieci – od dziś bezpieczni w sieci”) being carried out by the 
Training and Therapeutic Centre SELF
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The above proactive activities have been introduced since 2016. Until now, five edi-
tions have been accomplished. This programme will have its own follow-up also in 2019. 
It has been financed by the resources coming from the National Health Programme for 
2016-2020 – the Fund Solving Hazard Problems. The core of this programme in the 
implemented scope by The SELF Centre is the accomplishment of universal prophylaxis 
of hazard and other behavioural addictions directed to children and teenagers, with the 
special impact of the Internet and computer abuse.

The first edition was carried out during the period of 1st September 2016 till 31st 
December 2016 by the Training and Therapeutic Centre SELF s.c. Similarly, the second 
edition was carried out from 1st February 2017 to 31st December 2017 and the third one 
from 1st September 2017 to 31st December 2017. Two editions in 2018 – these are as 
follows – the 4th edition during the time from 2nd January 2018 to 31st December 2018 
and the 5th edition between 1st September 2018 till 31st December 2018 were carried 
out by the Training and Therapeutic Centre SELF T. Kobylański s.c.

The first edition was carried out in 10 schools in the Podkarpacie region, including 6 
primary schools and 4 lower secondary ones. It covered 24 classes, from the 4th grade 
to the 6th grade. In total, for this age group, 144 hours of proactive educational class-
es were carried out. With lower secondary school students (1st grade to 3rd grade) 96 
hours of classes have been carried out in 16 classes. In those schools 732 children and 
teenagers were involved in this programme. What follows, 80 hours of discussion panels 
with class tutors, teachers, pedagogues and school head teachers were carried out in 
the scope of 2 educational hours.

In the second edition 720 hours of proactive educational classes were conducted 
for children and teenagers and 120 discussion panels with class tutors, teachers, ped-
agogues and school head teachers were carried out in 30 schools in the Podkarpacie 
region. The programme covered 17 primary schools including 68 classes ranging from 
the 3rd to the 6th grade; 9 lower secondary schools with 36 classes from the 1st grade to 
the 3rd grade; and secondary schools’ students from the 1st grade to the 3rd grade/from 
the 1st to the 4th grade for students from the Technical Secondary school in 4 different 
schools for 16 classes in total.

In the third edition proactive educational classes were carried out for the students 
from the primary school ranging from the 4th grade to the 7th grade in 15 primary schools 
for 60 classes in general. It amounted to 360 hours. 120 hours were conducted for the 
lower secondary school students from the 2nd grade to the 3rd grade in 10 schools for 
20 classes in total. Secondary school students from the 1st to the 3rd grade and stu-
dents from technical secondary school from the 1st to the 4th grades were covered by 
these activities in two schools in 8 classes. Moreover, 88 discussion panels with class 
tutors, teachers, pedagogues and school head teachers were carried out in 27 schools.

The fourth edition was accomplished in 25 primary schools. It embraced 1654 stu-
dents from the 4th to the 7th and 8th grades, in 100 classes, amounting to 600 proactive 
educational hours of classes. What is more, 200 hours of discussion panels were organ-
ised with class tutors, teachers, pedagogues and school head teachers for 100 people.

The fifth edition was carried out in further 7 primary schools for 542 students from 
the 4th to the 7th grades, in 35 classes, amounting to 210 proactive educational hours 
of classes. 35 hours of discussion panels were organised with class tutors, teachers, 
pedagogues and school head teachers for 35 people in general.

The main objective of the above mentioned projects was to conduct the activities 
aiming at  conscious and safe computer and the Internet usage by children and teenag-
ers taking part in the project.

The detailed goals, although slightly varying among particular age groups, concen-
trated around the following:
 - rising participants’ awareness concerning the risk online and the implementation of 
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safe methods for computer and the Internet usage;
 - counteracting the addiction to computer games and the Internet and cyberbullying 

phenomenon as well;
 - creating proper and secure functioning in the digital environment;
 - rising awareness referring to the usage of methods applied in case of facing online 

dangers;
 - creating a healthy and active lifestyle and promoting diverse alternative forms of 

spending free time, without addictions;
 - publicising programmes at schools concerning prophylaxis and education in scope of 

behavioural addictions, especially e-addictions;
 - broadening the teachers and school head teachers’ awareness relating to dangers 

hidden in the virtual world for the proper students’ development;
 - getting to know new forms and methods of work, in the aspect of proactive and ed-

ucational function of school, and developing and implementing prophylaxis strategy of 
behavioural addictions on the school premises as well.

The agenda of the proactive workshops being carried out within the project, was 
created on the basis of the assumptions of the American programme All Stars. It in-
cludes the following factors: pleasant school atmosphere, proper communication be-
tween students and teachers, teachers’ expectations referring to students adjusted to 
children’s possibilities and clear rules of behaving at school.

In this programme, the following activities are applied:
 - tasks carried out in classes are the base of the programme. Their intensity is very 

much diversified: starting form four lessons during one year, through a few (several) 
meetings in two subsequent years of learning, up to several hundred hours of classes ex-
tended over three years or as it is stated in the programme –during all years of learning.
 - active methods of running classes used in the programmes include: work in small 

groups, discussions, tasks solving activities, games, preparing videos, artistic works, 
presentations and exercises.
 - to accompany the above mentioned tasks, discussion panels for teachers, class tu-

tors, pedagogues and school head teachers for each and every school are going to be 
organised in order to analyse and draw conclusions concerning workshops activities, 
which should help to create pleasant atmosphere in the school environment.

To carry out tasks, in each of the five editions, single six-hour workshops (1h = 45 
minutes) were conducted at schools, for chosen classes.

The subject of these activities was adjusted appropriately to the age group, needs 
and students’  developmental possibilities with taking account of their interests, predis-
positions and preferences. It also concerned the ways which may help students to avoid 
dangers lurking online, becoming a  cyber-violence victim or an offender. The students 
were introduced to the rules of using the Internet in the safe way. They were encouraged, 
as well, to ask professionals for help in case of appearance any problems or worrying 
situations taking place in cyber-reality.

Special emphasis was put on the subject area concerning the cyber-violence coun-
teracting, which is spreading more and more visibly among children and teenagers, who 
almost every day face its online indications as victims, witnesses or even offenders. 
The workshop activities also aimed at reacting against aggression and peer pressure 
and violence. During the classes, students got to know the reasons of aggression and 
violence, the ways how to relieve them, how to distinguish and show personal emotional 
states both in the real and online reality. Also, during the classes together with students, 
the norms and regulations were set up referring to their safe behaviour at school and 
on the Internet. The classes were conducted with the usage of the active working tech-
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niques, among others with the usage of game pedagogy, psychodrama or protective 
methods based on competitive assumptions. The applied forms of cooperation included 
both team and individual work.

The classes were carried out in each and every school taking part in the project. 
They were run by therapists possessing the proper education and experience in this 
subject.

Meetings with teaching staff at schools were held immediately after the finished 
proactive-educational workshops in each class team in order to analyse the carried out 
activities. The therapists who ran the workshops, presented their deductions and obser-
vations and together with teaching staff they drew conclusions and recommendations 
to further proactive-educational actions.

Every year the programme was being evaluated. It was conducted in a few ways. 
Project’s evaluation lasted throughout the time of its process and its main aim was the 
assessment of the effectiveness of the carried out activities, accuracy in the choice of 
these activities and usefulness of the obtained knowledge. It allowed to implement, on 
an ongoing basis, all the necessary modifications and flexible adjustment of the meth-
ods and forms, used in the project, to the participants’ requirements.

What is more, the goal of the evaluation was to gather information which would be 
introduced to the scope of risky online behaviour and addiction to computers and the 
Internet prophylaxis among children and teenagers. It enabled to draw conclusions and 
make comments and recommendations for further activities undertaken by the propo-
nent within the area of proactive activities.

In order to obtain reliable and comprehensive data, the proponent chose research 
methods which made it possible to gain the complete view of the tested reality. From 
the perspective of the research effects and collected information, apart from the above 
mentioned observation, was the interview.

The Training and Therapeutic Centre SELF carried it out on the base of the previ-
ously prepared survey – conversations. The representatives from schools taking part 
in the project were chosen at random at its end. Students and their teachers, who were 
invited to participate in the interview, had to point out the strengths and weaknesses 
of the project and could speak their minds about their future expectations concerning 
similar ventures. The applied research method, thanks to the direct contact with the ex-
amined people, made it possible to appreciate the project from the perspective of both 
participants and implementers as well. Project’s participators chosen for the interview, 
answered the questions referring to:
 - the most useful issues brought up during the carried out programme;
 - the least useful issues brought up during the carried out programme;
 - substantive assessment of the coaches running the programme;
 - assessment of the way of knowledge passing;
 - knowledge increment referring to the safe usage of a computer and the Internet;
 - factors contributing to the knowledge increment referring to the safe usage of a com-

puter and the Internet;
 - suggestions concerning changes in the way of conducting or subject area of such 

activities in the future. During the first edition twenty interviews were carried out, during 
the second and third edition forty, twenty and ten interviews during the fourth and the 
fifth respectively.

On the basis of the interviews (directed discussions) it can be concluded that the 
conducted proactive programme fulfilled the expectations of both students taking part 
in the classes, and their teachers, class tutors and pedagogues as well. As class tutors 
underlined, a very significant part of a project for them was the possibility of analys-
ing the conclusions and prospective worrying signals referring to students just after the 
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workshops. They pointed out the high value of discussion panels during which different 
points of view on the subject of particular students could be confronted, suggestions 
of specific activities aimed at individual people or the whole classes were formulated. 
Students, who took part in discussions emphasised that the workshop-like form of work 
together with practical activities let them remember the analysed topics better, compar-
ing to common participation in standard talks or lectures on a similar subject. The real 
strength of the conducted activities, according to the majority of students (approximate-
ly 70-80%), was the possibility of team work allowing for setting up the rules of the safe 
usage of the Net and the ways of spending free time without a computer. The content, 
the way of its passing and the preparation level were assessed as high. The content, be-
cause of its adjustment to each age group, was clear. The essential factor, from the stu-
dents’ perspective, was the possibility of asking questions on an ongoing basis during 
the classes and trying to find a proper solution or an answer together . With reference to 
the future activities concerning the prophylaxis of behavioural addictions the following 
issues were mentioned: conducting workshop activities as a form of meeting series (for 
example 2-3 times a year) and introducing activities providing children and teenagers 
with the ideas how to manage effectively their own time, including the active and sporty 
way of doing so.

Summary

The obtained conclusions and recommendations imply the fact that conducting pro-
active and educational activities for children and teenagers from primary schools partici-
pating in the project from the Podkarpacie region, contributed to the rise of knowledge in 
the area of behavioural addiction mechanisms, protective factors and techniques refer-
ring to the fact how to deal with the difficulties of free time management. Workshops and 
discussion panels proved a preliminary diagnosis that one of the main dangers which 
young people face nowadays is cyber reality threats and the risk of becoming addicted 
to new media, including the Internet (especially social media), gambling and computer 
games. One of the reasons of this fact is the attractiveness of the virtual world for young 
receivers. It is strongly connected with the need to create continually newer and newer, 
more interesting forms of spending free time by children and teenagers and shaping the 
ability to manage their time effectively. In the future proactive activities, it is vital to pay 
attention to the possibility of students’ interaction referring to the subject of creating the 
principles of safety and improvement of  their social competences, especially in the field 
of communication with others and developing the ability to be assertive and to resolve 
conflicts. Teaching children and teenagers the techniques of time management and 
gradual implementation of the active and sporty forms of spending free time with peers 
is essential from the perspective of the participants and implementers of the project.

The new challenge is connected with working in the area of dangers resulting from 
the growing popularity of mobile devices.
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INSTRUMENTALITY OF QUESTIONS 
ASKED AS A PRACTICAL 

COMPETENCE INSTRUCTED BY 
SCHOOLS AND MASS MEDIA

Renata Zarzycka-Bienias1, 
Michał Piotr Zarzycki2

Abstract
The article presents difficulties in how to consciously construct questions in many ways. It 

seems to be essential in order to generate the need and willingness to get interested, delighted, fas-
cinated and passionate.  The author maintains that the competence of formulating right questions 
is useful in searching for inspiration and motivation, which results in creating new opportunities. It 
makes people aware of their mental resources and inspires them to search for more knowledge. 
A conclusion has been drawn that the contemporary people have been gradually losing the ability 
of asking questions. Therefore, in the modern world, as the author assures,  wise men may be rec-
ognised by the questions they ask, and  bright men by the replies.

Keywords: communication, coaching, psychology, education, mass media, social media, press, jour-
nalism, business, negotiations, mediations, teachers, school

Introduction

How often do we ask questions to ourselves and others?  Can we actually appre-
ciate the importance of questions? And what can happen when we ask questions un-
questioningly and in a clichéd manner? Can we sometimes draw too rash conclusions 
in such a situation?  Or, perhaps, we ask such questions out of courtesy, without even 
attempting to listen to the answer and understanding it? Why does it happen? Where can 
such inability come from? 

Those and other questions originated by way of reflection upon the article “Prag-
matic Instrumentality or Badly Asked Questions” by professor Marcin Szewczyk. The ar-
ticle was published in the book dedicated to the memory of professor Jerzy Chłopecki 
“Total Present. Theses on Contemporary Times. Professor Jerzy Chłopecki in memoriam”.  

Expressing his conclusions, Professor M. Szewczyk has written that the inability to 
pose questions results from the incessant surprising us with the speed of the current 
world of the hot mass media. As the author, he explains the phenomenon with one of the 
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elements of individuality of a social group as “the acquired and mostly automated under-
standing of a complicated reaction between knowledge (education and their attitude to it), 
the components of the reality (the world and their place therein) and the depth of cognition 
(attractiveness and common understanding of superficial and unreflective explanations)” 
[Szewczyk 2015, p. 204]. According to professor Szewczyk, the very combination of the 
above cited elements reflects the image of the modern society which is unable to gener-
ate the need or willingness to learn something more, something available just round the 
corner, above the minimum the modern man needs to know. 

The purpose of the article is to contemplate the current situation, find answers to 
demanded questions and to seek solutions of the problem. This is quite an important 
scientific issue as the questions may be inspiring, creative and might motivate to act 
and search for solutions, and to arrive at the broadest information space for the young 
generation. Questions are capable of activating the human mind, inspiring, developing 
imagination and simulating thinking. Creative thinking means breaking the established 
patterns in order to view matters from various perspectives. People who limit their space 
to only one point of view happen to be equally limited in thinking. This may result in a 
situation described by Seneka: “If one does not know to which port one is sailing, no wind 
is favourable” (Lucius Annaeus Seneca) [Baras 2015, p. 24]. Therefore, stirring the mind 
to stimulate imagination and search for solutions is so valuable. This enables  men to 
know themselves better, to ponder over their lives and make better vital decisions, select 
from a broader pool of the possible solutions. 

The method of the research in this article, is reality observation and empirical anal-
ysis of the problems mentioned above. The target of the research is to grant well-rea-
soned answers to posed questions in this article. The purpose of this article is also to 
examine the phenomenon, arrive at conclusions and present interesting solutions which 
may be applied in education enforced by schools and mass media. It is important that 
starting from the youngest age children, youths and adults learn to appreciate the weight 
of questions and being capable of their proper formulating. The very questions have a 
very broad application. Well posed, they help to collect or deepen the information people 
need. They support creativity and variety of options, possibilities and solutions. They 
are used to stimulate change in a human being as well as in the human environment, 
in many areas. It is worth to know, how and when to use the variety of questions, from 
which questions to resign or limit to the use solely in exceptional situations. It is good 
to learn how to consciously watch the possible influence of the question asked on the 
interlocutor and to give the interlocutor the space to reply. Conscious asking questions 
is managed by reason and logics. It indicates the proper way of acting, in compliance 
with the possessed experience, the learned habits and beliefs, as well as a mind map 
thus being crystallised. Thanks to that, the consciousness may communicate with the 
sub-consciousness, drawing conclusions from the previous experiences, coordinate 
communication both externally and in the mind, and based thereon make decisions on 
the direction and type of the asked questions [Zarzycka 2017, p. 24]. 

The objective of the paper is specifically to shed light on the problem, formulate 
conclusions and propose solutions for the consciously posed questions. Specifically, the 
issues will become a field for considerations regarding the teaching of the skill to ask 
questions from the youngest age and the ability to listen to and hear the reply. What shall 
we do when the problem of asking questions is growing among the young generation 
and by way of a deep immersion in mass media, the ability vanishes? 

The phenomenon of difficulty in asking oneself and others inspiring questions had 
been earlier perceived by professor Jerzy Chłopecki. During his long years of work with 
students and observing them, he arrived at the conclusion that: “The greatest problem 
for the students is to define problems, or simply speaking – to formulate questions. Com-
pared to the previous generations, today’s youths know an impressive number of replies, 
are generally much better educated that the generation of their fathers, but have no ques-
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tions. Having no questions, they experience no surprises, so most often they are not burn-
ing with an insatiable curiosity of the world and its affairs” [Chłopecki 2002, p. 96]. What 
can we, therefore, do in order to improve the competence of asking questions by the 
younger generations? What can be done in order to reverse the situation observed by 
professor Jerzy Chłopecki? 

The principles of creating inspiring questions from the theoretical point of view - 
literature review and discussion.

As claimed by Olga Rzycka in her book “Manager a Coach”: “A bright person may be 
recognised by the replies. A wise person may be recognised by the questions asked” [Rzy-
cka 2012, p. 56].  Also, Albert Einstein attached a great importance to asking questions. 
He considered that “The important thing is not to stop questioning. Curiosity has its own 
reason for existing. It is enough if one tries merely to comprehend a little of this mystery 
every day. Never lose a holy curiosity. Who cannot ask, cannot live” [Polski Portal Kultury 
1998, online]. This may contribute to a conclusion that the very art of conscious asking 
questions in specific areas brings the simplicity and joy of life.

In practice, a properly prepared coaching questions schemes contribute to per-
forming a precisely set plan of actions such that the objective becomes more and more 
clear with every step. This issue refers to either a school lesson, lecture, radio or TV 
programme, or preparing a project to be performed by a group. A proper set of coaching 
questions may be used in a business environment by managers who apply a coaching 
style of management in the professional relations with their staff. For example between 
the superior – coach, director – coach, head – coach, manager – coach, or regular com-
pany employee – coach [Zarzycka-Bienias 2018, pp. 37-41]. The plan of motivating, in-
spiring or deepening questions may be freely used in mass media by the journalists, or 
in education by the teachers or lecturers. In order to have it done, a learned and drilled 
competence to ask adequate questions is needed in order to arouse creativity, motivate 
to action, search for solutions and arrive at the broadest information space. 

Such form of transferring knowledge through questions may initially contribute to 
the initial difficulty in opening themselves by the questioned people subject to coaching 
or trusting the questioning person. However, such cooperation is not aimed at introduc-
ing frustration, discouragement or manipulation but should help in gradual discovering 
new space for reflection and drawing one’s own conclusions from the observation of 
a broader spectrum of the matter. It should support the creating of new solutions in 
the mind of the questioned person, or even in the origination of their many alternatives, 
which provides for the various possibilities of performance of the same project. Such 
educational element would enable better decision-making and assumption of liability for 
one’s own replies and, thus, for oneself, boosting at the same time the self-esteem of the 
questioned person and their belief in their strength. This means that the old routines and 
patterns of teaching should be replaced with the forms of coaching questions, stirring 
the mind to think and giving the driving force and energy to act, as well as the space to 
discover and create. K. Perechuda claims that in this way, through coaching, the old pat-
terns “are expelled before the new ones are introduced, which gives a guarantee that »the 
lesson will be learnt and the coached person will be supported in the changes all the time, 
whereas continuous observation and correcting of errors at work on a current basis will 
result in a feedback«” [Perechuda (ed.) 2008, p. 31].

The “feedback” process as a term also appears in mass media and their method of 
affecting communication. It is described as a model of selecting information between 
three media spaces: source of information “A” as an institution or person whose objec-
tive is to modify the attitudes, thinking and conduct of recipient “B”, through a media 
communicator “C”. Messages are formulated by speaker “A” and sometimes re-formulat-
ed by intermediary “C”. The purpose is to pass the messages to recipient “B” or inspiring 
the recipient’s reactions with questions, making them to reflect and reply. In that mod-
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el, either consciously or not, recipient “B” provides feedback to communicator “C”, who 
thanks to that may better adjust their message or training to the interests and level of 
knowledge of recipient “B”. Without the ability of asking the right questions, the process 
could not exist and the feedback would not occur [Goban-Klas 2015, pp. 61-62].

It appears that improperly asked questions may engage the listener in the play of 
other people, giving grounds for a game based on the principles of one person striving 
to achieve their own objective. Questions may attack and accuse, putting the questioned 
person in the position of a victim. They may manipulate and teach how to guess the 
expectations of other people. They may be purposefully unclear and incomprehensible. 
Moreover, questions may introduce suggestions and direct towards specific replies. In-
competently or purposefully asked questions teach stereotypical thinking, killing cre-
ativity and independence at the same time. As an example, if after the school trip the 
teacher asks the class: ‘What was the most beautiful attraction in the park?’, children will 
reply in accordance with their perception and may not necessarily pander to the taste of 
the teacher. Such situation will have the features of the ‘Guess what I think?’ game, which 
is based on manipulation and too general, unclear communication. The teacher implies 
guessing the expectations of the others and adjusting the replies to such expectations 
by hiding the actual thoughts of the student. 

By way of a conscious or unconscious plan on the part of the questioning person, 
criticism may be switched off at the recipient. By way of such communication impact, 
either in mass media and in education, namely focus on instigating certain views and 
emotions in the recipient, manipulation occurs [Kall 2015, p. 20]. Such influence results 
in a change of attitude and conduct of the recipient. It is quite typical when promoting 
and advertising various types of products or services in mass media and through other 
channels. It is possible because the whole advertising business is based on a change of 
proportion between the needs and the commercial offer, or ‘in the internal lie’, as claims 
Marian Golka [Golka 2008, pp. 244–248].

Such teaching of asking questions and constructing replies is quite dangerous and 
may result in origination of an intimidated society. The people may be worried to speak 
and to risk the “faulty reply” [Bałutowski 2017, online]. This may also be one of the rea-
sons for which small children are capable of pouring questions on the adults and with 
time this ability abates in them.

Along with the growth of coaching popularity, there is hope that the valuable com-
petence of asking motivating and creative questions which open and unveil the potential 
of the interlocutor will become a chance to teach the value and the importance of asking 
questions. The basis for asking questions is to show that everybody has a potential to 
be successful in various fields. Therefore, the question of the teacher could be correctly 
formulated like that: ‘Children, what do you think I liked the most in the park?’.

With regard to the above and the frequent incompetence of the teachers and tu-
tors in creating understandable questions, the purpose of this article is to discuss the 
competence of conscious question asking, with particular focus on the basis for such 
questions creation in the work of a coach, as a teacher, tutor, educator, lecturer, journal-
ist, superior, businessman, manager, parent, trainer and other professional and in various 
situations. 

Along with the growing popularity of coaching, the coaching approach is growingly 
better recognised in the world of education, business and mass media, questions are 
back in grace, particularly during the classes held in the form of workshops, but also in 
radio, television and press interviews. Questions serve mainly the maximum utilisation 
of the potential of the coaching subjects, e.g. pupils or students, in more effective learn-
ing, by way of brain activation leading to pondering, astonishment, searching for new 
solutions, creating new ideas, bold planning and decision making, without knowledge 
served on a tray and prompting the ready solutions. The most effective tools in asking 
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wise, inspiring and strong questions are those which building their contents are aimed 
at creating theses, conclusions and gathering information as an effect. Most often they 
start with:

What...? What for...? For what purpose...? In what way…? What happened?
Who...? Who with...?
When...?
Where...?
Which…? [Lisowska-Magdziarz 2004, pp. 32-37]
In practice, any information needed in a certain matter may be attempted to be re-

ceived by asking a series of questions stating from the above words. So, we may initially 
ask: What does that mean for you? What can you do about it?  What have you done yet? 
What would you change in that? Why do you want to do it?  Why should you care? Why 
do you want to apply it? What do you want to achieve? Whereas the word “what” means 
the specific reasons, desires, intentions, and the benefits deriving from the goal achieve-
ment [Mechło 2013, p. 24].

In another situation, we may ask: Who will help you in it? Who can know a reply to 
that question? Who would you like to talk to about that?  Who will it be easier for you to 
work with?

By performing various tasks and projects, we will use “what” questions to obtain 
adjectives.  For example: What materials and support do you need to learn that? In what 
way do you want to do that? What do you need it for?

Other forms of questions will help us to learn where and when something is going 
to happen: Where will you look for information about that?  Where can you implement you 
plan? Where will you go first of all? Where will you apply that? When will you start doing it? 
When will you make your next step? When will you do it? When will that be useful for you?

The above set of questions does not include two popular questions: ‘How?’ and 
‘Why?’, which will be discussed separately further in this article. They are equally im-
portant as all of the above presented questions. They may apply in preparing lesson 
summaries for various types of training and workshops. The questions may be helpful in 
preparing projects and questionnaires, writing scientific works and creating interviews, 
media messages or radio and television programmes. The questions support reflection 
on the purpose of the work, the research hypothesis, why and how to formulate conclu-
sions. The very questions: Why? How? In what way? What? What for? When? Where?, 
prompt and indicate how to operate and what to do for the purpose of achieving the set 
out objective [Łączyński (ed.) 2009, p. 70].

Questions ‘Why?’ and ‘How?’ must be asked with particular care, delicacy and tact 
adequate to the situation. The questions often bring a critical suggestion and may result 
in a defensive attitude in the interlocutor. The questions serve more an analysis and jus-
tification than a free exploration. Therefore, an incorrectly formulated question starting 
with ‘Why?’ may force the questioned person to ponder about the problem, go on to the 
defensive in order to protect oneself and give explanations. When we ask somebody 
‘Why?’, their attention may be moved to the past for the purpose of searching justifica-
tions. 

This makes a transforming conversation impossible, and the very question “Why?” 
drives us away from the solution. Every question of accusing nature, such as “Why?”, 
closes the conversation with a short reply, or very common expression, like “Because”, 
“Why not”.  Therefore, questions and replies “Why – Because” posed in an incompetent 
manner, narrow the choices and the ability to discover alternatives, bringing us back to 
the stereotypes originating in the past [Atkinson 2010, pp. 54–55]. Such questions may 
also be perceived as a suggestion that the interlocutor is “wrong”. In the respective situ-
ation, the question “Why?” is better replaced with a constructive method of action, using 
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the words “What?”, “What for”, “Which?”, e.g. ‘What do you expect to achieve by such 
actions?’ or ‘What is the reason that you have not prepared yourself?’, ‘What is the reason 
you are doing this for?’, ‘What is the reason for your being sad?’, ‘What made you change 
your mind?’ or ‘What made you do this?’. 

Viewing it from another perspective, when the “Why?” question is properly formu-
lated, it may become perfect to determine the reasons for someone’s actions. In this 
way we may strengthen the motivation to change and turn that in action, for example: 
‘Why have you decided to change your way of working?, ‘Why do you thing it is a good 
idea?’, ‘Why have you selected this very objective?’. Such questions make the listener 
focus on listing optimistic reasons for selecting the objective, theme of work, making 
changes, and bring the opportunity to improve the internal motivation of the interlocutor 
and perform the task set out for themselves. We may also ask: ‘Why is the achievement 
of the result so important for you?. That question may reflect the values of the interloc-
utor, inspire them and show the values which are important for them in the vision of 
the performed objective, project, challenge and also their future. Such type of questions 
show respect for the person, with no humiliation, forcing inferiority complexes, hurting 
the feelings or lowering self-esteem. At the same time, it may build trust and self-confi-
dence by making the person aware they are capable of overcoming any obstacles on the 
way to the objective achievement by themselves [Sinek  2013, p. 59]. Defining their own 
“why” motif is one of the best methods for a long-lasting success. It facilitates decision 
making and determining the pace of innovation, resulting in broader opening to solutions 
and freedom of action. A reply to the word “Why” in the context of internal motivation is 
understood to be the important reasons for striving to achieve an objective, the intention 
of the objective, and the related values underlying the actions of the interlocutors. This 
brings to light the beliefs of the persons which motivate the road to achieve the objective 
[Sinek  2013, p. 49].

Another dangerous question starting with ‘How…?’ may sometimes result in a de-
fensive attitude if we ask it, for example, in the following way: ‘How is that possible?’, 
‘How could you do that?’, ‘How could you act like that?’, ‘How come you did not know?’. 
However, if we ask, for example: ‘How have you solved the problem so far?’, ‘How do you 
understand it?’, ‘How are other people doing it in order to achieve good results?’, ‘How can 
you do it yourself?, ‘How can you achieve it?’, ‘How do you imagine your life in 5 years?’, it 
appears that they will be very good and proper questions inspiring reflection, pondering 
or even astonishment with oneself. To make the questions more differentiated, the word 
“why” may be replaced with a phrase ‘In what way...? or ‘What steps brought you to...?’. 
These are descriptive questions, which are of particular importance in coaching [Atkin-
son 2010, pp. 54-55].

Questions must be asked prudently, as they should not force a selection or suggest 
anything, nor to limit the possibilities or discretely criticise the interlocutor or their ac-
tions, as in the following example: ‘What made you to act so aggressively today?. Such 
unfavourable opinion on the actions of the interlocutor may result in their defensive reac-
tion and disputing whether the action was “aggressive” or not. Asking a slightly different 
question: ‘What made you to act like that?’, ‘What could you have done differently, in order 
to avoid that?’, will make the interlocutor consider their own action and select another, 
perhaps better, solution in the future.

The key to the effective research of the phenomenon are broadly open questions 
which inspire to a longer statement, instead of only ‘Yes’ or ‘No”. For example: How did 
you react to that? [Stoltzfus 2012, p. 39]. In such case it is important that the asker might 
discover by listening, what the interlocutor needs for their development. The clarifying 
questions may include open ones, which invite to a broader and broader reply, trust and 
openness, focusing on desires, visions, dreams and goals. A good transforming conver-
sation is a merger of instrumental questions and answers, enclosed with a space for lis-
tening. It is particularly important to give the listener the space and opportunity to reflect 
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at the time adequate for them, as in silence, the interlocutor undergoes the process of 
discovering, getting astonished and changing [Atkinson 2010, pp. 38-39].

Maciej Bennewicz in his book “Coaching TAO” pays special attention to ability to 
stay silent in all men, and specifically in coaches. He thinks that acquiring the ability is 
not simple, so he recommends to practice silence for half an hour every day [Bennewicz 
2010, p. 144].

It may be concluded from the above that the role of the asker is also to listen and 
to respect the possibility to listen needed for the other person to reflect, to go deeper in 
their thoughts and ideas, to ponder, get astonished and to admire for a longer moment 
[Kućka 2013, pp. 26–27].

Adequately asked questions invite the listener to insight their inner self. These 
would be such questions, for example: ‘Could you consider your today’s decision from 
that perspective?, ‘Please imagine yourself in a year’s time and tell me what you see, what 
you feel and what you hear?’.  Many questions are capable of blocking the old, ineffective 
ways of thinking. It happens that after hearing them, the listener stays silent for a longer 
while. It is valuable to accept that we will not always receive a reply immediately. Adam 
Mickiewicz wrote about such moments in “Pan Tadeusz” as follows: ‘A great thought 
would usually force the mouth to become silent’ [Mickiewicz 2013, p. 107].

The shorter and simpler the questions are, the stronger their impact is on the coach-
ing subject. A skilled coach (educator, superior) commences the conversation from ask-
ing general questions. Along with the progress of the conversation, the questions may 
gradually go into more details. Five examples referring to the absence of detailed con-
tents, lack of information, generalisation and stubborn sticking to an idea are presented 
below. The questions which focus on broadening the issue and accessing the deeper 
layers of auxiliary information are presented as well.  They are simple, precise questions 
which may be used to determine the importance of a problem and arriving at its com-
mon understanding. They result from the hidden importance present in the interlocutor’s 
statements. Examples:

General statements Discovering importance by asking ques-
tions

Lack of information:
I am confused. 
I am not fit for it. 
I cannot manage.

What specifically makes you confused?
What are you not fit for, specifically?
What cannot you manage, specifically?

Generalisation:
It will be better for us.

Everybody is doing it now.

Better than what? 
How much better?
For whom, specifically?
How many people would that be?
Everybody?
Who, specifically?
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Sticking to an idea:
We need to do it. What makes you think so?

Who else thinks so?
Does anyone think differently?
What makes them have a different opin-
ion?
What will happen if you don’t do it?
What will happen if you do it?

We cannot live like that. How, specifically?
And what else?

The truth will always win. And what is the truth?
What do you need for the truth to win?
What will happen if the truth doesn’t win?

The questions handle the three main reasons of misunderstandings during a coach-
ing conversation:
 - lack of specific information,
 - generalisation,
 - stubborn sticking to one thing [Dembkowski 2014, p. 53].

An experienced coach is usually capable of probing. This gives them the possibility 
to deepen the first reply of the client, which is often an artificial rationalisation or a reply 
compliant with the common standards and expectations.

The authors of the book “Coaching for the Managerial Staff”, S. Dembkowki, F. El-
drige and I. Hunter write about four various forms of probing in coaching. Conversational 
probing consists in asking about the details of a certain activity or experience: Who?, 
Where?, When?.  Probing repeated by the sequence with a simple question ‘And what 
else?’, encourages the listener to further talking and deeper consideration, with some 
astonishing results in some cases. By probing the last sentence, the coach applies the 
technique of using a fragment of the client’s statement for arriving at better understand-
ing and clarity. Probing with simple, repeated expressions, such as ‘What else...?’, ‘And 
what else...?’, ‘And when that happens, what else can you do?’, stimulates the listener to 
ponder and to express what they have not expressed earlier, what they have concealed 
or have not thought about. Such asking technique creates a transformation core for the 
purpose of obtaining broader information from the listener and coming even closer to 
the proper reply deriving from the unconscious. Thus, it leads to a better insight in the 
situation and the contents of the reply, and to more effective learning about oneself or 
the world thanks to that.

A challenge for the asking person is sometimes to use silent probing. As it appears, 
impatient people find it hard to keep quiet for a longer time. A coach is often silent when 
awaiting the reaction of the listener, for the purpose of quiet exploration of their own 
emotions and considering the specific challenge, matter or situation. Sir John Whitmore 
writes about such coaching process as the instrumentality of asked questions as fol-
lows: ‘Probably the most difficult of all the things a coach needs to learn is to stay quiet’. 
This is indeed one of the important techniques supporting the listener in their deep re-
flection [Dembkowski 2014, p. 55].
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Conclusion

Questions are the best way to receive information and learn, to write scientific pa-
pers, to follow self-development and change the life. This is the method to learn ‘Who 
am I?’, ‘What is important for me?’ and ‘What is important for others’. Questions are used 
in negotiations and mediations for alleviating stress, disputes and conflicts, and for 
developing common values and objectives. In order to skilfully use questions, proper 
competencies must be acquired, by way of learning the proper questions and practising 
them. Good coaching questions have three common features. They should be simple, 
posed with an idea behind them, and such conceived as to bring a positive effect on the 
listener.  They should not control or test the interlocutor, or to suggest anything, as this 
could become manipulation. Too chaotic and too elaborate questions, or the ones which 
comprise a question within a question, may result in the listener’s confusion and hinder 
the process of understanding.

Competently asked questions may instigate thinking, analysis, better seeing of a 
situation or feeling it in a specific part of the body. They may lead to a deeper engage-
ment in a task or project. Thanks to that the questions may arouse awareness, bring 
concentration on feelings, behaviour or areas of key or critical importance. Questions, 
similarly like a “lighthouse”, may illuminate dark areas, improving the visibility of various 
matters and, thus, show the road leading to an objective. 

Competent questions asking may stimulate replies of descriptive nature, broaden 
self awareness, and check the understanding of the subjects discussed. It may improve 
responsibility for using the internal resources and arriving at solutions. It may become 
a driving force and stir to actions, initiate changes and motivate for more extensive de-
cision making, and bring the commitment of the listener to meet the challenge within a 
specific timeframe. 

It is worth mentioning that, for instance, in a coaching process open questions are 
most frequently used, while closed questions are avoided. Open questions are to en-
courage a listener to explore their own experiences and resources by formulating longer, 
descriptive replies. Closed questions are answered shortly: ‘Yes’, ‘No’ or ‘I don’t know’. 
Undoubtedly, from time to time, closed questions are used in order to learn the engage-
ment or the consent of the client and obtain declarations, e.g. ‘Are you ready to do that 
three times in the coming three weeks? [Marilee 2007, p. 105].

It turns out, that skilful question asking requires reflection, well-thought-out ques-
tions and foreseeing their consequences by observing the listener’s reactions. Thus, de-
veloping of the skill of asking useful questions among young generation seems to be 
an important process nowadays. It should comprise practical exercises, experimenting, 
getting astonished and reflection. How can we do that? Who and when should deal with 
it? What classes may be introduced to improve the use of such instrument as question 
asking? Whether the issue of “Instrumentality of questions asked as a practical compe-
tence instructed by schools and mass media” will be reflected in education, instruction, 
business and mass media or remain only within the sphere of wishful thinking of the 
author of this article, will be seen in the future[Lisowska-Magdziarz 2004, pp. 32-37].

Observations, repeating the behaviours of others, acquiring habits and customs, 
as well as knowledge gained by youths, determine their future actions, behaviours and 
characteristics as adults. It would be ideal if the example to follow went top down and 
was naturally bequeathed to the younger generations by schools, universities or mass 
media, in the form of good conduct models. This would bring a chance for spreading 
the question asking instrument by extending the competence to further generations, in 
accordance with the popular saying “As the twig is bent, so is the tree inclined”. It is of 
major importance according to Professor M. Szewczyk, the type of medial message is to 
a great extent one of the bases for perceiving and interpreting the world which surrounds 
us, and forming the modern society [Szewczyk 2015, p. 203].
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However, as long as education is focused on frequent introduction of subsequent 
reforms and even faster imposing of numerous definitions and knowledge on the over-
loaded school curricula, instead of teaching how to think by asking questions which stir 
reflection and discovering the world, the society will not be able to develop the compe-
tence of instrumental question asking for the purpose of stimulating independence, cre-
ativity, criticism, openness, assuming responsibility by the young generations, in consid-
eration of learning, work, action and private lives, based on dialogue and building good 
and happy relations. Constructing questions is actually strictly related to the ability of 
building interrelations by people, engaging in a dialogue, getting more precise informa-
tion, and –consequently– the ability to listen and hear. This may be become increasingly 
difficult for new generations, brought up in the multimedia world, where listening pre-
vails, and the contents pouring on us are accepted in a passive, unquestioning manner, 
as contrasted with meeting people in a traditional way and talking to them face to face 
to be able to observe the reaction of the interlocutor [Wasilewska-Kamińska 2016, p. 12].

The element of mirror neurons consisting in imitation and learning by repeating 
templates has nothing in common with sitting in front of a TV or computer screen for 
long hours. Therefore, it is not surprising that the ability of using brilliant rhetoric has 
been disappearing, and is being replaced by mental short-cuts, or even pictographic 
script, as the short forms of expression [Sawicki 2011, pp. 27-33]. How, therefore, can we 
talk about learning how to ask questions which stir the mind to thinking, when seemingly 
there are ready answers to everything in the mass media?
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IS FACEBOOK REALLY FACING THE 
NEEDS OF ITS CURRENT USERS?

Robert Witek1

Abstract
In the fast changing world social media change even faster and the changes they undergo try 

to address the demands of their users. The process of addressing the requirements is as complex as 
the users in question and their approach to social media. This study tries to look at possible reasons 
for the downfall in the number of active users in the biggest numbers of Facebook users nowadays 
the age 11 – 34 population. As this group constitutes the biggest target for Facebook’s activity it is 
crucial to understand if and how their expectations change. The complexity of the tool versus other 
social media is considered together with the problem of addressing the needs of its users in the time 
of their transition from childhood to adulthood.   

Keywords: Facebook, social media tools, downfall of users, complexity, expectations, needs

Introduction

Today’s teenagers are the first generation that has grown up being totally immersed 
in social network sites (Palermo, 2016) and therefore their way of interacting with these 
tools is a unique phenomenon and should be studied to give an understanding of how 
the teenagers consume social network sites and what they expect them to be. Cordeiro 
et al. talk about detecting communities in evolving network (Cordeiro, 2018). But each 
time we think about changing environment as in the case of social network sites we 
need to understand that communities that operate within previously mentioned evolving 
network are also evolving and undergoing constant social, economic and cultural chang-
es. The fact that the use of the home computers by teenagers is by far for recreational 
activities (Lee, 2009)provides additional argument in favour of the fact that this commu-
nity of users will be constantly changing the way they interact with social media.

Facebook is, by large, the strongest and most widely recognized social network site 
in the world. As forthe second quarter of 2018 Facebooks active users accounted to 
2,23 billion worldwide (Statista, 2018). As the number of active users itself is big, the age 
distribution is showing, that the target group that should be considered when thinking 
about the actions to be taken in order to address the users’ needs, is divided into several 
importantly different age groups. In this article we would like to take a closer look at the 
group that constitutes the majority of the Facebook users that is the people in the age 
range of 11 to 34 – who represent the total number of 65% of all active users, 26% female 
and 39% male (Statista, 2018). The purpose of this paper is to look into the specifics 
of the population in question in order to analyse and discuss the various factors that 
may have impact on the a significant trend to limit the time spent on Facebook or even 
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switch to other social networks instead. Understanding and addressing the needs of the 
biggest in number for Facebook age group is crucial but doing so in this ever changing 
environment is a very difficult task. By identifying the elements responsible for this shift 
of interest we will be able to provide answers to the question how should Facebook 
change to stay in contact with the users aged 11 to 34. One of the questions is whether 
or not young people experiencing all the spectrum of changes during puberty period 
and the time of forming their adult life really find what they expect in this tool for social 
networking. 

In this study we will try to look at available data about the young people’s activity on 
Facebook and their expectations towards social media in general to analyse them and 
provide answers for the shift in their interest in some aspects of their online activity. By 
trying to identify the reasons for the loss of interest in Facebook’s offer we will make an 
attempt to draw conclusions on how the offer should change. In search for the paths for 
further development we will look closer at the social network sites’ offer in relation to 
the expectations of the age group in question and how the members of this group spend 
their online time generally. 

The practical question to this text is what should social media providers look at 
when designing changes to their tools to better equip them for the imminent and inevi-
table changes. 

Methodology used in this article

The data presented and analysed in this text is mostly statistical data presenting 
the numbers of Facebook users and how they change both in time and online “space 
activities”. The author looked at the changes in the numbers of active users in a given 
age group and crossed them with studies on online users’ expectations in the field of 
interest. The data presented provide the information about the amount of time the 11 
– 34 age group users spend online and how that time is divided into particular social 
media activities. Furthermore, a descriptive analysis is provided to explain the numbers 
and search for insights on future developments for the social media tools in discussion. 

The downfall trend for Facebook users

This article will look at different age groups and their specific needs in terms of 
social media use and try to address the issues of their accessibility, relevance to the 
discussed age groups requirements as far as these channels are concerned. We will 
contrast what Facebook has to offer with other social media and by analysing the data 
cited we shall look for the trends that can provide answers to the trend stated in the intro-
duction to this article. The features offered by Facebook and other social media respond 
to the changes in the expectations of social media users and analysing the trends can 
present a panel of actions to be considered by the media providers to allow them to keep 
their users close. When looking closer just at the 11 – 34 age group totalling to 1,45 bil-
lion of active users worldwide it is important to ask whether Facebook is addressing their 
needs in a manner that satisfies them and creates even more interest on the site within 
the addressed population. One can easily see that any change in the percentage of users 
in this group will not be that easily compensated in the same rate of movement in the 
other age groups that represent the remaining 35% of the total number of Facebook us-
ers.  Because of the importance of this age group, it is necessary to recognize the trends 
and foresee any changes in users’ behaviour that can lead to the downfall of the number 
of users or active users. As recent studies show the number of users – especially the 
youngest ones is falling down. The 2018 will show a decline in the number of Facebook 
users in the US but one can expect that due to globalisation of media behaviour espe-
cially among young generation the trend will be noticeable worldwide. The users loss will 
differ in numbers depending on the age – with the most substantial decline in the age 
group of 11 years old and under to be by 9,3% but the decline in the 12 – 34 years of age 
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group at the rate of 5,7% is also a new phenomenon registered (Emarketer, 2018) as for 
the first time in the US Facebook history the numbers are on the downfall at such a high 
rate. The question arises whether this is just a temporal situation or a trend that needs to 
be further investigated in order to see if Facebook has started losing its attractiveness in 
this age group, and if yes, what may be identified as the cause or causes of the situation. 
Whether the competition of other social media that require less input and are far less 
time consuming is too strong and therefore attract the attention of the age group. 

Social media tools and their users

One of the important facts when discussing the 11 – 34 age group is the fact that 
the majority of them discovered or decided to join the Facebook community, therefore 
started consuming this medium during their formative years thus, their media related 
experience will differ from the older generation (Aroldi, et al. 2011). What is to be learnt 
from this point is that this age group uses a big variety of social media Facebook, being 
the most popular, followed by: Snapchat, Instagram, YouTube and Twitter (Kallas, 2018).  
And as the most popular networking sites are constantly changing so is Facebook, with 
their most recent changes to the Messenger, they want to divert some attention from 
other popular communicators and therefore keep their users from using alternative me-
dia for communication. What was once an integral part of Facebook site, took off in 
2014, as a separate app and as much as it was confusing for some of the users at the 
beginning, is now becoming more popular than Facebook itself, at least in some regions 
of the world (Press, 2017). What has already been mentioned in the introduction to this 
text,yet another significantly differentiating factor for this age group  as compared to 
the older users of Facebook, is the fact that the majority of them are known as digital 
natives (Prensky, 2007) – they were born into the environment of social media – did not 
have to learn to use them. This has its advantages as well as disadvantages, the biggest 
advantage being how easy it is for the younger users to adopt and start effectively using 
a given medium of communication. The biggest disadvantage for some here may be 
the fact that they did not choose to use a given medium but started using it because of 
the conformist approach as most of their peers did so. Whereas the older users tend to 
decide to choose a given social medium based on their needs and are more aware of the 
function they want a given medium to serve in their lives. And as the level of awareness 
is higher, having decided to log into Facebook they, on average, use more of its functions 
as compared to the younger users. 

The point that different generations use social media differently is rather clear and 
needs no deep analysis and explanations. What one can focus on, is why Facebook 
which offers a wide range of tools like expressing oneself, communication, gaming, 
newsfeed and others,has started to lose users in the younger generation. As the young 
generation spends more time being online than the older users we need to look deeper 
in the way they spend their time and try to fully understand their needs to be able to give 
answers and try to explain the decline in the number of Facebook users amongst them. 

A report presented in 2016 discovered that 32% of teenage social media users 
spend on average over one hour a day watching video online, what is even more sur-
prising  21% of this population spends over three hours on watching videos online (Tar-
getInternet, 2018). This is a very important factor to be taken into consideration when 
discussing the issue of the young users of social media . When we compare the number 
of three hours of online videos watching a day multiplied by seven days a week to the 
total number of hours that the teenagers spend online a week which is estimated to be 
27 hours (Anderson, 2015) we may come to a conclusion that there simply is not much 
time left for other online activities – at least in the considered group. When we look at the 
total number of hours a week and remember of schooling time, time for sleep and out-
door activities we may come to a conclusion that there simply is not enough time for the 
younger generation to devote to “distractors” on social media. Thus, they become active 
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users in a number of social media apps because their use is more targeted and therefore 
allows them to use their time more effectively. When they want to spend time watching 
online videos they turn to YouTube, to exchange pictures and entertain themselves and 
their peers they turn to Snapchat or Instagram and when they want to communicate they 
turn to Messeneger or Whatsapp for instance. As this may be one of the possible expla-
nations of the decline in the number of users in the young generation we need to look 
at other aspects of the phenomenon and see how the active Facebook users behave in 
their natural environment. 

Facebook’s offer to the 11 – 34 age group in terms of their expectations

Facebook is a means of communication but moreover, it allows its users to create 
profiles filled up with whatever sort of content they may feel they want to put in. Since 
teenage users are constantly searching for their identity (Palermo, 2016) and the social 
network sites substitute a big part of their social life some of the users think very care-
fully about the materials they publish on their walls and the sites they decide to “like” and 
follow. The social networking sites allow to create reality of their users to a certain point 
but at the same time they allow them to create their online image and this leads us to 
another important aspect of social media awareness. The reality the users create to be 
in, the online friends they choose to have or to delete from their profiles, the sites they 
decide to be a part of, or the online world they choose. The choices they make set them 
in a given online frame, but they need to think of themselves in the online environment as 
well, not only as a part of online communities and fan groups.  The selection of pictures 
they post on their walls or the statements they publicly make enable them to present 
what they stand for and who they want to be viewed as individuals. 

Studies conducted among the younger age group of Facebook users prove that 
they do have an understanding of that fact that they create their online reality both as 
community members and individuals but the vast majority of them does not create fake 
images of themselves. On the contrary, researchers from Germany and the US come to 
a conclusion that most of the Facebook users through their online activity try to express 
their true identity (Back, et al. 2010). This is a very important finding because it can also 
add to explaining factors as far as the decline of young generation is concerned. As it 
should be quite comforting for the older users to have the tool to show and express 
their identity online and to be able to stay in touch with their keens and friends, it may 
be quite difficult for the youngsters to have the understanding of the potential on one 
hand but the demand from Facebook to be fully utilised. The fact that Facebook users 
- through their profiles - express their actual personalities may be troublesome to the 
users who are at the stage in their personal development where they are struggling with 
adolescence. And as they fight their own battle for their identity, they look for idols and 
communities to relate to – this may be one of the reasons they turn to Facebook in the 
first place as a medium that offers the widest selection of all sorts of interest groups, 
fan groups and idols of all types. But as much as Facebook gives opportunities to ac-
cess all sort of interest areas for the young users it gives a space for self-expression 
and building up ones identity in terms of the values and beliefs one may hold. For some, 
this space may be a problematic aspect of using this social medium. The very fact that 
it holds ones name and allows easy identification of the user to others requires certain 
level of accountability for the statements and pictures that one publishes but also on 
the actions that one makes in the online environment that Facebook allows to create. 
This, during the troubled time of adolescence, may result in some of the users deciding 
to quit using this means of public identity building. The 21st century online social net-
working changed the way people construct their identity entirely. Before the introduction 
of social media people had to actually do something, achieve something in real life to be 
recognised for their achievements and gain a given social position. Nowadays, using the 
social media sites people tend to create their identity by relating to the people, interests 
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groups, idols of their choosing so that they are presented in a given aspect and in a given 
light – regardless of their real life achievements. The young users may find this part diffi-
cult as their ideals are still changing, they are seeking for the values they will hold dear in 
their lives and that time of their lives is characterised by constant change – thus posting 
something that others will use to perceive who they are and what they stand for may be 
just too much for them at that stage of their lives. 

Social media teenagers’ time coverage

So far, we have investigated two aspects of Facebook reality that may present a 
problematic issue for the younger generation of users and result in their withdrawal from 
this social medium. We have looked at the complexity of Facebook as a tool of social 
media habitat and the aspects of teenage identity struggle as another key player. But 
what is also worth considering is the fact that social media are used to simply stay in 
touch with other people (Wersm, 2018). Over 42% of the online social media users say 
that their primary purpose in being online and actively using social media is to stay in 
touch with their friends and family and to check on their latest activities. We may now 
think and look at how teenagers compared to adults spend their time and what activi-
ties are the biggest consumers of their time daily. Clearly school and homework would 
amount to the number of hours per day thus we need to see how they use social media 
during that time (Shapiro, 2015). As the study shows teenagers spend on average nine 
hours a day in front of a screen – that is a total number of screen viewing time for all the 
activities that they have during the day so this includes the schooling hours as well. A 
surprising 50% of teenagers say that they use social media during doing homework, but 
they do not see the correlation between being online for social interference and their low-
er results in terms of homework assessment. This may suggest that the quality of time 
devoted both on homework but also on social media is poor, as the quality of homework 
performance is not in the interest of this article we will focus on how this time sharing 
influences their online activity. Facebook with its complexity requires the users to be 
aware of their performance and the fact that it is being constantly evaluated by others 
therefore it needs to be addressed with some level of awareness and consciousness. 
Teenagers spend their schooling time with their peers who are their friends and in some 
cases siblings so family members are also accounted for during that time. They do not 
need to spend quality time in social media on building relations or keeping them as they 
do so in real life world. For them social media are just an addition to what they can so-
cially achieve so they may do not want to focus on them that much in terms of quality in-
put that Facebook is by some regarded to demand to be fully utilised as an online social 
networking tool. Another important factor is that social media is strongly influencing our 
relations with other people and among many other ways in which they are doing so they 
allow mistakes in evaluating the level of intimacy of a given relationship (Rachna, 2010). 
Teenagers as a group struggling for their identity may find this aspect of social media 
relationship building more difficult than other groups and therefore drop on them. Real 
life relations building makes it easier to erase mistakes and react accordingly as there 
is room for body language and interpretation of intentions as opposed to virtual reality. 

Summary

In this article we have tried to look at some of the aspects that may result in the 
decline of number of the young generation Facebook users. The phenomenon should be 
closely observed to identify whether it is a matter of temporal fashion change, a trend 
that will lead to an emergence of a new social medium site that will try to address the 
needs of the younger generation more accurately or just a part of the natural evolution 
cycle that drives the change in every aspect of our lives. We have briefly looked at the 
aspect of the complexity of the tool as opposed to other means of social media world, 
the problems with identity building as a part of Facebook reality and time management 
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issues in terms of using social media and their impact on relationship building aspects.  
The spectrum of social media has never been wider that what we are experiencing now-
adays, the very important aspects of their adaptation to the rapidly changing needs of 
their users have been addressed in this article only from few angles and to fully under-
stand the trends we need to keep on analysing the data that are available through the so-
cial media. As the data analysis is crucial to understanding the symptoms – one should 
be constantly investigating the changes in the age groups of the users and the way the 
new generations are consuming social media environment. In this article we wanted to 
present that understanding the symptoms needs to be accompanied by looking for the 
cause and here we always need to see how generally the new generation is different in 
their approach to the world because their approach to social media is strictly related to 
the way they learn to experience the changing world they come to live in. What should 
also be considered in addressing the issue of the downfall of the number of Facebook 
users is the problem of security of data with the very recent security breach that resulted 
in millions of people being exposed to a situation in which their data could be accessed 
by parties that were not authorised to do so.  Our world is constantly changing and social 
media will be victims to that change as much as they will lead that change themselves. 
What we need to remember always is the fact that they should always be subject to our 
will and our purpose and not the other way round and if there are people deciding to drop 
from Facebook both their motivation but also their right to do so should be acknowl-
edged. The most important point is that online social networking sites should serve as a 
tool for developing a better society and promoting individuals potential rather than limit 
users to their form and capacity, once a person grows beyond a given format they should 
seek for a medium that suits their needs more accurately. 
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MEDIA MONITORING AS AN 
ELEMENT OF STRATEGIC 
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 

Monika Fill1, Tomasz Fill2

Abstract
Analysis of information published in the media is an important tool. Information that is col-

lected and properly aggregated contributes to the assessment of companies’ projects and allows to 
observe and to evaluate changes occurring in the environment. This article discusses benefits that 
companies can achieve through professional media monitoring and its products using a practical 
example. The article presents the company’s media findings scope for 2017-2018 and conclusions 
that can be drawn in the context of recommendations for long-term decisions.

Keywords: media, monitoring, business management,

Benefits of regular media monitoring.

Today’s companies undertake a number of analytic efforts, which allows them to 
gain the knowledge required to support their management processes. Special attention 
is given to areas such as marketing or public relations because many managers, when de-
termining their next steps in those areas, need to know whether their previous decisions 
were beneficial. By analysing marketing and public relations activity, they can determine 
whether the budget was properly planned, whether a plan was successfully implemented 
and whether the expenses incurred have paid off. This is why companies deploy media 
monitoring, defined as a process of reading, watching and listening to source content for 
keywords that appear in media and then aggregating these materials3. Media monitor-
ing is being used by more and more entities as it aggregates and provides information 
about what was published in the media, with a focus on the content (Milivojevic, 2003, 
p.16). It sheds light on people’s feelings and expectations (Gawroński, 2006, p.10). The 
purposes of media monitoring are clear as they involve obtaining knowledge, but they 
can also vary. The process itself requires appropriate selection of methods. Monitoring 
can pursue quantitative or qualitative analysis, for example, by focusing on evaluating 
news narratives (Gawroński, 2006, p.16). Everything in this area depends on the entity 
undertaking the study as well as the purpose of the analysis.

Many companies, government agencies, non-profit organisations (e.g. hospitals, 

1 Monika Fill, e-mail:monika.fill@wp.pl
2 Tomasz Fill, e-mail:tomasz.fill@wp.pl
3 The ultimate media monitoring Buyer’s Guide, retrieved from: https://www.cision.com/con-
tent/dam/cision/Resources/white-papers/Cision_MediaMonitoringBuyersGuide.pdf
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universities, associations etc.) and individuals, e.g. celebrities, use media monitoring as 
a tool for tracking mentions about themselves in the news media. Some entities monitor 
media to assess the effect of their publications but also to gather intelligence on their 
competitors and specific important issues from their organisation’s standpoint (Comco-
wich, 2010, p.3). 

Searching for information published in the media is a guarantee of obtaining accu-
rate information that supports certain management processes. It helps you understand 
your target audience but also, in particular, the information that journalists are seeking. 
Media monitoring and the associated data analysis support at every step of the way 
the company’s PR efforts, while also assisting with identifying any potential perception 
crises. Data obtained through media monitoring helps assess the effectiveness of PR 
efforts and supports rapid response strategies. It provides a database for management 
processes. Monitoring can include a wide range of traditional and modern media, includ-
ing specific channels that require outreach to consumers such as news services, mes-
sage boards, blogs and social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter or LinkedIn.

Media monitoring offers a range of benefits to a business, by enabling it to look at 
the actions it has taken and how well they were received by the target group. It is helpful 
in assessing the effectiveness and success of public relations strategies. This article 
looks at how companies can benefit from professional media monitoring. Its purpose is 
also to demonstrate how companies can use the products of media monitoring using a 
specific practical example. 

In this article, the entity in question is an infrastructure operator in a telecommu-
nication industry4. The Company carried out marketing and advertising efforts, which 
were covered in media. For the purpose of assessing these results, an analysis of the 
company’s 2017-2018 media coverage was conducted. Media monitoring helped deter-
mine what types of the company’s efforts (e.g. CSR and employer branding efforts, e.g. 
“Pracodawca Godny Zaufania” [Trusted Employer], “Zdrowy Pracownik, Zdrowa Firma” 
[Healthy Employees for Healthy Business]) yielded the most positive coverage.5 The 
analysis described in this article helped compare the results of the positive advertising 
value equivalency (AVE) generated with the cost of each of the efforts for the company 
(e.g. expenses incurred in connection with participating in the “Trusted Employer” initia-
tive compared to the AVE generated in October 2018). The analyses presented in this 
article are the basis and starting point for further continuous media monitoring assess-
ments and understanding trends.

Methodological assumptions underlying the research used in the publication

The report prepared for the studied company contains the results of media moni-
toring assessment efforts in the years 2017 and 2018. The key to presenting the findings 
was to compare the materials in terms of the changes that occurred in the years under 
analysis. The study was conducted as a desk research, and the material for analysis was 
derived from articles and media reports selected using the PRESS-SERVICE Media Moni-
toring platform. As part of the study, 2,022 publications containing The Company’sname 
were analysed. The vast majority, i.e. 1,303 publications, were published in 2018. In 2017, 
719 titles were published. The in-depth analytical efforts were aimed to obtain infor-
mation concerning the company’s perception in the media and to look at the subjects 
and contexts in which the company’s name appeared. The materials were supplemented 
with a qualitative analysis of media publications. All the materials for the study were 
obtained from the subject of the study. 

4 Due to the interests of the company under study, the company’s name was anonymized, 
henceforth “The Company”.
5 The analysis was based on desk research carried out at The Company.
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Conclusions and recommendations from media monitoring

Any material obtained through media monitoring in the course of analyses carried 
out for the purpose of strategic reporting of the business entity in question (The Compa-
ny SA) was classified and coded to allow for obtaining synthetic information subject to 
quantitative statistical analysis. The codes helped visualise:
 - the total number of publications (in the 2017-2018 time frame), 
 - the AVE6 of the publications (in the 2017-2018 time frame),
 - the number of publications by date (in sequence and a breakdown that enables a year-

on-year comparison of the publications),
 - subject of the publication in line with codes (general and as comparisons to illustrate 

the changes that media publications have undergone over time),
 - profiles of editors publishing the materials (general and as comparisons to illustrate 

the number of publications with respect to the editors’ profile over time),
 - sources, which helped clarify which specific editors are most likely to publish materi-

als about the company (year-on-year comparison),
 - number of publications by author (year-on-year).

The year-by-year comparison of the results obtained as a result of the analysis 
helped capture the changes that have occurred. The period under analysis was crucial in 
this case. One year’s worth of data collected is sufficient to rule out coincidence and ran-
domness. It allows the company to see the entire body of coverage in perspective and, at 
the same time, draw conclusions and provide recommendations based on the analysis. 
In the situation at hand, it should be noted that they can be applied in full.

Fig. 1 The number of publications about The Company, in the period 1 Jan 2018–31 Dec 2018, 
N=2022 (the diagram illustrates the number of publications) 

Source: materials obtained from The Company’s media monitoring

The conclusions drawn while analysing the media over the course of a year may 
provide the basis for strategic assessments and long-term decision recommendations. 
They also help identify periods that were particularly important in the media, which fea-
tured a particularly high number of media mentions of the company, and highlight the 
issues that gained the most media interest.

6 AVE, i.e. the advertising value equivalency, demonstrates how much it would have cost to 
broadcast a given message as an advertisement. It is determined on the basis of advertising pricing 
charts.
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Fig. 2. Number of publications about The Company, 1 Jan 2018–31 Dec 2018, N=2022 (the 
diagram illustrates the number of publications)

Source: materials obtained from The Company’s media monitoring

Monitoring requires a closer look at each area. The content of the mentions of the 
company in question was analysed in quantitative terms. Each publication was assigned 
a code that specified whether its coverage was favourable, neutral or unfavourable. As 
a result of the study, the media coverage analysis demonstrated that the company does 
not exist in a neutral media environment. It should be noted that the telecommunications 
industry is deemed to be particularly vulnerable to branding crises.Therefore, the media 
monitoring effort confirmed that, on one hand, there are clear efforts over which the en-
tity in question has control (branding efforts), and on the other, as in the case of the larg-
est crisis diagnosed through the monitoring and related to allegations raised against the 
company, there may occur branding crises that are rooted entirely outside the company.

From the point of view of the monitoring conducted in the company, the analytic 
tools used facilitated an ex-post analysis. They described the events that took place in 
the period under analysis. They also helped determine the “burden” of unfavourable cov-
erage compared to favourable coverage (it should be noted that, depending on the ratio, it 
takes between 2 and 5 favourable messages to counteract one unfavourable message). 
The ex-post analysis may provide crucial information in terms of strategic management 
and identifying appropriate actions commensurate with what had transpired. However, 
permanent monitoring tools are needed to help make decisions on a daily basis to re-
spond to situations in real time. This enhances the company’s crisis prevention efforts, 
and if there is a branding crisis, it helps manage messaging. 

The significance of media trends analysis

Analysing trends is a key component of monitoring the company’s environment. 
Trends help us determine whether the efforts undertaken by the company were received 
as expected by its environment at specific intervals. Such analysis offers us a look at the 
long-term changes that have occurred in the company’s environment. It allows to com-
pare different reference periods. In view of the business entity in question, it should be 
noted that the extent of changes observed on the basis of the year-on-year comparison 
indicates that the beginning of 2018 could be viewed as a ground-breaking time, both 
due to the increasing number of mentions in the media and reversing the unfavourable 
coverage trend in a more positive direction. 

Analysing the situation in question, it is typically the starting point for much more in-
depth assessments. There are good reasons to track these trends over shorter periods 
or continuously. This could help decision-making, both in strategic terms with respect to 
the company’s direction, and on a tactical level. Obtaining information from the media 
helps better connect the cost of branding efforts and their results in the form of media 
coverage and outreach. This knowledge is critical both to day-to-day management of the 
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company and its long-term plans. Without analysing the trends, the company could be 
surprised by subsequent events, which, due to the fact that they pertain to analysing past 
events, would not be under the managers’ control.

Media monitoring helps with answers to questions formulated in a hypothetical 
way and allows them to be verified using evidence formula (Milivojevic S., 2003). Ap-
plying media monitoring tools in assessing the effects of media relations allows us to 
identify clear trends of strategic importance for the company in question. One outcome 
is the consistent increase in publications concerning The Company in the media. Anoth-
er outcome involves a decrease in unfavourable coverage, with an increase in favourable 
mentions. Favourable changes in coverage are noticeable in all of the parameters anal-
ysed: number of publications, coverage, AVE.

Effect of media relations analysis on management and strategic decisions.

Using media monitoring analyses provides the company’s management with infor-
mation that is critical in its decision-making. This helps us determine whether making 
specific branding efforts, e.g. participating in competitions where the company is to be 
perceived as a good employer, yields the results we want. Using continuous media mon-
itoring allows for more effective, strategic management of the messaging shared by the 
company, which improves its real-time decision-making.

The effects of monitoring media presence typically go far beyond the question of 
the company’s reputation. Their positive effect manifests itself in company processes 
and culture. Customer and employee satisfaction also depends on a favourable internal 
and external image of the company. Therefore, measuring them should become a per-
manent feature of a business entity’s activities. 

At this point, it is worth listing the key findings of the media monitoring study con-
ducted by The Company. They are as follows:
 - in the periods analysed, there was an increase in the number of favourable mentions 

and a decrease in unfavourable mentions (growth from 719 in 2017 up to 1,303 in 2018).

Fig. 3. Percentage of publications about The Company by reception in the years 2017-2018, in 
the period 1 Jan 2018–31 Dec 2018, N=2022 (the diagram illustrates the percentage of publi-

cations in the year in question)

Source: materials obtained from The Company’s media monitoring

 - AVE decreased from PLN 6.2 million in 2017 to PLN 5.1 million in 2018. It should be 
noted that AVE for unfavourable coverage decreased from PLN 3.3 million in 2017 to 1.1 
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in 2018, while the AVE for favourable coverage increased in the period in question from 
PLN 1.2 million to PLN 2.5 million.
 - it was reported that some of the most important issues shaping perception of The 

Company during the period under analysis were reports about the company’s branding 
efforts, the MUX-8 issue, telecommunications market regulations and signal disruptions. 
When we analyse these subjects, it becomes clear that negative issues in 2018 were 
phased out, while issues generating positive outcome were on the rise.
 - it was reported that the greatest number of mentions concerning the entity in question 

appeared in editorial sections concerning the state, politics, society (general interest) – 
986 mentions, business and finance – 361 mentions, and modern technologies, industry 
and IT – 331 mentions.
 - it was determined that in 2018 the largest number of pieces related to the entity in 

question was published by www.wirtualnemedia.pl, with 55 items, while the largest ad-
vertising value equivalency was generated by Dziennik Gazeta Prawna (PLN 626,000).
 - media monitoring also provided the knowledge that helped determine that in 2018 

the largest number of favourable publications appeared on www.satkurier.pl – 30 items, 
while the largest number of unfavourable mentions appeared on www.wirtualnemedia.
pl – 17 instances.

The above assessments are only some of the conclusions from the overall study. A 
quantitative approach to the issue identified areas supported by qualitative descriptions 
in the analysis. The topics were approached in aggregate, to capture the changes and 
their effect on the company’s reputation. The narration was continuous, problem-orient-
ed, in the form of an aggregated source-based summary. The topics under analysis were: 
 - regulating the telecommunications market,
 - public accusations,
 - MUX-8-related issues,
 - description of branding efforts covered in the media.

This allowed the company to gain extensive knowledge, which, in the long run, can 
be used in future operations and long-term, strategic efforts. 

Conclusion

Media coverage monitoring conducted both in traditional media and electronic me-
dia allows us to assess the company’s standing and its changes over time. The recom-
mendations derived by the company from the analyses may involve maintaining and 
expanding the current scope of favourable media mentions, which may translate into 
better brand management, mitigating the effect of unfavourable coverage on the brand, 
effective crisis management or taking appropriate steps in its day-to-day operations.

More and more companies find it necessary to focus not only on monitoring tradi-
tional media outlets (press, radio, television), but also turn their attention to social media 
platforms. These types of decisions, however, must be made based on precise definition 
of the company’s information needs. Only then can the business actually use what may 
become crucial in its decision-making, i.e. knowledge. 

In conclusion, it is also worth reiterating the set of key benefits that business enti-
ties derive from multi-faceted analysis of how they are covered in the media. The main 
advantage is, therefore, the knowledge required to make management decisions. Such 
information, appropriately aggregated and presented, is helpful in evaluating the phe-
nomena and developments occurring in the company’s surroundings, as well as projects 
covered by the media that pertain to the company in question. The next group of benefits 
for companies includes:
 - the ability to evaluate the context in which the company is being covered in its envi-
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ronment,
 - the ability to pick up on some of the most interesting topics concerning the company 

from the media’s point of view that appeal to journalists;
 - the ability to evaluate the company’s campaign and community involvement,
 - the ability to use the materials obtained in the company’s future promotional efforts.

Another, equally important benefit of monitoring media coverage is identifying the 
threats to the company and the effect they may have on its brand. This is yet another 
reason why this process is and should be deployed by businesses to help build effective 
campaigns, evaluate their ongoing efforts and protect themselves against PR crises. 
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MORAL NEUTRALITY OF RELIGION 
IN THE LIGHT OF CONFLICTS AND 
VIOLENCE IN MEDIATIZED WORLD 

Konrad Szocik1, Joanna Wisła-Płonka2

Abstract
Although only seven percent of wars in human history were caused by explicit religious motives 

– as it is suggested by one estimate – religious beliefs affect human attitude to the world. Especially 
in the context of the rash of contemporary conflicts and terror attacks which have a stated connec-
tion to religious motives, it is important to try to understand the possible religious motivations of 
such antisocial and dangerous behaviors. There are several different research perspectives on this 
topic, but none of them by itself offers a sufficient explanation. The purpose of this essay is to show 
that religious components themselves can be interpreted as morally neutral, and that their supposed 
impact on behavioral patterns can, in fact, be attributed to non-religious factors. Religion is discussed 
as cultural phenomenon partially interacting with cognitive and adaptive patterns.

Keywords: religion; religious beliefs; violence; conflicts; evolution of religion; cognitive science of reli-
gion, new media, mediatization,

Introduction

The opening statement that only seven percent of wars in history were caused by 
religious motivation [Atran 2014] is promising and misleading. It is promising because 
it suggests that religion is peaceful or morally neutral, and it is used rarely to justify con-
flicts. It is important for religions to clarify this point because religion from time to time 
is accused of perpetrating moral evil. Recently published books by members of a group 
known as The New Atheists including The God Delusion of Richard Dawkins or The End 
of Faith of Sam Harris express this approach. Religious culpability is explained in these 
books through such examples as the crusades, with clear reference to religious texts 
and theological support. 

The cited opening statement is also misleading. Religion never does cause war 
directly as it is sometimes assumed. Let us look at this issue through the lens of human 
biology. As Jay Feierman points out, wars are almost always executed between breeding 
populations of humans where there are barriers to gene flow between the populations. 
There are exemptions in this theory when wars have occurred without any barrier to gene 
flow. Religions are considered here as in-group markers for a breeding population [Feier-
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man 2009], but they are not the only in-group marker. Groups who have the same religion 
go to war as well as long as there are other barriers to gene flow. Language is another 
barrier, which also acts as an in-group marker. During the Cold War it was political ideol-
ogy codified in political beliefs that acted as the barrier to gene flow. The East and West 
had essentially the same religion. This theory assumes that cultural traits – religious and 
nonreligious – are secondary and accidental, and they are used to mark groups but they 
do not affect behaviors in causal sense. This approach implies that religious beliefs are 
not important for evolution of morality and development of behavioral patterns. Morality 
is formed within and between groups that can include various religious and nonreligious 
cultural traits.

Explanation of the complex impact of religious beliefs on decision-making, espe-
cially in reference to conflicts and lethal violence, is one of the most important topics for 
the social sciences [Ginges and Atran 2011; Atran and Henrich 2010; Atran and Ginges 
2012]. On the one hand, diplomatic optimism of religious – like pope John Paul II – and 
political – like Barack Obama – leaders emphasizes the concept of religion which en-
courages peace, not war. On the other hand, religious beliefs and their deontological 
rather than consequentialist nature could develop during the cultural evolution a tenden-
cy to “defy ‘business-like’ negotiation” enhanced especially via “sacred values” [Atran and 
Ginges 2012].

 The purpose of this essay is the discussion on the idea of religion as morally neu-
tral phenomenon, which does not cause conflicts and violence. As it is assumed here, 
religious components are only secondary factors. Cognitive and evolutionary contexts 
support this thesis. 

Cognitive and evolutionary study of religion 

Pascal Boyer was one of the first scholars who have implemented cognitive ap-
proach to the study of religion. His key idea is that cognitive mechanisms generate hu-
man ability to acquire theistic and religious beliefs [Boyer 2001; 2008]. His point of view 
today is a basic one for the standard model of Cognitive Science of Religion (CSR). CSR 
states that religious beliefs are natural. Naturalness means that religious beliefs are 
non-supernatural, intuitive and cognitively effortless. Humans have natural predisposi-
tions to supernatural beliefs.CSR assumes that cognitive capacities like agency detec-
tion or theory of mind are effective tools for implementation of religious beliefs. Human 
cognition is not specially designed to create supernatural beliefs but this sort of beliefs 
is a good candidate for successful dissemination. 

Another approach to the study of religion associated with CSR is focused on origin 
of the ability to cooperate at the level of large groups. Religious beliefs, especially those 
of the great moralizing religions, are a basic tool for cooperation and prosocial behavior-
al patterns [Norenzayan 2013]. But the real impact of religion on cooperation and conflict 
is still unclear [Oviedo 2016]. Religiously motivated acts of violence show that relation-
ship between decision making and religious beliefs affects not only pro-social, but also 
anti-social behaviors.

Religious beliefs associated with sacred values are nonnegotiable. They are per-
ceived as more important than material issues [Atran and Henrich 2010, p. 25]. While the 
idea of sacred value includes not only religious values, the peculiar contents of religious 
beliefs make them especially resistant to negotiation or rational and empirical critique. 
Religious beliefs seem to be accompanying and supporting factors rather than causal 
ones. Cognitive and evolutionary approaches seem support the idea that religious be-
liefs and behaviors depend on cognition and they are morally neutral.

The positive impact of religious components

Scientific and philosophical study of religion historically looks like a sine wave. Until 
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recently the predominate point of view has been one that interpreted religion as an un-
healthy and even deleterious phenomenon. It seems that today, New Atheists notwith-
standing, the dominant approach evaluates positively an impact of religion for human 
health, psyche and behavior. Adam B. Cohen and Harold G. Koenig point out that the 
religious impact on health and behavior is generally positive, but context dependent. It 
depends on the kind of religious content and environmental conditions [Cohen and Koe-
nig 2004, p. 255]. Religious components have usually positive impact, but sometimes 
they can coincide with mental problems or peculiar mental imaginations of supernatural 
entities. Consequently, they affect negative behaviors, but it does not mean that religion 
is responsible for them. However, specific content of religious and supernatural beliefs 
make them good candidates for beliefs that can support and increase mentally patho-
logical or uncommon states.

Correlation between religious beliefs and conflicts can be explained by religious 
studies, sociology, criminology, phenomenology or neuroscience. The mentioned biolog-
ical approach suggests that religious beliefs are in-group marker for a breeding popula-
tion that inhibits gene flow. Religious components work as in-group signs that provide 
social cohesion. This biological approach is too reductive and religious components 
are much more complex. Purely biological explanation does not express the domain of 
sense and meaning that are linked to aesthetics or value. When religion is reduced to the 
level of evolutionary group dynamic regulatory mechanism, right and wrong patterns are 
by-products of religious components affected by ecological niches. There are possible 
different biological explanatory framework and they differ in the causal role that they 
assign religious components. 

The dominant point of view underlines its positive effects, especially for physical 
and psychological health [Joshi and Kumari 2011]. Despite positive effects and peaceful 
nature of most religious traditions, violent acts are associated with evolution of religion 
or, more accurately, with human evolution which encompasses evolution of religion. Vi-
olence can be found both in religious practice and in religious texts [Juergensmeyer 
and Kitts 2011]. The problem here is what constitutes religious practice. If there is no 
scriptural basis for the practice, is it still to be considered religious? The issue of the 
content of religious texts and their possible justification for violent acts is a particularly 
complex challenge. The same religious passages can be interpreted in various ways, 
and for this reason it is difficult to unequivocally conclude what could be the intent of the 
writers. Hans Küng points out that monotheistic religious texts cannot be interpreted as 
documents that affect and motivate to wars and conflicts [Küng 2005]. The comparative 
analysis of seven world religions conducted by Walter Dorn shows that Buddhism, Chris-
tianity, Hinduism, Islam, Jainism, Judaism and Sikhism prohibit killing as a basic moral 
rule. But only Jainism rejects categorically any opportunity of killing. All other religions 
accept exemptions such as the punishment for wrong-doers or protecting the religion 
[Dorn 2010]. It is worth keeping in mind that Hinduism is interpreted as a crucial factor 
for the development of military strategy and the culture of violence in India [Roy 2009].

Politics and religion overlaps

William T. Cavanaugh points out that it is impossible to separate religion and vio-
lence. He finds that religious activity is connected with politics and economics. Evolution 
of religion is embodied in human life. Religion is shaped by environment. Political and eth-
ical behaviors of believers which are perceived as right or wrong – including violence and 
lethal conflicts – are integral parts of religion [Cavanaugh 2007]. This approach avoids 
a tendency to treat religion separately from environmental factors, and consequently, to 
look for only religious causes of conflicts and violence. Human conflicts are not motivat-
ed only by one factor, and perhaps religion is in fact one of the least important.

It is better to reject the concept of “religious violence”, because religion does not 
cause violence and conflicts. Religion and politics overlap, and perhaps it is impossible 
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to clearly separate only religious items from non-religious cultural and social context 
in which they work. We argue, following Jeroen Gunning and Richard Jackson [2011, 
p. 383] that we should be circumspect about buying into the idea of a causal relation-
ship between beliefs and behaviors. The phenomenon known as theological incorrect-
ness shows how complex and unpredictable it is to follow causal links between officially 
shared beliefs and decisions [Slone 2004]. Although religious components do not affect 
violence and conflict, there are particular features that can attract such behaviors like an 
impact of charismatic leaders, literal interpretation of religious texts or nonnegotiable 
stances [Barkun 2003, p. 69]. 

Our idea is that talking about religion and violence is possible at least in two of 
the following cases: when religious components are intentionally used to justify origi-
nally non-religious violence, and when person affected by mental disorder is affected 
by religious contents. There is also the third scenario when someone interprets literally 
religious texts. But this last opportunity is a case of the second approach, when mental 
illness and mental peculiarities motivate someone to treat religious texts literally, while 
other believers and religious professionals read them in a metaphorical sense.

Apologetic strategy

There are different levels of analysis and ways of interpretation of correlation be-
tween religious beliefs and behaviors. One of them is the defense of the good moral 
nature of God despite the fact that some Bible texts favor morally wrong actions. Paul 
Copan and Matthew Flanagan favor the concept of two different authors of scripture: 
human authors and divine authors. The human authors of the Bible prescribe actions 
that violate divine morality as dictated by the divine author [Copan and Flannagan 2014, 
p. 20]. This approach defends God but does not defend religion as social construction. 
At the level of religious language, according to biblical representation of God, God can 
promote only morally good behaviors. Despite this alleged will of God, religion has a hid-
den lethal potential which can be activated by religious leaders or believers. 

Non-religious evolutionary roots of aggression

Another approach is offered by Ara Norenzayan who enumerates two strategies 
of defense of religion against being accused of causing conflicts. First, it is possible to 
point to secular conflicts such as two World Wars or the lethal actions caused by Com-
munism and Nazism [Norenzayan 2013, pp. 156-157]. This approach refers to a negative 
impact of the enlightenment as well as a rationalization and instrumentalization of rea-
son [Horkheimer and Adorno 1969]. Second, religion does not cause morally wrong acts 
[Norenzayan 2013, pp. 156-157]. But if religion has a peaceful nature, pious people never 
should make very bad decisions on the basis of religious beliefs. Scott Atran explains 
this phenomenon by the concept of sacred values, something that is not only applicable 
to religious matters [Atran et al. 2014, p. 42]. Religion’s nature is nothing more or less 
than the nature of the people who act in its name. There are also many incompletely 
structure/realized individuals who are susceptible to superstition.

It is significant to ask about the origin of the human ability to act aggressively and 
to make decisions that involve lethal conflicts in general. McDonald [2012, p. 671] states 
that aggression and lethal conflicts may be explained in terms of an inherent fight or 
flight mechanism, also known as “the Male Warrior Hypothesis” [McDonald et al. 2012, p. 
671] or the concept of “archaic intolerance” [Eibl-Eibesfeldt 1971]. Aggression, fear and 
anger are, from an evolutionary standpoint, old feelings, older than prosocial and altruis-
tic behaviors, including biological altruism. Biological altruism is egoistic and necessary 
for survival. This feature also is very old. Evidence for this is seen in the phenomenon 
of territoriality in animals and such mechanisms as property equilibrium, loss aversion 
and endowment effect [Gintis 2013]. These mechanisms are not directly responsible 
for aggression; but during the evolutionary history of humans these mechanisms could 
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become strongly activated by some element of their environment and extend to property 
and material resources. Later, they could cause a social hierarchy and institutions of co-
ercion [Seabright 2013, pp. 113-114]. The emergence of inequality has caused wars and 
conflicts. Religions could be useful cultural tools not only to aid morally good behaviors 
but also lobby against other competitive groups to ameliorate aggressive behavior.

On the one hand, we are acquainted with these kinds of explanations of human 
aggression and tendencies toward conflict. On the other hand, it seems that the con-
nection between religious beliefs and lethal conflicts may be something different than 
those aforementioned mechanisms evolved by natural selection. When we refer to the 
phenomenon of loss aversion and property equilibrium [Gintis 2013, pp. 117-118, 127], 
we find that there is no certainty about whether religious beliefs have a causal relation-
ship to lethal aggression related to the provision/maintenance of individual and group 
benefits. They can be explained in terms of self-sacrifice for the survival of the group or 
its defense. In this context the most useful concept can be the concept of eusociality. Its 
explanatory advantage over the altruistic explanation is that eusociality means relation 
between individual and the group while altruism describes only one to one relationship. 
Individual lethal acts motivated by religious beliefs should be separated from the phe-
nomenon of inter-group conflicts. Religious conflicts at the higher level of competition 
may benefit the group. Behaviors at the lower level of competition should favor behavior 
which is beneficial for the individual. One of theories that try to explain the evolutionary 
origin of human cognition proposes that the evolution of human higher cognitive abilities 
came about by humans competing with other humans at the individual and the group lev-
el. This is one of possible explanation including others like pure cooperation or the some 
mixture of competition and cooperation, just to mention a few. One way in which groups 
compete is with warfare, although it is often the least effective way due to the high costs 
involved. Today when one – individual, group, and nation/country – competes, they com-
pete to be more successful economically. Violent warfare is just a type of human compe-
tition at the group level. We can easily find an adaptationist context of wars and conflicts, 
especially if they provide quick and effective access to mates, territories, and resources. 
As John Price points out in the foreword to the book of Joseph Polimeni: “When the 
group goes to war, they are likely to fight harder if they know that the gods are on their 
side, so whoever is able to reassure them on this point is in a position to raise group mo-
rale [Price 2012, p. x].” Of course, mentioned explanation is troublesome to maintain in 
the current age but may be applied to human evolutionary past. Polimeni’s point of view 
corresponds with Norenzayan’s idea of being watched by God/gods and other specific 
religious contents that make them effective tools for supporting social cohesion.

The puzzle of suicidal terrorism

It is more difficult to find an adaptationist explanations for suicidal terrorist attacks. 
There are two kinds of fitness, direct, such as when an individual maximizes his own fit-
ness by increasing his own reproduction rate, and indirect, as when someone maximizes 
his fitness by increasing the reproduction rate of other related individuals [West et al. 
2007, p. 416]. Some scholars point out that groups in which suicide cases occur can 
develop better in the sense of reproduction and social cohesion than groups in which 
suicide does not occur [Szentes and Thomas 2013, p. 434]. Terrorist acts, especially 
suicidal acts, are not beneficial for the individual or for the group, especially not in these 
cases when one believer also kills his coreligionists. In this particular context of reli-
giously supported or inspired acts of violence, evolutionary explanations seem to be un-
satisfactory. Suicidal bombing is more ambiguous than non-suicidal terrorism. Suicidal 
terrorism may be explained in terms of eusociality and individual self-sacrifice for others 
but it is not clear if all suicidal terrorist acts cause benefits for a group. Suicidal acts of 
violence are typically used by an oppressed weaker party who has no better recourse – 
no known higher efficacy. It is almost inconceivable that a suicidal act of violence is per-
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petrated without some thought to group benefit, even if the individual acts unilaterally. 
However, it is difficult to conceive of adaptive benefits accruing from terrorism – suicidal 
included – since they typically meet with incommensurate military responses and/or 
strict sanctions of various sorts. In some occasions terrorism may be able to provide 
adaptive effects but often terrorism, especially suicidal terrorism, is maladaptive. The 
cost to benefit ratio is flexible and comes in degrees. The costs are simply too high too 
often. Some try to explain evolution of self-sacrifice and altruistic behaviors in terms of 
sexual selection, but certainly suicide terrorism does not fit this case. 

Nonetheless, Norenzayan [2013, p. 162] tries to interpret some suicide attacks as 
an extreme form of parochial altruism. Lethal conflicts influenced by religious beliefs 
can be explained as a natural phenomenon at the group level. Specifically, this is true for 
individual lethal conflicts, but not necessarily at the level of large inter-group conflicts 
such as the Arab-Muslim conquest or the Crusades [Phillips and Axelrod 2007]. Suicide 
attacks, in this case religiously motivated ones, are not beneficial for the group and they 
should not be interpreted in terms of parochial altruism. Indeed, this theory does not 
seem to work within the framework of the current large societies. According to Paul 
Seabright, individually motivated sacrifice is stronger within smaller egalitarian societies 
than in larger hierarchical communities. Current hierarchical societies should, theoret-
ically, exclude such acts. These acts can happen independently of official calls for or 
against wars and conflicts in religious terms. 

Norenzayan partially explains historical connection between religious beliefs and 
conflicts referring to the social function of religion. He underlines that the main factor 
which influences decisions about religiously motivated conflicts is regular attendance 
of religious practices. This regular attendance is more important than regular prayer 
[Norenzayan 2013, p. 164]. Social ties within a religious community play the most im-
portant role in enhancing conflict actions. But this way of thinking can easily be falsified. 
Plenty of people participate in religious events and ceremonies on an everyday basis, 
but only a very small part of these participants choose to use lethal violence. Even in the 
group of the more radicalized believers, there is only a small percentage of possible fu-
ture terrorists or persons who decide to perform religiously motivated violent acts. This 
observation suggests that regular attendance is only a casual factor, not a necessary or 
a sufficient one, and that other and stronger factors are required. Neither the evolution-
ary nor the social or ritual explanation of lethal conflicts under religious beliefs seems 
adequate. 

In the context of global war on terrorism and some connotation between terrorism 
and Islamic culture – because reference to this religion dominates in talking about cul-
tural context of the current terrorism and is exploited by right-wing parties – religion is 
effectively used as a tool that provides social cohesion and unifies various populations 
under a common religious affiliation.

Specificity of religious contents

Sharon Erickson Nepstad enumerates factors of religiously motivated violence and 
aggression. Religiously inspired violence can be rooted in a non-religious dichotomy of 
parties deemed “right” and “wrong.” Nonetheless, a religious background introduces a 
supernatural element that is missing in a secular dichotomous attitude [Nepstad 2004, 
p. 298]. This kind of dichotomy is not a domain of religion, but religion can strengthen 
it up the level of cosmic battle that is out of any negotiations. This seems to be true of 
certain strains of eschatological Judaism and Christianity. 

Another possible religious component of motivation to violence lies in the concept 
of the one truth. This concept can be found in certain religious texts, and for this reason 
it is not clear if religion can be rightly excused from accusations of motivating violence 
and aggression. It can lead to aggression and conflict in combination with the meta-
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physical dichotomy of good and evil. Nepstad concludes that the main difference be-
tween good and bad modes of application of religion lies in the ways of understanding 
of religion. For terrorist, religion works as an end; for peacemakers, religion is a means 
to end. The key point lies in the difference between “truth seekers” and “truth protector” 
[Nepstad 2004, pp. 299-300]. 

Delusion

Support for topics discussed thus far can be provided by reference to the nature of 
delusion. Andrew Sims points out that the most important part of delusion is its form. 
Content of delusion works as secondary component and can be fulfilled by various cul-
tural ideas, including religious beliefs. He states that religious faith cannot be interpreted 
as delusion [Sims 2009]. However, it is likely that religious beliefs are good candidates 
for the contents of delusion. Their attractiveness does not make them directly respon-
sible for any possible violent and lethal behaviors. In some cases of mental illness, a 
patient can treat some sentences of his own imaginations in a very literal way [Sims 
2009]. Such illness, in combination with religiosity, can lead to personal conviction about 
the will of God to do something, or can affect particular behaviors in accordance with 
literally interpreted se lected parts of religious texts. Religious references can strengthen 
an impact of obsessive compulsive disorders. Religious contents can negatively affect 
behavioral patterns when they correspond with some kind of fear that is attractive for 
religious traditions like fear of sin or fear of God [Cohen and Koenig 2004, p. 257].

Domestic violence

Another example of violence that is not motivated by religion itself, but which 
shows how a religious reference can encourage it, is the case of domestic violence. 
Religious people, especially women, can be more prone than nonreligious ones to ac-
cept uncritically possible acts of domestic violence. One of the religiously motivated 
factors that can increase the risk of violence is the religious critique of divorce and pos-
sible convictions of at least some part of religious women that marriage is unbreakable 
[Nason-Clarck 2004]. Religions and religiosity can increase the feeling of guilt and de-
pendency. Sometimes strongly believing individuals can resort to suicide when they are 
affected by charismatic leaders of cult groups.

Nevertheless, in the cases mentioned above which suggest a possible connection 
between religious violence and conflicts, religious contents are not key factors in antiso-
cial behavior. Religious beliefs do not provide contents that affect inherently wrong acts. 
More likely factors connected to conflicts are ethno-nationalistic concepts [Gunning and 
Jackson 2011, p. 380]. 

Multi-functionality of religion 

Religious content is influenced by the cognitive tendencies, because humans are 
guided by particular heuristics, especially by self-interest, and by other ones which 
evolved by natural selection [Rolls 2012, p. 279]. Behavioral patterns which lead to lethal 
conflicts under pressure of religious beliefs at the individual level are probably based on 
very specific heuristics, which connect two different kinds of reality: namely, mundane 
and religious reality. Religion in general is a rather high cost phenomenon in terms of 
evolution because it requires some kinds of limitations which are not justified by natural 
evidence. Despite this, popularization of the scientific explanation of the world under-
mines an explanatory power of religion. This is why the simple functionalist explanation 
of religious beliefs is not an easy approach. However, some believers use religious beliefs 
as an explanatory tool. They may refer to them in order to explain and to understand the 
causes of natural properties [Rolls 2012, p. 329]. The most important pragmatic function 
of religion is its psychological impact. Religious beliefs can be a source of consolation 
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and psychological comfort. Their possible explanatory and psychological functions do 
not explain the possible role of religious reference in motivating conflict and aggression.

This explanatory incompatibility may have methodological reasons. The study of 
religion and its possible impact for evolution of cooperation and prosociality as well as 
motivation to aggression and conflicts is common amongst the populace of Western, 
Educated, Industrialized, Rich, and Democratic countries (WEIRD). Norenzayan notes 
that the correlation between religion and prosociality is much stronger in non-WEIRD 
societies [Norenzayan 2013, pp. 52-53]. Religion plays a much more important role in 
these societies, not only for developing prosocial tendencies but also for anti-social ac-
tions associated with terrorism, conflicts and wars. It is not clear how effective this im-
pact can be for socially negative behaviors. There are some evolutionary mechanisms 
commonly shared among people which regulate, for instance, the nature of parochial 
altruism. The tendency to love and trust within the group and to hate those and be hos-
tile against those outside the group is a natural bias. This is a default mechanism which 
usually must be overcome by extra-biological stimuli. Religion can be this extra-biolog-
ical, cultural tool, but it can also develop out-group hate. It is not clear whether cultural 
differences could affect significant differences in the impact of religious components 
for decisions and actions. Independently of inter-group differences, within one religion 
we observe different behavioral strategies and different kinds of motivation caused by 
the same religious beliefs. This is why we can presume that this motivational power 
of religious beliefs should be explained by other factors. Especially in the current large 
societies, religious inspiration and motivation to lethal conflicts may be interpreted as 
a result of some pathological, psychological changes which causes someone to uses 
religion for the purpose of the lethal conflicts despite the peaceful nature of religion.

Edmund T. Rolls notes that attractiveness of religion consists of the two following 
functions. First, religion explains causal relations and provides answers to existential 
questions which are associated with the feeling of uncertainty. Rolls [2012, p. 331] sug-
gests that especially this latter function can affect positively human psychology by sup-
porting a positive attitude towards the world. It appears puzzling why religious beliefs 
may cause lethal conflicts and aggression. One of the attractive explanations for this 
kind of application of religion is reference to manipulation and ideologization. It is not 
clear if this factor would be sufficient for someone who is going to use violence and ag-
gression while motivated by religious beliefs. 

Second, religion may be understood as a phenomenon which has emerged during 
cultural group selection and was used as motivation for cooperation at the level of large 
groups. This cooperation may imply actions for immanent benefits of the group or ac-
tions of unifying for the purpose of inter-group competition, especially aggression. Reli-
gion may be connected to tribalism and parochial altruism. In conflict situations these 
connections may lead to great aggression towards other groups in accordance with the 
main idea of tribal instincts and the mechanisms of parochial altruism [Rolls 2012, p. 
335]. This possible lethal potential of religion may be the by-product of human small 
kin groups evolutionary past. The mechanism of parochial altruism is the domain of the 
oldest level of morality, the level of moral feelings. Religion has enforced in-group trust 
and loyalty, and negative attitude towards the members of other groups as well [Rossa-
no 2010, p. 180]. Religion enforces “tribal psychology” because it underlines boundaries 
between groups. Atran and Henrich [2010, pp. 25, 27] note that there is a correlation 
between frequency of religious attendance and readiness for acts of martyrdom. This 
correlation underlined by Atran, Henrich and Norenzayan confirms Boyer’s suggestion 
that religion parasites on morality. Boyer probably referred to morally good behaviors. 
We can add that religion and religious beliefs can enhance good and bad actions as well. 
Both of them are different sides of the one human “nature” [Waal 1996; 2005].

This topic involves the question of the human behavioral default tendency in terms 
of prosocial and antisocial behavioral patterns. We cannot prove whether human beings 
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are biologically egoist or altruist. The basic biological power is described by kin selec-
tion and the inclusive fitness theory which states that individuals tend to maximize their 
inclusive fitness, not to maximize group fitness. Inclusive fitness is the total sum of the 
mentioned direct and indirect fitness. However, inclusive fitness could include group fit-
ness if the group is small enough. This theory has two important consequences. First, it 
suggests that natural selection usually favors selfishness, not altruism or prosociality. 
This sentence is the result of anthropomorphic generalization because there is no ev-
idence that natural selection favors anything except adaptability. Natural selection is 
a natural phenomenon not based on personality as expressed by either selfishness or 
altruism. Despite this, many biologists are talking about natural bias towards selfish be-
haviors that usually provide direct fitness. If we take it for granted, and if we assume that 
human culture extends human biology – this is not obvious – we can interpret religion 
as a phenomenon which is used for selfish interests of believers and religious leaders. 
However, at this point religion has devolved into an ideology and has lost its “religious-
ness.” Second, it seems impossible to explain the phenomenon of suicide attacks in the 
terms of inclusive fitness theory. We could try to do it if we assume a specific concept of 
a benefit for the group – also genetically non related like in the case of extended fictive 
kinship – that could be provided by suicide act of terrorist.

Religious components can work as “signal of coalition affiliations” [Boyer 2003], 
however they should not to be reduced only to this function. They can be used to strength-
en negative behaviors by, for instance, demonizing enemies and improving social cohe-
sion; but it does not mean that religion is the first and main causal factor [Gunning and 
Jackson 2011, pp. 380-381]. 

Noreez Herzfeld described the religious context of the massacre in Srebrenica in 
1995. He points out that religion itself has no motivational power, but religious ideas 
affected aggressive behaviors among Serbian people. In that conflict, religious symbols 
were often used to highlight in-group affiliation with strong opposition to other compet-
itive groups. We can talk about some kind of symbolic violence when victorious parts 
of the conflict destroyed sacral objects of defeated parts [Herzfeld 2007, pp. 111-112]. 
This practice is evidence for the concept of religion as in-group marker for a breeding 
population [Feierman 2009]. Religion works effectively as a means that provides clear 
boundaries between ethnic groups. We can think it over if religious components intro-
duce a new quality by their specific contents.

The role played by religious components in conflict situations is ambiguous. On the 
one side, we should not accuse religion of special motivation to conflicts and violence 
because religious components work as many other cultural means that are used for in-
group marking. On the other side, it seems justified at least partially to consider religion 
as a specific cultural tool. Religious contents assume unique ideas and concepts like 
the concept of supernatural agent and an afterlife. Both of them can affect behavioral 
patterns. Perhaps they are neutral in behavioral terms, but they can easily be used to 
provoke morally right or wrong behaviors. For this reason we can ask, following Herzfeld 
[2007, p. 113], whether religion is used by nationalism or nationalism is used by religion. 
History of wars and conflicts provides more examples for the above-mentioned concept 
of religion as a signal of in-group affiliation. In Poland in 1946, military groups killed 
some orthodox civilians. The criterion of their selection was their religious affiliation. 
Orthodox people were identified with Belarusians.

Deontologism versus consequentialism

Religion has in some sense destroyed and continues to destroy the connection be-
tween facts and values. Religious beliefs make it in specific sense but such a discon-
nection is not only a domain of religious components. It has a long philosophical tradi-
tion that is rooted in Platonic – facts as a domain of phenomenal world, Kantian, and 
Humean thoughts and that assumes that the realm of facts is distinct from the realm of 
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values. The core idea is that facts do not express values. This potentially antisocial influ-
ence refers not only to the decrease of inter-group trust, but also to in-group trust. The 
level of in-group trust may sometimes be enhanced, but sometimes can be decreased 
by the concept of reconciliation with God. This reconciliation in terms of religion is more 
important than reconciliation with other people. 

Another important element of religion is ritual. Rituals involve emotions which may 
serve to maintain religious beliefs [Lawson and McCauley 1990]. Emotions and somatic 
states shape the nature of decision-making processes [Slyke 2011, p. 138].

This kind of reasoning and moral deontologism appropriated for religion may min-
imize the importance of factual chances and consequences, and may change the atti-
tude towards the real world. The moral tools which can be responsible for this process 
are sacred values and the dualistic concept of the world. The latter one divides one 
reality into two worlds: mundane and supernatural. Religious support for morality does 
not work sufficiently in everyday life. The idea of the supernatural judge should influence 
human behaviors in a positive manner. However, it seems that “watched people are nice 
people” [Norenzayan 2013]: not that the ontological question of a supernatural observer 
is of particular relevance but rather the real and natural “feeling of being watched” [Bros-
nan and Waal 2014] is what is important. Moral dichotomy between ideas and behaviors 
among believers is expressed by the concept of theological incorrectness which shows 
that the believer subjectively modifies religious contents or does not treat them seri-
ously. Not every believer treats the concept of God’s omnipresence and the concept of 
supernatural, eternal punishment and reward seriously. The biblical story about human 
creation portrays Adam and Eve as practically atheists in the sense that they were not 
able to believe in the words of God and consequently, to follow his orders. This story 
suggests that people do not always treat God seriously.

Some beliefs can strongly affect human decisions. Rational motivation of killing 
and aggression is a specifically human feature. Nonhuman primates like chimpanzees 
use lethal aggression usually to achieve particular existential aims. Their behaviors have 
adaptive nature [Silk 2014]. The history of human self-domestication is characterized 
by the great tension between aggression and selfishness, and strong efforts to prevent 
them [Gibbons 2014, p. 405]. Behaviors which benefit neither individual nor group are 
abnormal.

Religiously motivated violence makes perfect sense, i.e. is normal, when religion 
is considered as an ideology and adherence is strong and there is a strong grievance to 
be addressed by suicidal action. We can try to treat suicidal terrorist acts as a behavior 
in which the death to self is not the primary aim of the act, which is the case in suicide 
affected by depression. One of the emergent properties of eusociality is that one puts 
the welfare of one’s in-group above that of one’s self [Nowaket al. 2010]. Precisely, this 
is the rationale for Jesus’ martyrdom, hence, for Christianity. As such, it is not difficult 
to see how someone could become a suicide bomber. The Japanese kamikaze suicide 
bombers did the same thing. And, in battles, soldiers die for their in-group all the time. 
Celibate religious do the same thing when they forego reproduction for the benefit of 
other members of a religious group. Certainly there is difference between celibacy and 
suicide but both of them withdraw their reproduction for the group benefits.

Religiosity and mental illness 

Religiosity and spirituality can be treated as possible components of mental illness. 
For this reason, religious background should be taken into account during clinical treat-
ment [Hansdak and Paulraj 2013, p. 40]. Religious and spiritual considerations can be 
components of mental disorders. Some scholars suggest that a destructive cult can be 
affected by the leader’s narcissism. There is a correlation between religious texts and 
the rate of aggression. Believers exposed to texts that discuss religiously sanctioned 
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violence are more prone to aggressive behaviors [Pargament and Lomax 2013, p. 29]. 
Believers with religious delusions experience both kinds of experiences, positive and 
negative. Religious patients have more hallucinations and their delusions are deeper 
than among less religious ones [Mohr and Huguelet 2004, p. 371]. Specific content of re-
ligious and supernatural beliefs make them better candidates for inherent components 
of mental disorders than other kinds of beliefs. Religious content often includes the idea 
of supernatural punishment that can generate fear and even various kinds of neurosis. 
Such components of supernatural reward and punishment can be used to manipulate 
believers and to provide political purposes independently of the moral core ideas of a 
religious system.

Religion in new media

Nowadays, there can also be observed new ways of transmitting religious ideas to 
recipients and sometimes they are connected to aggression, however not necessarily in 
real life. The Internet as the most powerful and global new medium circulates religious 
ideas in many ways and methods. Starting with holy texts in multimedia form and web-
sites of churches, throughout on-line religious channels, blogs and on-line religious ser-
vice, word religious leaders eg. Pope’s Francis Twitter page and multimedia, ending with 
using elements of religious content or history in computer games.

These all measures generally spread knowledge of religion, history of religions and 
their ideas and symbols in the largest range in history, however usually with popular 
content. Religious expressions on the Internet are not precisely the same as those ‘in 
real life’ and are always conveyed symbolically, the difference depends on the technical 
context and the social context [Johns 2013, p. 238]. There are secret or closed circles 
that celebrate their specific sacred symbols. However, mediation with technological me-
dia usually makes it public. Representation and reception of the sacred as well as of evil 
occurs in relation to the media [Lundby 2013, p. 231]. Especially in computer games the 
virtual reality could provide to merger of various religious elements and symbols trans-
ferred to entertainment industry and aggressive behaviors, eg. in such computers games 
as Diablo. However the recipient is obviously aware of the game character of such con-
nection, that could interfere or modify religious experience and interactions. In the same 
time presence of religion in new media demonstrates the constant need and importance 
of contact with the concept of the superior being. 

Conclusion

Some parts of religious beliefs and decision-making influenced by those beliefs 
seem to be the result of the human tendency to delusion, self-deception, and confabu-
lation. The strong impact of religious beliefs for decision-making is guaranteed by the 
specific content of those beliefs. They suggest the presence of another kind of parallel 
reality which is a better one than the mundane world. Common sense states that acts 
of religiously motivated violence, especially in the context discussed here, seem to be 
not natural and not adaptive. It is time to stop obsessing over an evolutionary/adaptive 
explanation for human behavior despite the obvious usefulness of evolutionary frame-
work in general. Religion seems to possesses much many other functions that are hard 
to explain in evolutionary terms. Consider such functions like meaning and sense of life, 
or looking for spiritual desire, just to mention a few. The same remark refers to other 
non-religious cultural phenomena as well. But this is the topic for a separate discussion, 
currently broadly studied under the agenda of cultural evolution studies. 

If we assume that the concept of the superior parallel reality does not affect mor-
ally wrong acts, it is worth to consider alternative research perspective into the study 
of religion. Violent acts motivated by religious beliefs could be explained in the terms 
of mental disorders or some mental illness. Another explanation mentioned in this es-
say is the possibility of unhealthy imagination of supernatural entities which are subject 
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to manipulation and can be seen as a type of superstition. It seems that any research 
approach including CSR, psychology, or evolutionary sciences does not explain suffi-
ciently the correlation between religious beliefs/religion, and aggression perpetrated in 
religion’s name. In the framework of intuitive psychology, believers do not accept all reli-
gious contents, and they modify them within their specific environmental conditions and 
psychological states. Intuitive and naive knowledge which is commonly used in everyday 
life often is in contradiction with religious beliefs. Consequently, there is a gap between 
religious beliefs and aggressive behaviors. 
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POLISH SCHOOL OF THE 
LITERATURE OF FACT: 
CHARACTERS OF THE 

REPORTAGES AS THE REFLECTION 
OF REALITY 

Khrystyna Golovko1

Abstract
The article analyzes the key feature of Polish school of the literature of fact, specifically the jour-

nalistic work with the heroes of the materials that are the basis of the reportorial text. Peculiarities of 
characters typical for Polish reportage are analyzed . Further, the article explores the specific features 
of communicative strategies of Polish reporters, reportorial technique. For a better understanding 
the visual examples from reportorial text are provided.

Keywords: New Journalism, Polish literature of fact, communicative strategy, “live-in” method.

Literary journalism or «New Journalism», originated in the United States of America 
in the 1960s of the twentieth century at the time of industrial, socio-political changes, 
quickly gained popularity among readers, acquired new forms and varieties spreading 
beyond the country. One of the most popular schools of literary journalism is Polish 
school of the «literature of fact», which evolved separately from English-American ten-
dency.

It is important to outline that the Polish Literary criticism regards the 20th years of 
the 20th  century as the birth of reportage. The emergence of reportage was influenced 
by the rapid development of the Polish press. Literary critics consider the Nobel prize 
winners Henryk Sienkiewicz and Wladyslaw Reymont as the first Polish reporters, and 
“The Pilgrimage to the Mountain of Light” by Reymont (1895) – as the first reportage 
[Baley L., 2012]. 

In 1924 the first attempts of reportage appeared in the literary-social weekly «Wi-
adomościLiterackie». Melchior Wankowicz, the wandering reporter Arkady Fiedler (the 
most outstanding work “Canada smelling of tar” and the journalist of “hotspots” Ksaw-
ery Pruszynski belong to the reporters, who began their work before the World War II. The 
latter one is considered to be one of the most important creators of the prewar report-
age. Since then, the Polish reportage has formed its own tradition and development, the 
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groups of reporters are organized around such popular editions, as «Polityka», «Literatu-
ra», «Swiat», «GazetaWyborcza». 

According to Polish Dictionary of Literary Genres», the reportage is a «genre on the 
edge» of opinion-based journalism, nonfiction and fiction. It was formed in the second 
half of the nineteenth century. The main attribute of this time frame was the dynamic de-
velopment of the press. The works of this period are a historical description of the events 
the author witnessed himself»[Bernacki M., Pawlus M.,1999].

One of the key aspects of this school is the thing that reporters, due to the genre 
of literary reportage, could narrate common human stories that described true, everyday 
life. «We showed the facts of life, the way people lived, worked, the healthcare they got, 
the way they travelled to work. These details - dressed in good language and form - made 
readers draw conclusions»[Bartosz M.,2010].

Reporters found unique, illustrative and metaphorical heroes, whose story reflected 
the time, problems and situations. It is important to emphasize that Polish reporters de-
scribed unbiassed reality based on facts. Therefore, the characters in Polish reportage 
play the role of prototypes whose life reflect the reality. They explain the situation to a 
reader in a better way, allow you to feel the kinship, the proximity of the situation. «The 
character is the most sacred thing for a reporter and a journalist. He/she gives his/her 
life into your hands and you are responsible for this life. You should think about the char-
acters even more than theythemselves»[Shcheglova J., 2012].

The characters of Polish reportage

Polish literary reportage puts the story of a man (people) as the core of the text. The 
well-known Polish reporter Witold Szablowski says: «People are always in the center of 
the reportage for me. And the events are not some kind of abstraction hanging in the air, 
they are also created by people. The events always mean people, their emotions, cour-
age, ideas, principles»[Kostovskaya A., 2016].

Any person,whose real-life situation reflects an event, phenomenon, tendency in the 
deepest, most vivid way, can be the hero of a reportage. Most often journalists prefer to 
choose ordinary people with unusual stories to be the heroes of a reportage in order to 
make reporting close to a reader. A journalist must find the very exclusive heroes who 
will undoubtedly play one of the most important roles in the reporting. They should be 
real, bold, documentary characters who «speak» in the text with their voices and notwith 
a «voice» of the author, with their habits, defects, temper, with precise detail. After all, 
media researcher Victoriia Babenko confirms that «There is no such sphere (socium, 
science, economics, politics) that can not be revealed through the certain fates, person-
aliteis, characters» [Babenko V., 2013, p. 268].

Mostly, the characters are attached to the themes, problems and specialization 
of a reporter, which allows a reporter to study the specific topic that interests him/her 
in detail. Polish reporters, focusing on specific issues or regions, often become well-
known experts: Wojciech Jagielski – expert on Africa, Pawel Smolenski – on Israel and 
Palestine, Mariusz Szczygiel– on the Czech Republic, Jacek Hugo-Bader and Krystyna 
Kurczab-Redlich– on Russia, Wojciech Tochman as well as Pawel Reszka–onthe Near 
East and military conflicts, Piotr Ibrahim Kalwas – an expert on Egypt, Ziemowit Szczer-
ek, Piotr Andrusieczko, Katarzyna Kwiatkowska-Moskalewiczwrite about Ukraine etc.

For example, Jacek Hugo-Bader in his book «White Fever :a journey to the frozen 
heart of Siberia», line by line narrates about the lives of representatives of the underclass: 
homeless, alcoholics, drug addicts, trying to feel and understand their life as it stands. 
After all, the reporter is convincedthat such stories help to understand the global nature 
of the phenomena. «I write about poverty, about the homeless. I think that, in general, 
there is no difference. The world of exiles, criminals, prostitutes, drug addicts, alcoholics 
... in these countries does not differ very much»[Baley L., 2012].
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More rarely, reporters write about politicians or the intellectuals of any sphere, since 
their life is at a certain distance. The choice of heroes depends on the type of a report-
age. The political literary reportage, by contrast, savors spicy bits of scandal from the life 
of prominent politicians and looks for the most interesting features in these characters 
in order to open their unknown sides to the reader. The apt reportage by Pawel Resz-
kaabout Donald Tusk, former Polish Prime Minister, is worth mentioning here. Without 
regard to politician’s media company and his «plastic image» Reszka managed to show a 
real Tusk during a football match with his subordinates and two former national football 
players, who were allowed to pass a ball, but did not have the right to hit it, only Tusk’s 
assistant was allowed to score the goals. However, when the reporters came back to see 
the game three days later, they were identified and in the field there was established an 
idyllic picture, which Tusk and his team promoted in the electoral campaign, and, accord-
ing to Reszka, that was the thing that was needed for the reportage in order to show a 
true story of the politician. «There are two pictures, needed for reportage: real Tusk and 
the illusion that he creates for the media. It was a shock and since then Tusk has refused 
to speak with me»[Kovalenko О., Golovko K.,2014].

Instead, a social reportage tends to be a story about usual people with unusual 
stories. Polish reporter, the author of the «Gotland», «Make Your Own Paradise», Mar-
iusz Szczygiel, one of the journalists of young generation of Polish «literature of fact», 
grouping around «Gazeta Wyborcza» (Electoral Newspaper) («Krystyna Kurczab-Redlich, 
Jacek Hugo-Bader, Mariusz Szczygiel, Wojciech Tochman,PawelSmolenski,Krzysztof 
Varga also belong to this generation» [Baley L., 2012]) in his reports always focuses on 
human being: «In the reportage, above all, a person is the most important thingfor us. 
Many other genres, even fiction, describe a person, but in the reportage we try to under-
stand a person. Do not dig, do not search for all the personal details that he or she may 
want to keep, but simply understand»[Knyazevich O., 2011].

To understand people and to tell the world their story, in which the world will see 
the reflection of the reality created and organized by human being, and how reality itself 
becomes a person, since human fate is the best illustration of the things happening 
around. Polish reportage school is characterized by the use of several characters in the 
text with accents on several major stories. Usually reporters, sort of, involve the heroes 
in the text: journalists give a direct speech through dialogues, break the text design, add 
and remove characters from the material. «There should be several characters in the 
text. The best variant is 5-6, if only, you do not write material about one person. You al-
ways have to set the aim to find the right heroes»[Shcheglova J.,2012].

To make the picture look comprehensive, journalists combine characters with ei-
ther a common problem or idea. Sometimes they unite such characters not only in one 
reportage or section, but also publish books with stories, creating in this way the con-
tinuity of one great story, which in its turn consists of small stories of many people. It 
is important to emphasize that sometimes it is not a specific person who becomes the 
main character, but the whole institution, system, community or phenomenon described 
in the literary reportage. For example, in the already cited book «White Fever:a journey to 
the frozen heart of Siberia» by Jacek Hugo-Bader the central reportage of the book is a 
story that describes the fate of theEvenks reindeer-breeders brigade and its main enemy, 
which destroyed it entirely –a white fever. Sometimes reporters themselves become the 
heroes of their materials, as in the «forest of things» byRyszard Kapuscinski, or a vivid 
example of extremely popular reportage, where the journalists become the heroes. The 
experiment of the spouses of reporters Izabela Meyza and Witold Szablowski, who wrote 
a book of reportages about the Polish People’s Republic«Nasz maly PRL» («Our Little 
Polish People’s Republic») which evoked life of the Poles in the 80-s of the twentieth 
century. Researcher N. Maletich calls it «reportage-transormation»[Maletich N., 2013].

The couple did not use the modern technical communication tools in order to com-
pare the way the modern Poles differ from the ones from those times. «We dressed as 
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people in the days of the Polish People’s Republic. Witold took a jacket, which hadn’t 
been worn for a long time, from a village, and I made a perm. People often took us as for 
the homeless. One day our neighbor even brought us some clothes for a child. He did not 
know that we were engaged in that project» recalls the reporter [Abis T., 2013].

It is important to emphasize that sometimes the dead are also characters, this 
reportage technique is illustrated the best by the phenomenal reportage of Wojciech 
Tochman «Like eating a stone», where the journalist talks about the crippled fates of 
people caused by the war in Bosnia and Herzegovina in 1992-1995, looking through alive 
witnesses into the stories of those who died. «I do not write about the graves. I’m talking 
about alive people who are standing above the smelly holes in the earth. About the things 
they carry within themselves, it is important to me» [Book Institute Poland].

One of the main genre canons of Polish literary reportage is understanding a per-
son. It is reminded by one of the most well-known Polish reporters Witold Szablowski: « 
A perfect story, no matter what country it is written in, should be close to people as much 
as possible. There is nothing simpler than to make a reportage about a famous politician 
or a pop star. It is easy to write about them, but they are not the ones who live prototype 
life of the country. Reportage should represent the pulse of the country it is written in. 
One should feel vodka, drunk together, shared food, cigarettes,smoked together,the time, 
spent together, in it» [Baley L.,2013].

And in order to describe the life of these people, first of all, you must be one of them. 
It was emphasized by Yves Agnes, a leading representative of French school of report-
age, the editor of the «LeMonde» newspaper, «You usually have to let themaccept you or 
even to make them forget about you »…«. Bringing this behavior to the maximum means 
«immersion» [Agnes Y., 2013, P.308]. A reporter sometimes becomes a friend, brother, 
and like-minded fellow for heroes, and to make things work the journalist needs some 
preparation and specific professional skills that will help him/her to «tell» the story.

A communicative strategy of working with heroes in Polish reportage

In Polish literature of fact it is the work with the heroes that is an outstanding fea-
ture, since the stories, found by reporters, illustrate not only life of a particular person, 
but also life of the whole nation or even country: «»...«..the city or the country where the 
events take place may bethe hero. But the narrower your focus during the writing, the 
better»[Kushnir Y., 2015]. It is worth mentioning that each reporter uses his/her unique 
communicative strategy of work with characters of the reportage during the writing (di-
rect work «in the field»), but it is necessary to detail two main points that are the most 
important for journalist’s work, the quality,interestingness and text depth depend on.

Reporter is a perfect interviewer

The basis of the reporters’ work is communication with their characters, journalists 
take interview being on the location where the eventor story take place. The first task the 
journalist has while working with a character is to convince the person of the importance 
of the story. «The journalist’s business is to convince the person that it is worth talking» 
[Maletich N., 2012].

When the person is already «ready» to communicate, the journalist can interview. 
For the most part, reporters avoid unnecessary officialism, and ask the hero in light of 
the dynamics of communication development. Here everything is important: from the 
heroe’s mood to the quality of the place for conversation. «A good reporter should be 
an anthropologist, since this science makes it possible to study a person in all spheres» 
[Tkachyshyn P., 2016].

Anattentive reporter avoids cliches in questions and prepares for a meeting with a 
hero. Putting correct, accurate, atmospheric questions, and also revealing the character 
– that’s the main task for a reporter. Mostly during the conversation, journalists use open 
types of questions, trying tocarry on a conversation in such a way as to «take out» the 
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character from the comfort zone. Each reporter takes notice of individual circumstances 
of the conversation, using four well-known journalistic techniques:
 - сonducting a conversation from default questions to specific ones;
 - starting a conversation immediately from the very core of a subject;
 - alternating questions from general to specific and spicy ones;
 - conducting a conversation «smoothly» and then, unexpectedly for a person, asking a 

sharp question.
Polish reporters, working on social themes, advise to adhere to journalistic ethics 

and reword painful questions. Mariusz Szchigel and Wojciech Tohman emphasize that 
«the woman raped in Bosnia can not be asked to describe the rapist», «You do not have 
to ask the mother whose children were killed in the war about their birthday. But you can 
and must ask about everything else: their character and appearance, the things they 
loved and the way they studied. Dead children should be almost present between the 
reporter and the mother who mourns them. You have to refresh her memory. You need 
to talk as if they were there. And then the mother will talk about them with a kind of con-
solation» [Szczygieł M., Tochman W.,2011].

The same thing is to be applied to a  press card, the reporters try to «blend into» 
the environment, without deceiving their hero, but however, without detracting him/her: 
«Reportage needs the truth, and it can change, if people find out that you are a journalist, 
sincethey may not tell you the things they will tell their friends and neighbors. There is no 
need to scare people with a press card»[Kovalenko О., Golovko K., 2014].

Life from within or «live-in» method

For a better understanding of the atmosphere and heroes of the text, Polish report-
ers are often present at the scene of the reportage using the well-known «live-in» report-
ing method or life from within. The method means visiting and staying in the center of 
reportage: the reporter goes straight to his/her heroes and lives with them for several 
days, observes their life and behavior, shows their real daily life. This method is an ef-
fective instrument of a well-grounded perception of the phenomenon, all the more, it is 
one of the methods of gathering information of «new journalism», the branch of which is 
Polish literature of fact. The «live-in» method provides an opportunity for deep observa-
tion and opens up prospects for journalistic observations. More often, Polish reporters 
in the texts live the same life as their heroes, or try to «get into» the life of the characters 
as much as possible. 

For example, Jacek Hugo-Bader bought and upgraded«UAZik» (the vehicle manu-
factured at the Ulianovsk car factory) for his trips around Russia in order not to stand out 
in a crowd. «On the collective farm «Ilyich’s Dream» on my «Audi Q7» I would look like an 
alien» [Hugo-Bader J., 2012,p.8]. He calls his communicative strategy «the method of a 
lost dog», the highest possible blending into the real life of the heroes. Or the example 
of Pavel Reshka, who at the time of the Revolution of Dignity in Ukraine lived in Pozniaky 
in Kiev to understand where the Maidan ends and routine life begins. Examine an event 
or astory from the other side, and not observe it from the top.«When you go to a store to 
buy something for breakfast, you talk there with a lady behind the counter, you get into 
the true life of the city and the country. In such a case you are an ordinary person and not 
a journalist» [Kovalenko О., Golovko K., 2014].

It is extremely important for the author to see what is happening, to hear the dia-
logues, to observe the gestures and mimicry of the characters, to feel the environmenton 
himself/herself , that is why the key feature of working with the heroes is to use their 
«live» language, dialogues in the text. Polish reporters try to present dialogues as what 
they are in a real life using the words used by their heroes. Truly and without adaptation. 
Sometimes for the authenticity of the situation a reporter uses words that reflect the 
environment in which an event occurs.
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All these things help a reader to move into the situation of a reportage, to feel the 
character, and even to remember its peculiarities. Mariusz Szczygiel emphasizes the use 
of the «people’s» language in the reportage: «I often use interesting facts and expres-
sions, heard from people, in my reportages. You won’t invent it by yourself, so just take 
them and write them down. Then you will definitely use them in the text» [Salo I., 2013].

For example Witold Szablowski, in his reportage «Shipwreck», cites Mahmut – the 
hero of this reportage, who speaks colloquial language with the elements of obscenities, 
the reporter does this in order to convey the atmosphere and complexity of the situation, 
since his character shouts these words to his drug-addicted friend: «You get stoned! Holy 
crap! Again you get stoned!» – shouts Mahmut»[Szablowski W., 2012, p.179]. Through 
the use of the dialogs represented in such authentic form, the text «is saturated with» 
real emotions, the atmosphere of the situation in which the heroes live.

Conclusions

So, one of the key features of Polish reportage is the presence of unique, docu-
mentary, bold heroes in the texts, which illustrate the event, story or topic chosen by a 
journalist in the best way.

1. The main task for a reporter at the scene where the reportage takes place is to find 
proper characters and convince them of the importance of their story. Mostly, Polish 
reporters narrate about ordinary («epic») people (alive or dead ones as in the case 
ofW. Tochman’s reports), with unusual, metaphorical stories. More rarely, journalists 
make reportages about political, cultural, and public personalities, because they have 
their own image created in the media space. Sometimes journalists themselves be-
come the heroes of the reporting, as in the example with the married couple, which 
reproduced the way of Polish life in the 80s of the twentieth century.
2. Often one reportage text combines several heroes at once for a better illustration 
of the theme. However, the central character still prevails with his/her «presence» in 
the text. For the most part, journalists unite reportages into cycles, blocks or pub-
lish books. Creating an effect when one story smoothly flows into another, they inter-
change characters in a random order, experimenting with the structure of texts. That 
is why Polish literature of fact so often appears in the book size.
3. During the direct work with a character, journalists use individual communicative 
strategies. First of all, a reporter must have proficient skills in interviewing. The jour-
nalists of the literature of fact work with the heroes of reports, adhering to the jour-
nalistic standards and the code of ethics, they consider the traditions and basics of 
Polish reportage school, where the story of the character is the core of the text.
4. In order to write a text in the best way Polish reporters use the method of «new 
journalism» – «live-in» or «life from withwin or their exceptional methods (Jacek Hu-
go-Bader «the method of the lost dog»), due to which they are staying in a real life 
of a character, blend into the environment of reporting, communicate and live with a 
character in one space. It helps a reporter to represent the «live» atmosphere of re-
portage, details and, of course, dialogues both between characters and the reporter, 
which makes the text unique and close to a reader.
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IMAGE CRISIS IN LEGIA 
WARSZAWA SPORTS KLUB  

FOLLOWING ACCUSATIONSOF 
ATTACKING MEMBERS OF  HAPOEL 

PETAH TIKVA TEAM BY LEGIA’S 
FANS – SITUATION ANALYSIS AND 

EVALUATION 
Krzysztof Łapiński1, Marcin Mastalerek2

Abstract
Today sports plays a very important role in marketing, brand image building and also in the 

entire promotion process in organizations. In order to obtain the planned and crucial for every entity 
involved effects, there should be the relationship between the product and the sport [Pogorzelski, 
2010, p 14]. Not every sport provides the opportunity of shaping the image safely and at the level 
expected by the entity involved. 

Keywords: brand image, sport, football, Legia Warszawa.

Introduction

One of the sports that due to its mass nature, enormous popularity or the number of 
potential fans may bring the image-related benefits is football (or soccer, as it is called in 
North America). In Poland, similarly to many other countries, it is the number one sport 
in terms of popularity. For this reason, it is reasonable that many football clubs, espe-
cially those participating in the Ekstraklasa league or aspiring to join it, resemble profes-
sionally managed companies with annual budgets estimated at tens of millions of the 
Polish zloty. The budget of the current Polish championship holder – Legia Warszawa 
– exceeds PLN 100 million (ca. EUR 23.2 million). In its annual review of football finance 
“Football Money League 2017”, one the world’s largest consulting firm Deloitte informs 
that the combined revenue of Ekstraklasa clubs amounted to over PLN 550 million (ca. 
EUR 127.7 million) in 2017, while 10 years earlier it was only PLN 200 million (ca. EUR 

1 Founder of PR Agency “Timing”, krzysztof@agencjatiming.pl
2 Vice – President of the Board of Ekstraklasa S.A., marcin.mastalerek@ekstraklasa.org
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46.5 million) [2.deloitte.com, 2018]. Together with player transfer receipts, that amount 
grows to PLN 695 million (ca. EUR 161.4 million).[2.deloitte.com, 2018] This demon-
strates both the growth rate and the potential for development in the Polish club football 
in the future. 

The past few years have brought professionalization in the management and oper-
ation of clubs. Their owners have introduced the rules of the business world. A consider-
able part of the Polish Ekstraklasa clubs have modern and safe stadiums. They have spe-
cial VIP facilities with skyboxes, which are a source of income on one hand and attract 
business clients on the other. Advertisements on boards surrounding the stadiums or on 
T-shirts, titular sponsorship of stadiums, revenues from the sale of television broadcast-
ing rights, club souvenir and gadget sales, the sales of season and match tickets, income 
from player transfers and from the so-called match day are important sources of club 
revenues. Clubs are also becoming more open and bolder in using modern technologies 
to attract fans and for self-promotion purposes. Football clubs are independent brands 
today that have to build their image professionally, similarly to other businesses. 

When the image is built in a professional way and the club triggers positive and 
expected associations, it is easier to find sponsors and attract fans to every match. For 
many years, Polish football clubs have successfully attracted families with children and 
business clients to stadiums. For this reason, each club should be interested in building 
a positive image and spreading confidence that the stadium is a safe place, where whole 
families can watch a football match in a relaxed and friendly environment, buy club sou-
venirs and gadgets, or enjoy the foodservice offer. 

Like any other organization, also football clubs are exposed to the risk of crisis 
situations that have adverse effect on their image. The literature defines crisis as a phe-
nomenon triggered by a range of various causes. Most often it is not possible to point at 
and identify only one cause that contributes to the crisis situation [Tworzydło, 2017, p. 
169]. Crisis is the situation that jeopardizes the stability of company operations. (…) In 
the practice of public relations, crisis first threatens the company image, that is the way it 
is perceived in the internal and external environment. The such understood image crisis 
may also jeopardize the actual existence of a company, lead to the discontinuation of its 
functions and, ultimately, to bankruptcy [Tworzydło, 2008, p. 91]. As emphasized by cri-
sis management practitioners and theorists, even the best-managed organizations that 
seek to prevent crisis situations, have to face them sooner or later. The difference is that 
they are properly prepared for such a challenge, have relevant procedures, the manage-
ment and employees have received adequate training and, consequently, they know how 
to ride out the crisis period safely. However, there also organizations that, for a variety 
of reasons, downplay the risk of crisis. When it comes, they often have no knowledge 
or skills to manage the crisis, which may result in severe losses for the whole organiza-
tion. Such companies and organizations can be divided into those that have already gone 
through crisis and those for which crisis is yet to come. (…) Confidence and credibility are 
the values that need to be protected in crisis situations. Their loss always weakens the 
company’s market position [Podraza, 2008, p. 9]. Crisis management and, when a crisis 
is discussed by the media, also crisis communication management, is the challenge that 
many Ekstraklasa clubs have had to tackle in the past few years. 

This article presents examples of crises that had a significant impact on the image 
of the affected clubs. The article aims to demonstrate to what extent and in what way 
it is possible to respond effectively in the initial phase of the crisis, with particular fo-
cus on the problems that affect sports clubs. Several cases have been analyzed, while 
the leading example is the Legia Warszawa club and public accusations of attacking 
members of Israel’s Hapoel Petah Tikva football team by Legia’s fans. Each crisis, and 
the media-hyped crisis that turns into the image crisis in particular, may lead to severe 
financial perturbations and, as a result, negatively affect the functioning of the entity 
involved. Possible consequences of the image crisis are as follows: loss of credibility, 
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loss in general trust and the trust of the community in which the club operates, loss of 
sponsors and business partners, problems with local administration, and other. 

Examples of image crises caused by incidents involving football hooligans

Some image-related crises, also those having financial consequences, are triggered 
by various instances of public order violations at or outside a stadium. For example, Legia 
Warszawa was ordered to play their next Champions League match behind closed doors 
as punishment for crowd trouble during their game with Borussia Dortmund. Although 
crowd disturbances at the stadium were quickly stopped and did not cause any major 
losses, the penalty imposed by UEFA and image-related losses were much more painful. 
UEFA ordered a full stadium closure for Legia’snext match in the elite Champions League 
with Real Madrid, winner of the Champions League trophy in the previous year and an 
outstanding favourite to lift it again. The Legia club suffered heavy financial losses due 
the loss of income from ticket sales. The stadium would undoubtedly be full at such an 
exceptional event. Also, it lost the match-day income and suffered severe image-related 
losses, as the reasons of UEFA’s decision were broadly covered by the media. 

It needs to be noted that Polish clubs, Ekstraklasa’s authorities, the Polish Football 
Association (PZPN) and the government have made significant efforts in recent years 
to improve the level of safety at stadiums. The issue was discussed at, among others, 
a meeting called “Round Table – Football in Poland. Development and Safe Stadiums” 
(Pol: “Okrągły Stół – Piłka nożna w Polsce. Rozwój i Bezpieczne Stadiony”), attended by 
Prime Minister Mateusz Morawiecki, Minister of the Interior Joachim Brudziński, Minis-
ter of Sports Witold Bańka, President of the Polish Football Association Zbigniew Boniek, 
President of Ekstraklasa SA Marcin Animucki and others. The meeting was aimed to talk 
about the opportunities and prospects of football development [rmf24.pl, 2018]. New 
stadiums that meet the European safety standards have significantly contributed to its 
improvement. It is worth noting that compared to other European countries, Polish sta-
diums are safe. However, wherever emotions and large numbers of people are involved, 
the risk of order disturbances cannot be entirely eliminated. And it is various incidents 
at football matches or incidents that occur outside stadiums, but are initiated by fans, 
that pose a potential risk of crisis situations that may negatively affect the image of the 
whole club. 

Other crisis situations related to football include, for instance, a PLN 100,000 fine 
imposed on the Cracovia football club in December 2017 by the League Commission 
for disturbances caused by its fans. Members of the club were also banned to orga-
nize group trips and enter the stadium for two consecutive matches [sport.tvn.pl, 2017]. 
Following fan fights at the Lech Poznań – Legia Warszawa match, a financial penalty 
was imposed on the former. The actual costs were, however, much higher, as in such 
situations, they include also the necessary repair works at the stadium, and the loss of 
the potential match-day income [sport.dziennik.pl, 2018]. Problems that affect sports 
clubs often go beyond regional or national borders. One of the examples of extending im-
age-related problems beyond Poland was an offensive banner put up during theEurope-
an League match between Lech Poznan and Zalgiris Vilnius, saying Lithuanian serf, kneel 
before the Polish master! [rmf24.pl, 2013]. The incident triggered international repercus-
sions as well, as the match was attended by the Lithuanian ambassador to Poland who 
demanded an apology from the authorities of the Lech Poznan club [gloswielkopolski.
pl, 2013]. All those events turned out to be very costly for the clubs, not only in terms of 
fines or income losses, but also in terms of a negative impact on the image. The last ex-
ample also shows that such incidents may have international consequences. This clear-
ly demonstrates the scale of problems that individual incidents may trigger and the scale 
of challenges faced by sports clubs in the context of image building. 

Poland is not the only country that witnesses outrageous scenes of football hoo-
liganism. For instance, in August 2009, vicious clashes between hundreds of rival fans 
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took place at a match between Millwall and West Ham. A disciplinary tribunal of the Foot-
ball Association of England fined West Ham GBP 115,000. The club was also obliged to 
work with the police and find the culprits [sport.se.pl, 2011]. Violent clashes between 
fans took place also during one of the West Ham – Chelsea matches. Both clubs had to 
pay high fines and their images suffered a severe harm [fakt.pl, 2016]. Incidents of foot-
ball hooliganism can be found in other countries as well. In France, the SC Bastia-Olym-
pique Lyonnais match was abandoned at halftime after home fans invaded the pitch and 
attacked players. The French league urged the clubs to ban and punish the fans respon-
sible. Another example that not only adversely affected the image of football clubs and 
football itself, but were also reflected in the financial situation of the clubs involved, was 
the punishment imposed by UEFA on Champions League participants Olympiakos and 
Zenit St. Petersburg for the racist behaviour of their fans by ordering stadium sections 
closed at last-16 matches. Moreover, UEFA fined both the Greek club and Zenit. Racism 
is a particularly sensitive area. Both the international football authorities, i.e. FIFA and 
UEFA, and national organizations are committed to addressing and tackling racism in 
football. Nevertheless, problems related to racism and discrimination appear regularly 
and have severe consequences for clubs [sporteuro.pl, 2013]. German Bundesliga clubs 
have been tackling similar problems for years. For example, four of them were punished 
for the behavior of their fans during league and German Cup games. Bayern Munich was 
fined EUR 77,000 for five separate incidents of unsportsmanlike conduct by their fans, 
because of which one of the matches had to be abandoned [bundesliga.goal.pl, 2018]. 

In fact, football clubs all over Europe have to tackle similar incidents, not only in 
Poland, France or Germany. The Italian Football Association fined two clubs for rac-
ist chanting from their fans to the fans of the opposing team during one of the league 
games [eurosport.interia.pl, 2010].

The one thing that all the above mentioned situations have in common is conse-
quences. Fines, point deductions (clubs begin a new season with a negative point bal-
ance), suspension of the league license, playing matches in empty stadiums, no entry 
to away games, club exclusion from competition, damage to stadium infrastructure. All 
these negatively affect the image of sports clubs. Consequently, it may reduce interest 
in football games due to safety concerns and the resignation of potential sponsors from 
getting involved in the club and providing it with financial support. For this reason, it is 
of utmost importance that football clubs take proper actions aimed to identify potential 
crisis situations, prevent them and, once a crisis breaks out despite all the preventive 
measures, be able to manage it and, in particular, adopt professional crisis communi-
cation measures. Just like any other organization, sports clubs should specify potential 
crisis situations stemming from both within the organization and outside it. Importantly, 
clubs should be aware and able to evaluate the impact of individual crisis situations on 
their image. The better the club is prepared for crisis, the more likely it is to recover from 
it without any major damage to the image. 

Today, it is a must for sports clubs that want to take care of their image profession-
ally to have a proper crisis communication plan, adopted and consistently implemented 
in crisis management situations. The plan also evaluates potential threats. There are 
numerous events that may contribute to the development of an image-related crisis in 
sports clubs, such as:
 - incidents at stadiums,
 - pre-arranged football hooligan fights; even though held outside stadiums, they may 

have a damaging effect for the club’s image,
 - offensive banners or chants at matches,
 - various incidents of a racist or antisemitic nature, 
 - aggressive behaviour towards players caused by poor sports results,
 - match fixing/buying allegations,
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 - referee bribery allegations,
 - unsportsmanlike conduct of footballers on and off the pitch,
 - internal conflicts between team members or between the team and its coach,
 - sudden contract termination with a player, coach or sponsor,
 - conflicts between club shareholders, 
 - unsuccessful player transfers, 
 - footballers’ accidents and injuries,
 - terrorist attacks [sport.pl, 2018]

These are only selected examples of potential crisis circumstances that may hap-
pen to sports clubs. Each of them carries specific risks for the club, its finances and 
image. If not addressed properly, or not addressed at all, the above mentioned situations 
may end up with further escalation of the crisis instead of ceasing it. In 1989 Sam Black 
wrote that potential crisis situations can be broken down into the ‘known unknown’ and 
the ‘unknown unknown’. The former includes mishaps owing to the nature of the organ-
isation and its activities that can be predicted. The ‘unknown unknowns’ are events that 
cannot be logically predicted and that can come about from unconnected events or un-
expected circumstances [Black, 2001, pp. 152-153]. Just like for any organization, this is 
true also for football clubs. 

Legia Warszawa’s image-related problems

This part of the article presents crisis communication activities of the Legia Warsza-
wa football club. The data used in the analysis has been obtained via desk research and 
in-depth interviews with the representatives of the club. 

On August 2, 2017, Israel’s Hapoel Petah Tikva football team informed on its Face-
book profile about the possibly anti-Semitic incident that followed a friendly with MKS 
Ciechanow in Sochocin, Poland. “Fascist fans” of the Legia Warszawa club were blamed 
for the attack on the Israelis, who added a video recording of the hotel monitoring to 
the post. The recording depicted attackers dressed in Legia’s club colours. However, 
Hapoel Petah Tikva had not contacted Legia to explain the incident. The attack attracted 
media interest (not only in Poland) and was covered by the biggest news agencies. The 
following day, the media copied Hapoel’s version of the incident [jewishweek.timesofis-
rael.com, 2017], unverified and not confirmed by the Legia club. That also applied to the 
non-European media [ctvnews.ca, 2017]. It was one of the problems that could have 
contributed to the escalation of the crisis. Another issue was that Legia had no chance 
to address the accusations, as it had not been requested for any explanations or com-
ments. Meanwhile, the spokesman of the Israeli embassy in Poland criticized the attack. 
The Israeli authorities said that their Minister of Sports and Culture would request the 
Polish authorities to shed some light on the incident. One of the Knesset Members called 
upon the Polish ambassador to Israel to take a stance. At the night of 3 to 4 August, the 
Simon Wiesenthal Center, a Jewish rights group, urged UEFA to respond and take disci-
plinary measures against Legia Warszawa over the incident. The intervention of such a 
well-known and respected organization intensified the media interest. The image crisis 
of Legia Warszawa started to escalate. It went beyond the club itself and spread onto the 
image of Poland, as that is how the reports of international news agencies were created. 
Thus, the crisis that evolved around the incident had several aspects:
 - accusing football fans of the anti-Semitic attack,
 - publicizing he case by the Hapoel Petah Tikva football team, the members of which 

were injured in the attack,
 - the case became public and received broad media coverage, including international 

media and news agencies, 
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 - the Simon Wiesenthal Center issued a statement urging the UEFA authorities to pun-
ish Legia Warszawa, 
 - the Israeli embassy to Poland and Israel’s Ministry of Sports and Culture took a firm 

stance on the case and requested the Polish authorities to explain it. 
At that phase of the crisis, those were the target groups potentially interested in the 

event and it is them that Legia Warszawa needed to address its communication activi-
ties. In such situations, it is always necessary to take action quickly, even immediately. 
Bearing that in mind, the club took a proactive approach to address the situation. First, it 
contacted the MKS Ciechanow club, the local police and the hotel to verify the obtained 
information. It also worked with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Ministry of the In-
terior and Administration on the case. On August 3, Legia Warszawa issued a statement 
with the following key messages:
 - there are no grounds to identify the attackers as Legia’s fans, as at the time of the 

incident, the club, along with its fans, was preparing for the qualifying UEFA Champions 
League match,
 - the information published by the media has not been verified and is based solely on 

the one-sided allegations, which has clearly put the club at risk of image harm,
 - Legia requests Hapoel to provide proper clarification of the situation. 

From the point of view of Legia Warszawa, explaining the case was not an easy 
task. The incident took place 70 km away from Warsaw and the club stadium, Legia had 
no original recordings and none of the attackers had been arrested or identified by the 
police. 

Beside the ability to take prompt actions, another key to effective crisis communica-
tion is openness to the media demonstrated by providing them with reliable and verified 
information. In principle, it is better to say less then to pass on unverified or, even worse, 
false information. For this reason, as the club was not certain as to the actual culprits of 
the attack, its reaction at that stage of the crisis was absolutely right. Legia Warszawa 
showed that it took the situation seriously, did not downplay it, sought to clear it up as 
quickly and fully as possible and was ready to cooperate with all organizations interest-
ed or involved in the case to explain what had actually happened.

Despite the crisis communication measures, the Legia Warszawa club also took 
other crisis management steps. The club was well aware that the anti-Semitic assault ac-
cusations could result in very serious consequences. Legia’s authorities knew that they 
would harm the image of the club both in Poland and abroad, so the crisis communica-
tion was conducted also in English. In crisis situations, it is impossible to communicate 
with all stakeholder groups, so organizations need to select the most important ones for 
communication efficiency purposes and address the messages to them [Kaczmarek-Śli-
wińska, 2015]. The club was aware that its key communication target include the Israelis, 
UEFA’s authorities and the Simon Wiesenthal Center, thus proving its good preparation 
in terms of the identification of stakeholders that should be number one recipients of 
its messages aimed to avert the crisis. This is also in line with basic principles of crisis 
management. 

On August 4, Legia Warszawa released another statement in Polish and in English 
as a response to the Wiesenthal Center’s publication. Its key messages are as follows:
 - there are no grounds to link the club to the incident,
 - the publication is based solely on the one-sided allegations and Legia’s earlier re-

sponse to those false claims has been ignored, 
 - Legia Warsaw objects to the use of the club’s name next to the word ‘fascists’, 
 - the club expects that its name will no longer be linked to that event and all the false 

claim. Otherwise, it will take appropriate legal actions.
In a letter sent to the Hapoel Petah Tikva club on August 4, Legia Warszawa re-
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quested explanation of the situation. At the same time, it continued efforts aimed to 
canvass the opinion of the European football authorities on the issue. The following day, 
the Legia Warszawa club submitted an official letter to the Simon Wiesenthal Center re-
questing that all claims linking the incident with the club were retracted, since there was 
no evidence suggesting that Legia’s fans had been actually involved in the case. Finally, 
in their correspondence with Legia Warszawa, Hapoel Petah Tikva admitted that their 
accusations were solely unfounded speculations based on loose comments of several 
accidental witnesses. After the intervention of Legia Warszawa, Hapoel Petah Tikva pub-
lished a retraction of their earlier false claims. Relevant statements were published by 
the media and on Legia Warszawa’s official website [eurosport.interia.pl, 2017].

Thanks to the early and effective actions, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs confirmed 
that the incident was an act of hooliganism, without any anti-Semitic implications [rmf24.
pl, 2017]. Legia Warszawa passed on its stance to news agencies, which published the 
club’s clarification of the case. It was later on quoted by the media both in Poland and 
abroad [usnews.com, 2017]. The Polish and international media replaced the “Legia’s 
fans” phrase with “masked football (or soccer) hooligans”. Hapoel Petah Tikva published 
a retraction of their false claims regarding the incident and admitted that the unfounded 
speculations were based on the information provided by accidental witnesses. Legia 
Warszawa published a relevant press release. The Simon Wiesenthal Center published 
an update of their statement in the official website [wiesenthal.com, 2017]. It stated 
that no one connected to the team Legia Warsaw or its supporters were involved in the 
incident and apologized to the club. The statement reads as follows: Following an attack 
on members of Israel’s Hapoel Petah Tikva soccer team, the Simon Wiesenthal Center 
issued the following updated statement: While the SWC remains deeply concerned about 
the anti-Semitic attack against members of an Israeli football team following a recent 
match with MKS Ciechanow in Poland, despite claims by the victims, it now appears that 
no one connected to the team Legia Warsaw or its supporters were involved - said Dr. Shi-
mon Samuels, SWC International Relations Director. - The Center apologizes to the team 
and withdraws its call for football authorities to sanction Legia Warsaw - he added.” [legia.
com, 2017]

On August 7, the Legia Warszawa club released an official statement informing that 
both the Israeli club and the Simon Wiesenthal Center withdrew their accusations and 
calls to sanction the Polish club [legia.com, 2017].

Legia Warszawa’s prompt actions, both those aimed to clarify the actual course of 
the incident and those related to crisis communication, allowed to make it unequivocal-
ly clear that the fans of the Legia Warszawa football club were not responsible for the 
attack on the Israeli Hapoel Petah Tikva team. Following Legia’s efforts, both Hapoel 
Petah Tikva and the Simon Wiesenthal Center withdrew their accusation in public and 
apologized to the club for the unfounded accusaions. Moreover, the SWC withdrew its 
call onthe UEFA authorities to sanction Legia Warszawa. Had the club failed to take a 
serious approach to the situation or adopt professional communication measures, such 
an effect would not be possible. The club did not downplay the accusations and properly 
identified possible adverse financial and image-related hazards both in Poland and on 
the international stage. Legia Warszawa also demonstrated its appropriate approach 
to image protection and good preparation to crisis communication management. The 
fact that the accusations against Legia’s fans were quickly proven unfounded helped, of 
course, a lot. The situation and, consequently, the crisis management measures would 
have been different, if the accusations had been confirmed. The club would then have 
had to face a much more serious challenge.

Conclusions and summary

Not every image-related crisis ends in failure. That was the case of the above ana-
lyzed incident. However, to achieve this, the club took a wide range of activities to put the 
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crisis to an end within a few days only. 
Football clubs are particularly exposed to the risk of image crises and affected by 

the problem of the credibility lack. The media and others tend to believe those who claim 
that an incident involving a football club was of the anti-Semitic nature, as the proba-
bility of such an event is high. The media (depending on the club’s approach to them) 
can become a friend or a foe of the club, act objectively and impartially or complicate 
the situation even more [Rydzak, 2010, p. 120]. Taking the above into account, it is of 
utmost importance to take proper anticipatory measures or adopt a proactive approach 
when the crisis occurs. This gives a much greater chance to repeat the success of Legia 
Warszawa’s communication team. Quick response and openness to the media were its 
key elements. Beside the above mentioned quick response, crisis situations, including 
those affecting football clubs, require the collection and verification of information com-
ing in from various sources. Proper verification allows to establish the facts that are later 
announced to the public. 

On the basis of Legia’s case analysis and research using the IDI (in-depth interview) 
method, it is worth pointing out that effective responding is possible even in image-threat-
ening situations, on condition, however, that proper procedures and actions capable of 
preventing the image crisis escalation are adopted. As mentioned at the beginning of 
this article, the loss of credibility leads to severe economic turbulences, the loss of com-
pany’s market position and even bankruptcy. For this reason, difficult image-related cri-
ses cannot be underestimated. If the accusations against Legia Warszawa had been 
confirmed, the club would have faced not only the UEFA-imposed sanctions, but also 
severe losses to its image. 

To sum up, it needs to be noted that success in crisis management depends also on 
the attitude of the management. Therefore, it is worth quoting here the opinion of Legia 
Warszawa’s owner Dariusz Mioduski on the case: Linking football club fans with racist 
or anti-Semitic behavior is easy and confirms stereotypes. Especially when the Polish-Is-
raeli relations that always attract media attention are at stake. Thus, we were aware that 
we were facing an image crisis at an international level. Things happened quickly and we 
had to react immediately. The Simon Wiesenthal Center not only issued a statement, but 
also forwarded an official letter to FIFA, denouncing the club to the international football 
authorities, thus lending credence to the incident and giving it an official dimension. FIFA’s 
reaction in such situations is always firm. What we did immediately was to establish the 
crisis management team tasked with the verification of facts first of all. It soon turned out 
that Legia’s fans were not involved in the incident and its actual nature was very different 
from that described in the media. No-one had checked that earlier. Using the time differ-
ence, we had to take action before opinion-forming media in the United States refer to the 
case and make it a global issue. That would reinforce harmful stereotypes even more. 
The crisis management team not only managed to verify the events within several hours 
of continued work, but also made the Israeli side admit that its speculations were based 
on unfounded gossip. Above all, however, their efforts led the Simon Wiesenthal Center to 
correct its official statement and withdraw the letter to FIFA. The team did a great deal of 
good job and it managed to win the race against time. 

The words of Legia’s owner and president show that the moment the first accusa-
tions appeared, the club realized that the crisis emerging outside the club was serious 
and might negatively affect both its image and operational stability. 

Acting according to best knowledge and good practices, the club appointed the 
crisis management team immediately and quickly determined the actual facts related to 
the attack of hooligans on the Israeli club. Mr. Mioduski said that the Legia Warszawa 
club was aware of how serious the consequences of the accusations could be and how 
important it was to act quickly. The key role in the success of the case was that the facts 
were determined fast, which offered the club the opportunity to act efficiently. Especially 
that the facts were favourable for Legia. Thanks to that, Legia’s statements and mes-
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sages were unambiguous and verified and the club did not need to do any guesswork or 
spread speculations. It also managed to avoid 

a common mistake in crisis situations, that is providing unfounded information, as 
long as it is good for the organization. Reliable information and the speed of communi-
cation are the basis for effective crisis communication. 

It is also worth noting that the crisis burst out when the Israeli club described the 
incident on its Facebook profile. This shows how powerful the social media is today. 
One piece of news released at any popular social media channel may give rise to a very 
serious image crisis. To tackle it, it is necessary to launch relevant crisis management 
procedures and involve human resources of the organization. The power of the social 
media is so immense that it cannot be underestimated and media monitoring needs to 
include the new media as well [Kaczmarek-Śliwińska, 2015, pp. 173-183].

It is difficult to prevent events such as those analyzed in this article. However, sports 
club can identify potential threats beforehand and develop relevant action plans in a form 
of the crisis management manual. It also needs to be emphasized that the crisis never 
ends when the media lose interest in it and the matter seems to be under control. This is 
the time for the post-crisis analysis of what happened, what actions and measures were 
taken, the evaluation of their efficiency in solving the problem. This may also be a part of 
the assumptions to the crisis prevention scheme. Each organization, including football 
clubs, need to remember that the most important objective of combating crisis situations 
it to protect the basic values, such as credibility and company’s good reputation. Without 
these, it is impossible to find one’s place on the market [Łaszyn, 2006, p.141].
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THE INFLUENCE OF THE 
1918 CONCORDAT ON THE 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE CATHOLIC 
PRESS IN THE SECOND REPUBLIC 

OF POLAND 
Andrzej Selwa1

Abstract
The aim of this thesis is to examine the influence of the 1918 Concordat on the development 

of the Catholic press through a comparative analysis of the Catholic press and the press as a whole 
published in 1918-1939. The data used come from the publication of the Central Statistical Office, 
industry statistical publications and publications of press researchers of that period.

The results of the analysis are the collected quantitative data of the Catholic press and the 
press as a whole for individual years, broken down into data sources. The results of the study provide 
an image confirming the thesis about the influence of the concordat on the development of the Cath-
olic press of the Second Republic of Poland.

Keywords: Concordat 1925, Catholic Press of the Second Republic of Poland, Polish Press 1918-1939, 
Constitution 1921,1935.

Introduction

In the beginning there was the Word – the first words of the Gospel according to 
St. John[Holly Bible of the New Testament,1955, p.265]. It refers to God; however, it is 
the essence of expressing and transmitting thoughts[Goban-Klas, 2005, p.11]. The word 
occupies a leading position in the activities of the Church, it is a live word as well as a 
printed word [Mysłek, 1966, p.189]. 

In Europe, the first work that was printed using movable type was the Gutenberg 
Bible, it was also the first religious book printed on a massive scale[Goban- Klas, 2005, 
p.69].

During the interwar period, the church’s definition of the press was outlined by Fr. 
Ludwig Civardi, he divided it into two groups, the good press and the bad press. The 
press that possessed the features of the good press could be the Catholic press. In 1935, 
Fr. PhD. Bolesław Kominek wrote: ››There is no doubt that today the opinion of a given 
environment is being made, prominently and even predominantly by  printed word‹‹[Ks. 
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Kominek, 1935].
The Catholic Church devoted much attention to the development of Catholic publi-

cations and press, it was one of the most important links in the Church’s activity[Mysłek, 
1966,s.189.]. Independence in 1918 and the friendly attitude of state authorities were 
a strong stimulus for the development of the Catholic press. The Catholic press of the 
Second Republic of Poland is a mosaic of types and levels, from professional magazines 
to official, social and political publications. It is also a press published by parishes, move-
ments and church campaigns, or a very powerful religious press.

One of the most important events for the Catholic press in the interwar period was 
the May coup in 1926. It was the moment when the hierarchy of the Catholic Church dis-
tanced itself from state power. Wanting to be above party disputes, the Church began to 
build its own press, in it, the information and political press.

The religious press of the interwar period is mostly in the Polish language and al-
most exclusively the press of the Catholic Church. The Catholic press of this period is a 
publishing power, the largest press with the largest number of magazines and the rate of 
quantitative development exceeding the press as a whole.

The strong position of the Catholic Church in the Second Republic of Poland result-
ed in the serious influence of the Catholic press on the face of the press and publishing 
production. A strong emphasis was placed on the press and publishing activities, and 
actions were directed in three directions: exerting pressure on political parties and state 
administration to limit anti-religious or secular press, creating their own publishing base, 
and in pastoral activities supporting their own Catholic press [Paczkowski, 1971, pp. 
293-295].

The bishops participating in the Gniezno conference on 17-20 September 1928, 
considered the most important tasks, i.e., the organization of press centers and the im-
provement of press distribution. However, the resolutions of the plenary council of 1936 
obliged ››bishops to create in their dioceses a press fund to support and spread Catholic 
publications‹‹[Olszar, 2004, pp. 37.41].

However, the most important legal act that outlined the limits of the Catholic Church 
in the Second Republic of Poland, and indirectly gave the basis for the development of 
the press, was the concordat.

It can be assumed that over the centuries, concordats regulated the functioning of 
the Catholic Church in the legal systems of states, nations and communities, defining 
their legal framework, imposing duties and giving privileges. The privileges depended 
on the position and role that the Catholic Church played at a given historical moment 
[Nowaczyk, Stachowski, 1989, p.7].

The influence of the concordat on the legal system of the Second Republic of Poland 
was visible in the constitution of 1921. It states that the Roman Catholic denomination 
is the religion of the overwhelming majority of the nation and that it holds the supreme 
position among the equal rights in the state, and the Catholic Church is governed by its 
own laws. This record functioned until the end of the interwar period. In addition, the re-
lationship between the state and the Church was determined on the basis of a treaty with 
the Holy See [The Act of 17 March 1921 - the Constitution of the Republic of Poland].

The concordat with Poland that was concluded in interwar Europe was one of the 
most beneficial for the Church [Nowaczyk, Stachowski, 1989, pp. 18, 9, 23]. The most 
important legal acts regulating the position of the Catholic Church in the period of the 
Second Republic of Poland were: the March Constitution of 1921, the Concordat of 1925, 
and the April Constitution of 1935 [Mysłek, 1966, p.13.].

Among the scientific papers describing the various levels of the concordat conclud-
ed in 1925, the following articles can be mentioned: Zbigniew Cieślak, State-Church Rela-
tions in the Second Republic of Poland in the light of the Concordat of 1925, J. Szczepa-
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niak, Conflict between the State and the Church regarding executive regulations for the 
1925 Concordat on matters related to religious education in schools, J. Krasowski, Pol-
ish Concordat from 1925 Genesis-resolution-execution. Comparative works: Benedykt 
Glinkowski, Legal regulations of Polish concordats from 1925 and 1993 in relation to im-
movable property of the Catholic Church, doctoral thesis by Bartłomiej Szymon Urbano-
wicz, Property matters of the Catholic Church in concordats from 1925 and 1993. Legal 
and comparative study, Stanisław Gąsior Regulation of relations between the church and 
the state in Polish concordats from 1925 and 1993. One should also mention the books 
from the period of the Second Republic of Poland by Edmund Bursche, History of Con-
cordats or Stanisław Łukomski, Concordat concluded on February 10, 1925 between the 
Holy See and the Republic of Poland.

No works, however, examine the impact of the concordat on the development of the 
Catholic press of the interwar period.

Methodology and scope of research

The analysis of the development of the Catholic press of the interwar period through 
the prism of the concluded concordat is an attempt to answer the question whether the 
international agreement of the concordat contributed to the development of the Catholic 
press in 1918-1939.

The subject of the analysis is the quantitative development of the press. The re-
search was subjected to the Catholic press from 1918-1939. It was checked whether 
the quantitative development of the Catholic press was part of the general trends of the 
press development in that period. The study assumed that the ratification and entry into 
force of the concordat had no impact on the development of the secular press. It seems 
reasonable to assume that the development of the press was influenced by the legal 
system of the Second Republic of Poland, regulating the freedom and limitation of the 
press, and based on the constitution.

Andrzej Paczkowski, speaking about the conditions for the development of the 
press, distinguished two factors [Paczkowski, 1971, p.9]. General factors - political, so-
cio-cultural and economic as well as specific factors, press legislation and technical 
conditions.

Political factors can be considered as decisive. This is indicated by the fact that 
the development of the press depends on the appropriate political and legal conditions 
that are a catalyst for this development [Notkowski, 1982, pp. 124, 500-502, Paczkows-
ki,1980, pp. 10-16]. It should be noted that the development of the press here is under-
stood very narrowly and has been limited to a quantitative analysis of published maga-
zines. However, it is a reflection of the condition of the press of that period.

The material for the quantitative analysis was Central Statistical Office data, the 
Newspapers and Magazines Registry of the Republic of Poland and the PARA Press Cat-
alog. Data from the Central Statistical Office is the Statistical Yearbook, and Small Sta-
tistical Yearbook. The statistical data presented in the books of Andrzej Paczkowski The 
Polish Press 1918-1939 and Andrzej Notkowski The Polish Provincial Press of the Second 
Republic of Poland were also used. The analysis of the Catholic press was mainly based 
on a study by Zygmunt Zieliński entitled Bibliography of Catholic Religious Magazines in 
Poland 1918-1939.

The term “Catholic Church” should be understood as the Roman Catholic ecclesial 
structure under the Holy See, representing four liturgical rites in the Polish territories: 
Roman Catholic (Latin), Greek Catholic (Uniate), Armenian Catholic and Byzantine Sla-
vonic[Derdej, 2013, p. 18.].

Concordat [Latin. concordia ‘agreement’], meaning an international agreement con-
cluded between the state and the Catholic Church (Roman Catholic), regulating the legal 
situation of the Church in a given state. The contents of the mutually negotiated and 
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accepted concordat is signed by the competent representatives, ratified and published, 
takes legal effect and becomes the applicable church and state law [Encyclopedia of the 
“whitespots”, 2003, p.9.].

Press according to the PWN dictionary [Latin presso ‘stamping’], is general printed 
works with a regular frequency of publishing, and covering all types of periodicals, i.e. 
daily newspapers, newspapers, weeklies, monthlies, quarterly magazines, biyearlies and 
yearbooks, in the ordinary sense of daily newspapers and newspapers (press of gener-
al content) and weeklies (magazines) with general content [https://encyklopedia.pwn., 
08.10.2018.].

Walery Pisarek described this as a group of collectively edited periodicals published 
at least once per quarter under a common title and with current numbering to shape so-
cial attitudes by means of informing and commenting on them, and characterized by 
significant news content, versatility of subject matter, public accessibility and anonymity 
and diversity of recipients [Pisarek, 1978, p.14.].

For the analysis of the Catholic press, Polish-language printed materials were 
chosen, such as: journals, materials appearing 2-3 times a week, weeklies, bi-weekly 
magazines, monthlies, bimonthly periodicals, quarterly periodicals, irregular journals ap-
pearing at least once per quarter, chronicles, indications, additions. Foreign language 
materials, dailies, lists, letters - in the form of magazines, calendars and calendars, cat-
alogs, censuses, messages, reports, schematisms, circulars, yearbooks and semi-annu-
als - are not included.

The Catholic press is a means of social communication in the form of periodicals 
that recognize the Christian hierarchy of values [Catholic Encyclopedia, 2012), p.263]. 
This is part of the religious press created and published by ecclesiastical and secular 
institutions.

Constitution

Poland regaining independence in 1918 was associated with the creation of new 
state structures and put a number of issues before the young state to regulate the legal, 
social or economic nature. The three different legal systems inherited from the partition-
ing powers had to be changed and adapted to one state area.

The adoption of the Small Constitution on 20th February 1919 opened the way to 
the creation of legal regulations for an independent Poland in the interwar period [Ajnen-
kiel, 1968, p.38].

Historically, the period of the Second Polish Republic can be divided into three stag-
es. The first was the years of parliamentary rule in 1918-1925, then the authoritarian rule 
of 1926-1930 and then the years of crises in 1931-1939.

The initial period is the time of the creation of state structures and the construction 
of publishing institutions. In November 1918, around 400 magazines appeared in Pol-
ish territories [Paczkowski, 1971, p.31]. After regaining independence, there was a rapid 
growth of the political and information press. For the most part, it was a right-wing and 
centrist press, but there was also a democratic, liberal and left-wing press

The freedom of the press in the interwar period was guaranteed by the constitution. 
However, this freedom was limited and even referred to as a presumption of freedom. 
This was nothing new in the European constitutionalism of that period. Another, were the 
provisions of the American constitution, where in the first amendment, apart from free-
dom of speech, freedom of the press was explicitly guaranteed [Sokolewicz, 2011, p. 58].

The Constitution of 1921 guaranteed the freedom of the press, and the comple-
ment was a point that guaranteed the freedom to express their thoughts and beliefs. 
The principle of preventive censorship and the concession system for publishing printed 
matter, as well as the guarantee of the freedom of distribution were rejected. Repressive 
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censorship functioned.
This constitution, in art. 105, states that “freedom of the press is guaranteed.” Cen-

sorship, or a concession system for publishing prints cannot be introduced. The national 
postal debit may not be taken away from newspapers and magazines, or their dissemi-
nation in the territory of the Republic of Poland limited [Sokolewicz, 2011, p. 58]. A sepa-
rate law will determine the liability for abuse of this freedom”.

The attitude towards the Catholic Church is defined in art. 114, where we find the 
entry “Roman Catholic confession,” which is the religion of the overwhelming majority of 
the nation, holds in the State the supreme position among the equal rights of denomina-
tions.

The Catholic Church (Roman Catholic) is governed by its own laws. The attitude of 
the State to the Church will be determined on the basis of an agreement with the Holy 
See, which is subject to ratification by Parliament”.

However, in reference to other religions, their internal laws may not be in conflict 
with applicable law. In art. 115 of the Constitution, the following entry reads: »Churches 
of religious minorities and other legally recognized religious associations are governed 
by their own laws, which the State will not refuse to recognize unless they contain pro-
visions contrary to the law. The attitude of the State to these Churches and religious 
denominations will be determined by law upon communication with their legal represen-
tations« [The Act of 17 March 1921 - the Constitution of the Republic of Poland].

The April Constitution of 1935 limited freedom of speech to the “general good”, it 
was a broad concept where borders were difficult to determine [Paczkowski, 1971, s.16].

Chapter V of the Constitution, i.e. art. from 87 to 124 lost their binding force. Only 
art. 5 stated, “1- The individual’s creativity is the lever of collective life, 2- The state pro-
vides citizens with the opportunity to develop their personal values and freedom of 
conscience, words and associations, 3- The limits of these freedoms are the common 
good”[Constitutional Act of April 23, 1935].

Concordat

The agreement concluded on 23rd September 1122 in Worms, also known as the 
Pactum Callixinum between Emperor Henry V and Pope Kalikst II, is considered to be the 
first concordat. This concordat finishes the struggle for investiture between the empire 
and the papacy[Nowaczyk, Stachowski, 1989, p. 9].

The first concordat which reversed the relationship between the state and the 
Church and opens a new stage of concordat policy, is the concordat of July 15th, 1801, 
concluded between Pius VII and the government of the French Republic.

Beginning with the first Concordat of Worms, such agreements in their nearly one 
thousand-year history have had a huge impact on legislation and the shape of the rulers 
‘and states’ policies.

The ratio of the Roman Curia to the legal order of the states can be determined in 
several ways, one of the extreme examples of such a relationship are the nineteenth-cen-
tury concordats between the Pope and Austria or Spain de facto giving their legislation 
under the authority of the Roman Curia.

The opposite is the concordat with Joseph Bonaparte, where the Roman curia, will-
ing to save the signing of the concordat, was willing to rescue the split in the French 
church for all conditions.

To sum up, it can be stated that the Roman Curia contained such concordats as 
the other side allowed. The Concordat concluded on February 10th, 1925 with Poland, 
was one of the most favorable for the Holy See at that time. Announced in art. 114 
of the March Constitution of 1921, it was signed on May 30th, 1925. The exchange of 
instruments of ratification took place in Warsaw on June 2nd, 1925, and the text was 
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announced on July 18th, 1925[Nowaczyk, Stachowski, 1989, p. 18, 19,23].
As it is stated in art. 1 of the Concordat “The Catholic Church, without distinction 

of rites, will enjoy full freedom in the Republic of Poland. The state provides the Church 
with the freedom to exercise Its spiritual power, Its jurisdiction as well as the free admin-
istration and management of Its affairs and Its estate, in accordance with divine laws 
and canon law [Concordat between the Holy See and the Republic of Poland, signed in 
Rome on 10th February 1925].

From the most important provisions in the concordat, it should be recognized that 
unlike other concordats that the Holy See contained, there was no clause stating that the 
Church’s powers cannot be contrary to the Polish legal system. The concordat assured 
the bishops of the decisive influence on the choice of religion teachers in all types of 
schools and introduced the duty of this teaching. Buildings serving religious purposes 
were exempt from all fees, and the clergy were to receive salaries and pensions until the 
properties occupied by the partitioning authorities were settled.

The concordat also does not mention the influence of the state on the selection 
of clerical positions outside the veto law in special cases, and the clergy received the 
right to communicate with their superiors without the control of secular authorities. In 
criminal proceedings before civil courts, the clergy had rights that were not available to 
other citizens.

The proposals of the church side were larger and not all the demands were taken 
into account. The most important are the recognition of the Roman Catholic religion as a 
state religion, the adoption of the principle of a denominational school and the introduc-
tion of Catholic marriage legislation [Derdej, 2013, p. 24-25.].

The Concordat concluded with Poland in 1925 had many opponents, especially 
from leftist groups criticizing large concessions to the church as well as the clergy which 
counted on greater privileges.

In the Parliament of the first term, the anti-clerical programme was presented by 
two political groups of the PSL “Liberation” and ZPPS. They appealed unfavorably to the 
concordat and considered it to be the manifestation of Poland’s submission to the Vati-
can State [Łukaszewicz, 2006].

After the ratification of the concordat, the church had an unrestricted and unlimited 
opportunity to carry out its mission. The proclamation of the word by the press was one 
of the most important. The Catholic press did not possess special privileges, yet it was 
able to develop steadily in a state of constant political tensions and upheavals. It had an 
unfettered scope due to authority in the provisions of the  concordat.

Such provisions are: Article 1, which gave the freedom to exercise spiritual authori-
ty, jurisdiction, administration and management of its affairs and property, art.2 guaran-
teed to the clergy freely to publish bans, orders and pastoral letters, art. 4 imposed the 
obligation of civil authorities to enforce the provisions and decrees of the church, Article 
5 equated clergy in the performance of their duties with officials, art. 15 spoke about 
the exclusion of objects and institutions from the tax obligation for religious worship 
and which did not provide personal income to the beneficiaries and Annex A to Art. 24 
specifying the height of speculation granted to the Catholic Church by the Polish State 
[Concordat between the Holy See and the Republic of Poland, signed in Rome on 10th 
February 1925].

Press

The religious press of the Second Republic of Poland was primarily the Catholic 
press. In 1936, 225 religious journals included 199 Catholic. Divided by thematic groups, 
the religious press was in fourth or fifth place.

The foundations for the development of the Catholic press of the interwar period 
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were laid already in the times of partitions.
The activities of Catholic priests such as: Father Józef Stojałowski (1845-1911) con-

tributed to this, he published at least 22 press titles, including Crown and a Bee[Myśliński, 
1991]. Ks. Józef Kłos (1870-1938), editor of the Catholic Guidebook, published since 
1895, the oldest Polish weekly published till the present day [https://www.przewod-
nik-katolicki.pl]. Ks. Ignacy Kłopotowski (1866-1931), considered a ››pioneer of the Cath-
olic press in Poland‹‹ Thanks to his timeless vision, he broke old ideas and shaped a new 
approach to the Catholic press [Adamski, 2010].

Geographically, the largest number of religious magazines appeared in Poznań, 
which was the largest publishing center of the Catholic Church. Then there were Krakow 
and Lviv and Warsaw. The worst Catholic press was represented in eastern regions.

The phenomenon seems to be the activity of the Franciscan Maximilian Maria Kolbe 
who, without money, in the country ruined by the First World War created the largest pub-
lishing center in Niepokalanów [http://www.nasza-arka.pl]. In Niepokalanow of fathers 
Franciscans, in 1936, 3 letters were issued with a total one-off circulation of approx. 1.2 
million copies.

The second in this respect is the Warsaw publishing house of the Missionary As-
sociation of Fr. Pallottines publishing 4 magazines with a circulation of 360,000 copies, 
followed by a Jesuits’ Krakow publishing house with 8 magazines and a circulation of 
190,000 copies, as well as a printing house in Poznań and St. Wojciech Bookstore with 
two magazines and a total circulation of about 200,000 copies

Catholic magazines in 1936 accounted for 27% of total expenditure in relation to 8% 
of published titles. From 1927, the Catholic Press Agency started to operate, and from 
1928 the Episcopal Press Commission with its counterparts in all dioceses [Paczkows-
ki,1971, pp. 9-16].

Already at the beginning of the twenties, various circles of the episcopate initiat-
ed social movements such as the Catholic League to work for the development of the 
Catholic press. In the 1930s, the first and the Plenary Synod, which took place in Często-
chowa in 1936, dealt with the development of Catholic press and publications. It devoted 
the whole chapter to the press and publishing houses, stating the position of the church 
authorities in the form of a resolution of the categorically valid for the Catholics [Mysłek, 
1966, p.196].

Wiesław Mysłek in the book Catholic Church in Poland in the years 1918-1939 writes 
that many factors contributed to the development of the Catholic press in the interwar 
period. One of the most important ones is sufficient funds of publishing houses, which 
did not feel financial disadvantages. The development of Catholic writings was mainly 
influenced by political considerations. After the May coup we see a visible separation of 
the interests of the ruling political parties and the church.

The process of secularizing the society also influenced the development of the 
press. The church hierarchy, wanting to counteract and suppress the process of secu-
larization, carried out activities resulting in an increase in the number of titles published 
in the press. For the most part, these were devotional letters. The network of parish and 
diocesan press was also expanded.

Church magazines of the Second Republic of Poland can be divided into several 
groups depending on what criterion we accept. According to the publisher, we can divide 
them into bishops curia, religious orders, ecclesiastical organizations, parishes [Mysłek, 
1966, p.218]. Bp. Mariusz Leszczyński describing magazines in the Archdiocese of Lviv 
in the years 1918-1939 divided them, according to the criterion of provenance and type, 
into: official, theological and scientific, ecclesiastical organizations, associations and 
associations, devotional and other, calendars, informers [Leszczyński, 2014].
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Quantitative data

When examining the press of the interwar period, including the Catholic press, we 
encounter a problem in the form of incomplete quantitative data and discrepancies in 
the statistical data of individual researchers. The numerical data of titles issued in indi-
vidual years is different in Notkowski, Czarnowska, Jarkowski [Paczkowski,1980, p.406] 
or official data (CSO). However, these are not the differences that change the way we 
look at the development of the press of that period.

These differences as well as data that are residual and incomplete in the periods 
1918-1922 [Paczkowski, 1980, p.404], 1938-1939 do not affect the research assump-
tions of this analysis. It only shows the trends and the picture of the quantitative devel-
opment situation [Notkowski, 1982, Paczkowski, 1980, p.52]. For the period 1918-1926, 
that is before the adoption of the concordat, the growth rate was similar for Catholic 
belts and press in general.

Comparing Czarnowska’s [Paczkowski, 1980, pp .404-406] data and data from the 
bibliography of Catholic religious periodicals Zieliński, Bibliography of Catholic religious 
periodicals in Poland in 1918-1939 [Zieliński, 1981] from 1918 and 1926, the Catholic 
press shows similar dynamics of growth. One can risk a statement that the subsequent 
acceleration of the development of the Catholic press resulted from the adoption by the 
Second Republic of a concordat with the Holy See.

In the years adopting the takeover of the concordat, that is after 1926, the rate of 
quantitative development of the religious press exceeded the pace of development of 
the Polish press as a whole. For example, according to statistics of the Central Statistical 
Office, in 1926 there were 109 religious publications and in 1935 as many as 302, which 
is about A 2.5-fold increase in the global number of titles by about 1.6 times [Paczkow-
ski, 1971, p. 293.].

The first official quantitative research of the press of the Second Republic of Poland 
is in 1924/1925, conducted by the Press Department of the Ministry of the Interior, from 
1929 the Bibliographic Institute of the National Library in Warsaw took it over. Statistical 
publications were kept by the Central Statistical Office. Quantitative studies were also 
conducted by journalists Stanisław Jarkowski and Piotr Grzegorczyk [Paczkowski, 1971, 
p. 404.].

Maria Czarnowska in her research on press statistics in the years 1918-1923 relied 
mainly on Jarkowski’s information. The research on the amount of published press was 
also conducted by Andrzej Notkowski [Paczkowski, 1971, p. 405.].

It is worth noting that in the years 1926-1931 only the state for the whole year was 
included in the statistics, whereas in 1923-1925 the state was recorded for one day a 
year. For 1938 and 1939, there is no statistical data from the Central Statistical Office.

The first List of Newspapers and Magazines of the Republic of Poland was published 
in 1921. With subsequent releases it was expanded, developed and refined. The first edi-
tion has not been analyzed, the second edition of 1922 contains the section Church and 
Religious, where we find 53 items.

The second edition consists of seven parts: I List of newspapers and magazines 
and the alphabetical order of cities, II List of newspapers and magazines and the alpha-
betical order of names, III. Daily Polish press and official letters, IV Professional and 
special Polish press, Foreign Press in Poland, V Polish press outside the borders of the 
Republic of Poland [http://mbc.cyfrowemazowsze.pl]. The first three editions bear the 
edition number.

A list of newspapers and magazines of the Republic of Poland and an advertising 
guide published by the Publications Office Teofil Pietraszek includes materials on the 
amount of published press from the parliament library, press department of the Ministry 
of the Interior and the Government Commission [http://www.wbc.poznan.pl].The Polish 
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Advertising Agency in 1925 publishes the third annual Catalog of the Press PARA, earlier 
published in 1921 under the name The First Directory of Newspapers and Magazines 
Franciszek Krajna, which included periodical publications in Poland and the Polish press 
abroad.

In the first edition of the Second Republic of Poland List of Magazines and News-
papers, the letters were divided into four parts. Political, educational and social writ-
ings with further geographical distribution A. Western Poland, B. Poland Kongresowa, C. 
Małopolska, D. Górny Śląsk, E Outside Poland. The next chapter contains professional 
letters that are divided into: medical, pharmaceutical and chemical, commercial, indus-
trial, agricultural, craft, clerical, Trade unions, sports. Foreign-language writings were di-
vided into: French, German, Russian, Rusyn and Jewish. The last chapter includes adver-
tisements.

In the fourth edition for 1928, the section “Religious” appears in Part VI, divided into 
Catholic, Orthodox, Evangelical, Baptist [http://www.wbc.poznan.pl].

Table 1. Church and religious press (Roman numerals - issue numbers)

Year

List of newspapers and magazines 
of the Republic of Poland. Polish 
Advertising Agency. Acc. (from 

1925) PARA Press Catalog

List of newspapers and magazines 
of the Republic of Poland and ad-
vertising guide Teofil Pietraszek

1918
1919
1920
1921 I I
1922 II II 53
1923 II
1924 III 62 (1924/1925)
1925 III III 62 (1924/1925)
1926
1927 81
1928 IV 87
1929 V 105 140
1930 VI 141
1931 VII 136
1932 151
1933 VIII 135
1934
1935
1936 X 176
1937
1938 XI 217 (1938/1939)
1939 XI 217(1938/1939)

Data source: List of newspapers and magazines of the Republic of Poland. Press Catalog 
PARA Year 1928,1929,1930,1931,19331936, 1938/39,  List of newspapers and periodi-

cals of the Republic of Poland and Advertising Guide Teofil Pietraszek Year 1922,1924/25, 
1927,1929,1932.

Available at: http://www.wbc.poznan.pl, http://mbc.cyfrowemazowsze.pl
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Statistical data  

Statistical yearbook of the Central Statistical Office of the Republic of Poland was 
published in the years 1920-1930. The first edition of the year appeared in two parts. 
Yearbook of statistics of the Republic of Poland 1920/21 and the second in 1923 Roczni-
ki statystyczne Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej (Statistical Yearbooks of Republic of Poland) 
1920/22. It’s 9th edition of the year. In the compilations, the quantitative data covering 
the press appeared only in 1922.

The first year lists 13 religious periodicals in 1922, including 11 in Polish. In addition 
to religious magazines in Polish, the data includes tables according to languages: Ruthe-
nian, Belarusian, German, Jewish and Hebrew, others. In the yearbook for 1924 (the third 
edition in 1925) data for 1924 are provided.

A small statistical yearbook appeared in the years 1930-1939. This is a separate 
publication from the Yearbook of Statistics of the Republic of Poland, which covers the 
scope and content of statistical data for specific recipients. Data are not limited only to 
official sources, but also announced by various institutions and authors. It was written 
not for specialists but for a wide audience, especially for school children and students.

Prints statistics a publication issued by the Central Statistical Office of the Republic 
of Poland in the years 1930-1937. It includes statistics of periodic prints and magazines. 
The first four editions also included non-periodic prints, i.e. social life documents such 
as balance sheets, statutes, leaflets, appeals, calendars, etc.

Table 2. Religious press (numbers in parentheses relate to religious magazines in Polish)

Year
Statistical Yearbook 

appears in 1920-1939 
(9 editions)

Small Statistical Year-
book Distributed in 

1930-1939 (as of De-
cember 31st)

Prints Statistics Distrib-
uted in 1930 -1937

1918
1919
1920
1921
1922 13 (11)
1923
1924 60 (41)
1925 75 (52) 75
1926 109 (75) 109
1927 131 (82) 131
1928 182 (121) 182
1929 205 (154) 205
1930 207 (161)
1931 222 (172)
1932 195 (149) 229
1933 209 (168) 235
1934 236 (183) 265
1935 262 (204) 302
1936 293 (255)
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1937 295 (228)
1938
1939

Data source: Statistical Yearbook of the Republic of Poland Year1923,1924,1925,1926,192
7,1928,1929, 1930,Small Statistical Yearbook Year 1933,1934,1935,1936,1937,1938, Print 

Statistics Year 1927,1927,1929,1930,1931,1932,1933,1934,1935. 
available at: http://mbc.cyfrowemazowsze.pl, http://www.bc.radom.pl, http://www.rcin.org.pl, 

http://rcin.org.pl

In Table 3 “Official data - press in general”, the figures were taken from the studies 
of Andrzej Paczkowski. This is the number of titles published by the Polish press during 
the year. The most complete statistical data of inter-war press could be found in works 
of Maria Czarnowska. As part of her research, she carried out an analysis of the pub-
lishing movement in the years 1918-1937. Her studies raise certain doubts, however, 
they are the most comprehensive picture of the development of the quantitative press in 
Poland during the period of the Second Polish Republic [Paczkowski, 1971, pp. 405-406].

The quantitative data of the Catholic press was based on the book by Zygmunt Ziel-
iński Bibliography of Catholic Religious Magazines in Poland 1918-1939. For the purposes 
of this work, the data has been analyzed in terms of the type of magazines and the years 
of their publishing. Selected data includes: journals, materials appearing 2-3 times a 
week, weeklies, biweekly, monthly, bimonthly, quarterly, and irregular journals appearing 
at least once a quarter, such as chronicles, indications and supplements.

Table 3.

Year Zofia Czarnowska 
Press in general

Official data Press in 
general

Zygmunt Zieliński "Bib-
liography of Catholic 
religious periodicals 

in Poland 1918-1939" 
Catholic press

1918 575 73
1919 837 1099 76
1920 993 85
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1921 1197 97
1922 1283 1255 97
1923 1305 986 105
1924 1122 1348 110
1925 1300 1606 137
1926 1317 1771 173
1927 1481 1975 191
1928 1945 2353 209
1929 1593 2329 244
1930 1837 2349 260
1931 1870 2406 264
1932 1831 2503 273
1933 1831 2572 288
1934 21829 2566 293
1935 2089 2854 296
1936 2426 3043 297
1937 2547 3592 320
1938 331
1939 324

Data source: Andrzej Paczkowski, Polish Press 1918-1939, Zygmunt Zieliński, Bibliography of 
Catholic religious periodicals in Poland 1918-1939

Analysis and conclusions

Quantitative analysis of the Catholic press in 1918-1939 seems to confirm the the-
sis about the influence of the concordat adopted in 1926 on the development of the 
Catholic press. The adoption of the concordat stabilized the legal and economic situa-
tion of the Roman Catholic church in the Second Republic of Poland. Stabilization and 
privileged position had a positive impact on its development.

The years 1918-1922 are characterized by a rapid increase in the volume of the 
press, we observe its reconstruction from the state before World War I. However, in the 
years 1921-1923 we observe a regression in relation to previous years [Paczkowski, 
1971, pp. 406-407].

After the euphoria of regaining independence and the appearance of the Polish 
press, the crisis has come, caused by economic and political difficulties. The decrease 
in the number of titles issued first touched the provincial press in the years 1920-1922, 
then in 1923 the central areas [Notkowski, 1982, p.66].

This is the period of devaluation of the Polish mark to the zloty, many small maga-
zines have not survived these changes, while others, larger emerged. The publishing con-
ditions are stabilizing and the number of readers is growing [http://www.wbc.poznan.pl].

Data regarding mild regression and slowdown in growth rate is variously presented 
due to the lack of official data for the years 1920-1921 [Paczkowski, 1980, p.407].

The Catholic press has suffered a slight breakdown in the overall growth trend. In 
contrast to general trends in the decline in the number of published magazines. There is 
no drop in the number of Catholic press titles published

After the breakdown in 1923, there is another increase. The years 1924-1928 are 
a dynamic development of the press, where at the end of this period we have at least a 
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double increase compared to 1919
The Catholic press reports a dynamic increase in the pace from 1924 to 1929, dou-

bling during this period (5 years) the number of journals published. The overall rate of 
press growth is much lower and falls within the limits of 1.4-1.7. This is the period of 
accepting the concordat and numerous activities of the hierarchy of the Catholic Church.

The years 1929-1934 are a period of stagnation and very slow growth. This is the 
time of the global crisis, which began in 1929, the end of the recession in Poland is 1935, 
but the breakthrough took place already in 1933.

The data indicate that the increase in this period amounted to only 7-8% in relation 
to the initial year. The Catholic press achieves a few percent higher increase in published 
titles. It should also be noted that it does not record a decrease in the number of titles 
compared to the previous year, as was the case for all published titles.

Another rapid acceleration is 1935- 1937 (perhaps until 1939 – however, there is 
no data for the press in general). In 2 years, the gain reached 25%[Paczkowski, 1980, 
pp.406-408].

The Catholic press of such a rapid increase in published titles does not record and 
it is more than half lower. The only year in which we record a decrease in the number of 
titles published is 1939, but it may be due to the war explosion and incomplete data for 
this year.

It is also a time of increased publication of the leftist press, which could have re-
flected the dynamics of the growth of the Catholic press.

Data for the years 1918-1939 show two periods of crisis and dynamic development. 
The first breakdown is in 1923, it is the peak year of Polish zloty inflation, and the parli-
ment of the 1st term begins to function.

Paczkowski suggests that quantitative changes in the published press are strongly 
related to the general tendencies of the economy and the quantitative development of 
magazines and the economic condition of the country.

On the other hand, the stagnation of 1929 was the beginning of a great crisis and 
its ending with a new growth. The press situation reflects the political life in the coun-
try, which exerted a large influence on the amount of the press published [Paczkowski, 
1980].

Political issues also influenced the development of Catholic magazines. The church 
hierarchy begins to emphasize the differences between the Catholic press and the press 
of the ruling parties, the period of support policy of authorities ends. This separation can 
be visible even more strongly after the May coup in 1926 [Mysłek, 1966, p.210].

Data source: Andrzej Paczkowski, Polish Press 1918-1939
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Data source: Zygmunt Zieliński, Bibliography of Catholic religious periodicals in Poland 1918-
1939

The scale of the press and publishing activity of the Catholic church and the com-
mitment to its development after the adoption of the concordat, suggests that this was 
one of the most important goals of the church hierarchy [Mysłek, 1966, p.224.].

An important trend when examining the Catholic press of 1918-1939 is the con-
tinuous increase in the number of titles published. The press does not undergo general 
trends to a small extent, there are no declines in the titles published (except in 1939).

Quantitative research shows that the concordat had no direct impact on the devel-
opment of the press. On the other hand, taking into account the general position of the 
Catholic Church in relation to the Catholic press, one can conclude that indirectly such 
an influence existed, although it did not manifest either an increase in the number of 
titles published or expenditures.

The qualitative change was related to the fact that the Catholic Church, whose main 
tool of its mission was the press, was based on solid legal foundations guaranteed in 
the concordat. He also regulated financial issues, which was extremely important during 
periods of crises and parliamentary and governmental turmoil and guaranteed at least 
maintaining the current status of the Catholic press and its quantitative scale, including 
a systematic increase in the number of titles published.
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VIRTUAL REALITY. NOW. 
Łukasz Bis1

Abstract
The purpose of this article is to introduce and rank information related to virtual reality as a 

new media phenomenon. In principle, in the Polish nomenclature, the term is so new that it is often 
confused, incomprehensible. This, in turn, translates into misunderstanding and the lack of the use 
of this communication channel.

The article is a review of literature. In the first part concepts such as augmented reality, aug-
mented virtuality, mixed reality, virtual reality, and immersion will be explained. A short historical out-
line of the virtual reality will also be shown. Then - in the next part of the article - the author compares 
this communication channel with well-known, such as the Internet, television, radio. Next the author 
will determine what are the fields of application of this communication channel and its condition. 

Keywords: Virtual Reality, new media, definition, VR.

Introduction

In recent years, virtual reality has gained a new meaning. Due to its widespread use, 
the computing capabilities of computers and devices supporting vr have become a sig-
nificant medium in the context of education, marketing, medicine or industry. It is worth 
determining what is the virtual reality, which has an advantage over typical media, as well 
as determine the rate of its growth.

Definitions

In the fields related to new media, some new types of reality have been mentioned 
for several years. Starting from the simplest one should indicate the augmented reality. 
Reviewing literature, it is worth noting that already in 1994 Milgram presented an inter-
esting concept of combining real reality with virtual reality [Milgram, Kishino, 1994]. This 
concept is shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Milgram’sVirtuality Continuum

Source: Milgram P., KishinoF., (1994), A Taxonomy of Mixed Reality Visual Displays
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As can be seen in the scheme developed by Milgram, reality is a certain continuum - 
and starting from the surrounding reality, through augmented reality, augmented virtuali-
ty and mixed reality, we are able to achieve virtual reality. This is a natural state of affairs. 
However, it is worth noting that in order to come to virtual reality (including having a full 
sense of it) one should face the challenges of augmented reality and then of augmented 
virtuality. It is also worth noting that these concepts were very precisely defined in the 
literature in the nineties of the last century. 

Augmented reality according to researchers is<<Augmented Reality (AR) as a re-
al-time director in direct view of a physical real-world environment that has been en-
hanced/augmented by adding virtual computer-generated information to it. AR is both 
interactive and registered in 3D as well as combines real and virtual objects.>> [Carmi-
gniani, Furht, 2011] or<<Augmented Reality (AR) is a new technology that involves the 
overlay of computer graphics on the real world. One of the best overviews of the tech-
nology is, that defined the field, described any problems, and summarized the develop-
ments up to that point. >> [Silva, Oliviera, Giraldi, 2003].

These two definitions show that through augmented reality one should understand 
the phenomenon that is generated at the moment when what surrounds us interacts in 
an interactive way with what is generated by any device (usually a smart phone or tablet). 
Augmented reality allows interaction between the real world and digital via interfaces / 
sensors such as a camera, gyroscope, motion sensor, light sensor, touch, temperature 
sensor or GPS module. The first in the history of the Augmented Reality phenomenon 
was Sensorama - the prototype of Morton Heilig’s vision from 1955 showing Cinema 
of the future [Heilig, 1955]. In 1968, Ivan Sutherland developed the concept of the Head 
Mounted Three Dimensional Display, which firstly represented the AR, and on the other 
hand set the current direction of development of devices type HMD (appropriate for MR 
and VR technology) [Sutherland, 1968]. The development of this technology in those 
times was impossible - as it can be seen in Sutherland projects, the computing power of 
digital machines allowed only to draw a simple mesh of the object, without its physical 
features such as color, reflection, etc., without which we can not imagine photorealistic 
projection. However, since then, AR has been used by many companies for visualiza-
tion, training, and similar purposes. The concept of Augmented  Reality itself was intro-
duced by Tom Caudell (working for Boeing) in 1990. Nowadays AR is very common – it 
is enough to refer to the popularity of a game such as PokemonGo. [Lee, 2012]

Augmented virtuality, in turn, allows us to transfer real objects to virtual reality and 
enables interaction with them. As we read in one of the articles<<Augmented Virtuality 
(AV) captures real objects and superimposes them into a virtual scene. A video of a real 
person, showed in a virtual environment, is an example for AV>> [Ladwig, Geiger, 2018].

Searching for the original for Virtual Reality, one should resort to a Polish fantasy 
artist - Stanisław Lem, who in one of his novels from 1964 (Summa technologiae) [Lem, 
1964]introduces the concept of phantomics - translated as a technique of creating in the 
human mind the illusion of the existence of artificial reality - Lem beyond understanding 
it as perfectly understood world at the visual level understood it also at the level of other 
senses, and also assumed that the “new” reality would be ready to experience it (and 
not just to observe it). Stanisław Lem also analyzed threats of phantomics. It indicates 
above all the possibility of losing oneself in the new reality, which could lead to serious 
social disturbances - the blurring of the border between fiction and truth, a phenome-
non we can see in films such as the Matrix or Inception. Due to the fact that in Lem’s 
assumption, the phantomics would have to touch the senses of the user, it could lead 
to difficulties in distinguishing the world created from the real one. Another forerunner 
of virtual reality Myron Krueger in his study[Krueger, 1983] introduces the concept of re-
sponsive environment, which somehow defines the issue of virtual reality from the hard-
ware and system side. According to Krueger, a responsive environment is one in which 
the computer receives user’s actions and responds to them in a thoughtful way through 
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a complex system of visual and acoustic means, and adapts to the new environmental 
conditions created in this way. The very concept of virtual reality was introduced by the 
American computer scientist Jamie Lanier. According to Jamie Lanier (undisputed VR 
promoter, even considered the father of VR): <<... virtual reality is a way to use computer 
technology in creating the effect of an interactive, three-dimensional world in which ob-
jects give the impression of a spatial (physical?) presence.>> The following phenomena 
affect the general perception of virtual reality: Interaction, Immersion and Imagination. 
Therefore, VR is sometimes defined by these three concepts - and referred to as I3.

In turn, the concept of Mixed Reality is something that connects AR, AV and VR with 
reality (illustrated by Milgram’s study).

<<In MR systems, users perceive both the physical environment around them and 
digital elements presented through, for example, the use of semitransparent displays. 
Imagine a system that indicates the name and provenance of it around you by displaying 
virtual labels overlaying the objects, or a system that guides your way by showing virtual 
arrows, or a system that displays people’s names and affiliations on virtual badges. The 
information could be displayed in the native language of each user or could be cus-
tomized to be most relevant to their individual profile; for example, when browsing food 
products, specific information could be provided according to the user’s allergies.>> 
[Constanza, Kunz, Fjeld, 2009]

Completing the discussion on concepts one should define immersion, because it 
depends on it how much the user will be susceptible to a specific project (both VR, as 
well as AR or MR). Reviewing the literature, D. Maestre points out that<<Immersion is 
achieved by removing as many real world sensations as possible, and substituting these 
with the sensations corresponding to the VE. Immersion is by essence related to the 
multi-modal nature of the perceptual senses, and also to the interactive aspects of a 
VR experience.>> [Maestre]. And Micheal Heim in Metaphysics of Virtual Reality defines 
immersion as <<an important component of virtual reality systems. The virtual environ-
ment immerses the user in the sound and image space. Immersion creates a sense of 
being present in the virtual world, a feeling that we can exceed our physical limitations. 
The way in which the sense of presence and immersion simultaneously permeates – re-
mains an open question of research on virtual reality>>. [Heim, 1995]. Therefore, thanks 
to immersion we can feel our presence in the virtual world, because to fully receive VR 
is not only presence, but also the feeling of this world and the possibility of interacting 
with it. It is also worth noting here that in order to ensure immersion, the user should be 
provided not only the picture (in full 360 degrees), but also spatial - binaural - sound. The 
other senses are often overlooked – this is due to the possible complexity of the VR sys-
tem, and in the situation when the technology is to be disseminated, one should not hin-
der access to it. The interesting thing is that often the immersion itself can be achieved 
without too advanced image or sound quality, it is important that it is coincident with the 
real (physically correct).

Is VR a super medium?

In order to start a hearing about whether VR is a super medium, the term media 
should be defined at all. Behind Tomasz Goban Klas, we find out that the media<<is a 
term meaning the press, radio and television as so-called mass media, that is, institu-
tions producing  information and entertainment messages disseminated en masse and 
reaching simultaneously to large dispersed collectives of recipients>>[Goban Klas]. This 
definition is appropriate for traditional media. Due to some changes that have occurred 
over the last half century, the computer has become not only a tool, but also a “provider” 
of media content, it also allows them to store, collect, register and distribute. From that 
moment, we can talk about the phenomenon of new media. Reaching for the defini-
tion, we will see that<<under this concept we understand all these methods and social 
practices related to communication, representation and expression that have developed 
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thanks to a digital, multimedia, networked computer, as well as any innovations that 
have been introduced to other media through the computer>>[Lorek, Sadza, Sawicka, 
2009]. Undoubtedly, VR is one of the manifestations of new media. It is a completely new 
approach to presenting information and even interfering with it, interacting with it. VR 
initially (in the 90s) was used mainly to present visions, which until now were only in the 
minds of designers, this technology allowed to communicate complex solutions whose 
prototypes were hard to wait for, or it was difficult to observe on such a level as VR en-
abled it. Currently, it begins to take the form of entertainment, training materials, or tools 
in the hands of marketers. It is important to verify the potential of this phenomenon.

Comparing VR to well-known media (radio, television, internet), we notice that it 
is the most widely received medium. The radio allows you to receive only sound (apart 
from video casts published on websites from individual programs), TV focuses on sound 
and image (and actually closes on these sensations - even in the context of Smart TV – 
skipping experimental productions such as Beyond by Beloff), while the internet is based 
on sound and image, but allows free (often) interaction with content. VR - as the only one 
mentioned, allows you to receive the image, biangular (surrounding) sound, fragrance, 
and what is also important – allows you to immerse in the received content by cutting 
off the real world. On the other hand, when analyzing the transmission method, we notice 
that radio and television broadcast, the Internet often cast to a small group of recipients, 
while VR is an individual cast - one to one, while specifying each user can view the same 
message on your own way. Reflecting on the popularity of each media, one can point out 
that radio is present in 75% of households [EFA Global Monitoring Report, 2012], televi-
sion is available in 96% of households [The Nielsen Total Audience Report, 2017], and the 
internet is available in 46% of the population [Internet Live Stats, 2017]. When it comes 
to the popularity of VR, it is very difficult to estimate it – mainly due to the large portfolio 
of devices that can be used as a VR content player (from smart phones to simple HMD 
systems to complex simulators). The problem in spreading VR can also be a relatively 
small amount of content intended for this medium and the still functioning myth that it 
is an expensive technology. An important aspect in the context of media comparison is 
also the role of the user in the process of creating and receiving the message. In the case 
of radio, we can only receive content, similarly in the case of television (except for the 
mentioned experiments with the film Beyond by Zoe Beloff [Beloff, 1997]). In the case of 
the Internet, the user can definitely decide about the content being received, and also – 
with low effort – become its supplier. In the case of VR - if the content is difficult for the 
user to generate (due to the professional software, hardware and finally competences) 
– it is so easy to interact with the presented content, having a real impact on the artifi-
cial reality that surrounds us. The transmission time is worth considering - in the case 
of radio (broadcast traditionally) the user has no influence on the time of the program, 
must adapt to it, in the case of television - currently – has some impact (e.g. VOD), but in 
the mainstream also has to match. In the case of the Internet, the transmission time in 
most cases depends on the user (and the transmission takes place when it is expected, 
of course, except for live broadcasts). In the case of VR, the transmission time is fully 
dependent on the user. Another important aspect is the involvement in the received con-
tent - in the case of radio, many people declare that they do not engage in the content 
they hear (radio is the background of phonic), in the case of television, if the user devotes 
attention, he is unable to get involved in the message, in the case of the internet, the in-
volvement can be large, including the possibility of interaction. The same applies to VR 
- the involvement will depend on the level of immersion, but it can still be determined that 
it will be relatively high, due to the phenomenon of cut-off from the real world.

VR condition today

VR as mentioned above is a medium that has not yet been widely disseminated. 
This is due to the fact that it is still too expensive (which is a myth). An important reason 
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here is also the small amount of content that can be viewed using this medium.
It is worth noting that despite the low popularity of this medium, it is used in:

1. Education - VR is becoming more and more popular as a medium to provide knowl-
edge supported by experience. The use of VR during the didactic process allows, for 
example, to move to another location (via 360 image) or display content that is not 
available in real (for example, human organs or car engine components).
2. Architecture - VR gives the possibility of spatial, free viewing of planned spaces, 
buildings, etc. As a result, the user has the opportunity to walk around the building, to 
see it before the actual execution.
3. Marketing - especially the marketing of places where the user can first go virtually 
for sightseeing - in order to buy a trip in the next step, or go on vacation. In addition, 
the virtual world gives us completely different possibilities and experiences compared 
to traditional marketing communication.
4. Medicine - allows you to verify the correctness of the exercises performed, or to 
view materials (such as MRI scans) during surgical procedures in three-dimensional 
space. VR can also be used therapeutically (e.g. in the treatment of post-traumatic 
disorders). An important aspect is the use of VR to educate medical staff.
5. Military purposes - thanks to this soldiers can educate their technical skills, fitness 
skills without a real battlefield, being on a virtual training ground. VR also used NASA 
to educate cosmonauts, and this way pilots or fighters are trained.
6. Entertainment - VR games are becoming more and more common, which in turn 
translates into the increasingly frequent publishing of VR titles. Currently, there are 
also applications that are like VR movies - thanks to which you can watch your favorite 
movie virtually on the cinema screen, or watch a 360-degree movie.

As it can be seen in the graph presented, the current VR rate is a total of 4.5 trillion 
dollars. Within the next year, it will be doubled, and by the end of 2021, a four-fold increase 
in this market is forecasted. It is worth noting that today the share of the hardware part 
predominates (practically 75% of the value), however, over the years the market share of 
the software part is also expected to increase (as it can be seen in the forecast, in 2021 
it will be 1/3 of the market). The VR application and equipment market is very dynamic 
and constantly growing.

Fig. 2, Consumer VR Revenue

Source: State of the XR market, Feb. 2018, Super Data Research Holdings
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Conclusion

Summarizing the above considerations, it is easy to notice that VR has features that 
put it much higher than other media. VR allows for the individuality of the message, its 
control, allows the user to influence the content that reaches it, is insensitive to time - al-
lows for broadcasting when the user wants it, and allows the user to be heavily involved 
in the transmitted content. The whole is about the fact that the author allows himself to 
define Virtual Reality as a super media. In addition, it is worth noting that the VR market 
is a very dynamic and growing market - which in turn testifies to the development of this 
medium.
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Abstract
The way of conducting communication during the image crisis is a special type of challenge for 

the company. Lack of preparation of the company for proper communication management may be 
crucial in averting and/or reducing the effects of crises. The paper presents the results of research 
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Introduction

The situation of the image crisis is a test for the company. Many factors have an 
influence on how the company manages the threat. “The crises require from the man-
agement boards of the organizations making quick decisions, taking a stand under time 
pressure and uncertainty, because they are immediately perceived by the external sur-
roundings of the organization (including the media). Everyone is demanding informa-
tion and urging to take up actions. It is easy then to fall into a panic and make the first 
decision without thinking about the long-term consequences. It is also easy to be overly 
sensitive to the escalation of events happening around the organization, regarding the 
multiplication of decisions and actions, many of which will soon have to be abandoned, 
because they will be ineffective, and in most cases even harmful.” [Wojcik, 2005, p. 592-
593]. In this situation, the degree of preparation of the company (i.e. actions or negli-
gence that took place) often becomes visible long before the crisis begins. All issues 
related to the appropriate reaction to the image threat focus on the method of how the 
organization conducts its communication. There is no good formula that would solve 
the crisis. There is also no ideal pattern of communication. Nevertheless, it is possible 
to indicate good practices and a range of errors. However, each time it is necessary to 
take into account the specificity of the organization, the social and public context, the 
predispositions of people communicating with the environment or the crisis situation 
itself [Kaczmarek-Śliwińska, 2015, p. 159]. Bearing in mind that each crisis has its own 
specific circumstances, it is worth taking a closer look at the guidelines for conducting 
effective communication during the crisis provided by experts in the public relations in-
dustry. The article aims to present the assessments of representatives of the public rela-
tions environment based on a set of research results and studies on the characteristics 
and determinants of conducting effective communication in the course of image threat. 
The authors seek to answer the question about a set of factors that allow effective com-
munication during a crisis. 

The methodology of the research described in the article

The article employs the results of quantitative research on crisis management pub-
lic relations. The presented data was collected as part of two independent research proj-
ects, which were implemented using the CATI (Computer Assisted Telephone Interview) 
technique:
 - crisis management in the largest Polish enterprises (the research sample constituted 

the 500 List published by “Rzeczpospolita” daily newspaper). 115 companies took part 
in the research.
 - PR-crisis trends from the perspective of Polish PR agencies, where the respondents 

were the leaders of the organization. 204 questionnaires were collected, assuming that 
only one survey could be carried out in one agency.

The above-mentioned research projects cover a very wide set of research areas that 
are related to crisis management. For the purposes of the article, a set of variables were 
selected, the analysis of which allows concluding on the level of communicative compe-
tence of managers, the role of media in the course of crises and the assessment of the 
media as a platform on which a large part of crisis situations take place. The research 
was carried out in 2017 and 2018.

Crisis communication and the oppressiveness of the industry

Effective crisis communication can be analyzed on many levels and dimensions. 
Crucial here is to take into account the communication skills of managers working in 
particular industries of the Polish economic sectors. Interestingly, one of the key factors 
differentiating the preparation of companies, and hence the competences of managers, 
is the industry in which the company operates. It turns out that companies operating in 
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oppressive industries have more developed communication skills than other entities. 
Oppressiveness increases the vigilance of managers and people dealing with commu-
nication, divisions and departments responsible for public relations. Due to the above, 
companies subjected to oppressive risk more often have procedures, anti-crisis staff, 
are more involved in the process of communication training and have more developed 
structures (spokespersons, managers). The oppressiveness of the industry in which the 
company operates affects the improvement of the effectiveness of crisis communica-
tion activities, which also results from the fact that these companies are more likely than 
others to undergo crisis situations. 

Picture 1. The oppressiveness of the industry

Source: [Tworzydło, Szuba, 2019, pp. 117]

A company operating in the oppressive industry must be aware of the fact that it 
is particularly vulnerable to external and internal problems. Therefore, it must take ac-
tions and make use of tools that will have a positive impact on image security. On the 
basis of multidimensional research, it was possible to identify 12 industries with a diag-
nosed higher level of vulnerability to the occurrence of communicational crisis situations 
[Tworzydło, Szuba, 2019, p. 117].Therefore, the food industry, the public sector and com-
panies conducting medical and pharmaceutical activities should pay special attention to 
the development of communication skills of their employees and crisis teams.  

A model of the anti-crisis corporate immune system of Polish enterprises

According to the leaders of public relations agencies in Poland, the construction of 
the corporate immune system should be based primarily on the training aspect (62.3%), 
crisis communication manual (61.8%) and previously conducted audit of existing proce-
dures (46.6%). Among the media relating aspects preparing the organization for crises, 
almost 2/5 of the leaders of the public relations agencies surveyed indicate the need 
to create an alert system warning about the symptoms of the crisis, e.g. through media 
monitoring, and 28.4% of surveyed underline the importance of the press spokesman 
present in the organizational structures. On the other hand, 27% of respondents men-
tioned an established method of maintaining relations with the media (holding state-
ment, statements, Q&A)possessing by the organization.
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Picture 2. Attributes that simplified preparation for crises

Source: [Tworzydło, Szuba, (in press)]

Once again, it can be seen that the training, according to the PR agencies, is the 
component of the company’s image security. They are part of acquired competencies 
and should be implemented in the form of, for example, crisis simulation or preparation 
for speeches before journalists. This is the opinion of experts who deals with crises, 
However, the practice shows that the aspect of training is not appreciated. Only slightly 
more than half of the surveyed companies from the 500 List of  “Rzeczpospolita” daily 
newspaper (51%) indicate that they conduct communication training among their man-
agement staff. Companies rely much more on their immune system based on the cre-
ation of a crisis manual (83%). They also, more often invest in their own PR personnel, 
relevant structures (63%) and anti-crisis staff (59%).

Picture 3. The quality of anti-crisis prevention of the largest Polish companies

Source: The author’s own study based on [Tworzydło, Łaszyn, Szuba, 2018]
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Analyzing the leaders’ opinions of the PR industry one can notice that the construc-
tion model of the above-described immune system of the largest Polish companies can 
be created on the basis of this important crisis experience (unfortunately it is about the 
negative effects of crises). Preparation for the crisis is related to the development of 
skills and tools that were established based on the crisis that took place in the company 
in the past. The preparation of the company for new challenges and crisis risks requires 
adaptation of the above tools and skills that will allow better readiness for the unknown 
[Baubion, 2013, p. 12].

It also corresponds with previously analyzed data regarding the phenomenon of 
oppressiveness, where greater company’s contact with crises determines better prepa-
ration for their possible re-occurrence. Research on public relations crisis communica-
tion shows that only 7% of PR agency leaders indicate that their clients decide to coop-
erate with the agency as part of prevention (in the sense of the proverb that prevention 
is better than cure).Most often, cooperation is undertaken during an image crisis (44% 
implements ad hoc solutions) or under the influence of negative consequences of cri-
ses (32%).The dominance of the strategy of cooperation between the company and the 
agencies in response to the crisis situation shows that the lack of communication skills 
during the crisis is primarily caused by the neglect of the companies that are clients of 
public relations agencies and the delayed reaction[Tworzydło, Szuba, (in press)].

Common features of image crises

Additional information on the validity of communication aspects is provided by PR 
industry professionals regarding the subject of existing crises. Two out of three PR agen-
cy leaders (65.2%) believe that image crises have common features. In their opinion, the 
common denominators are usually disregarding the situation, lack of reaction or delayed 
reaction (33.1%). In the second place, they enumerate poor internal and/or external com-
munication (26.3%).While the first factor can only indirectly arise from media-related 
competences, such as the lack of media monitoring, or the insufficiently developed net-
work of media relations in terms of quantity and quality, the second common denomina-
tor refers directly to communication competences [Tworzydło, Szuba, (in press)].

It is worth bearing in mind that the efficient ability to conduct communication activi-
ties - especially on the Internet - is crucial from the point of crisis prevention and control. 
Over the last decade, the main change that occurred in the etiology of image crises is 
related to the growing role of the Internet, especially social media. “In 2016, issues oc-
curring on the Internet were the main source of the crisis. In previous years, their impact 
was much smaller, that is why the factor was not among the three mainly mentioned 
sources from 2006 and 2009 “[Tworzydło, Łaszyn, Szuba, 2018, p. 66]. Therefore, internal 
and external communication is one of the strategic areas of crisis management.

Effective communication, what exactly does it mean?

The key question is, therefore, what kind of specific crisis communication is effec-
tive? Representatives of the public relations community in their answer indicate three 
characteristics: prepared, honest and quick. The relatively largest number of PR leaders 
responded that the most critical determinant of the effectiveness of crisis communica-
tion is anti-crisis preparation and the presence of procedures (30%).This means that, 
according to practitioners, it is better not to rely on improvised solutions and, if possible, 
consider scenarios of potential situations that threaten the image of the company. The 
most frequent answer lies in the area of structural and procedural preparation of the 
company.
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Picture 4. What should effective crisis communication consist of?

Source: [Tworzydło, Szuba, (in press)]

The second most common response of public relations experts is particularly in-
teresting from the point of view of the features of the messages themselves. Every fifth 
professional working in the industry mention sincerity, openness, and honesty as the 
most important factor of crisis communication (22%). The results of the research are a 
confirmation of what F.P.Seitel wrote, indicating that the key principle of effective crisis 
communication is to conduct open and honest communication [F.P. Seitel, 1995, p. 452-
453]. This response is not only an indication of how to construct messages in a substan-
tive way but also has a strong axiological overtone. It refers to the PR profession as a 
profession possessing social trust, which places “particularly high demands on people 
performing it, including ethical requirements. It results from the fact that while working 
in social communication sector and focusing on >> building trust... <, they are subjected 
to constant observation and evaluation “[Stolarczyk, 2016, p. 75].

According to almost 17% of PR professionals in crisis communication, quick re-
sponse time counts. This is particularly important due to the aforementioned trend of 
the growing importance of the Internet and social media in the spread of the crisis (the 
media as a platform where crises take place).Appropriately quick response time allows 
for leveling or at least counteracting the two most frequently cited consequences of a 
crisis situation, i.e. negative media publications (62%) and negative criticism in social 
media (38%) [Tworzydło, Łaszyn, Szuba, 2018, p. 66].

Among the other factors of effective communication mentioned by PR agency lead-
ers, the most important is the fact that possessing a PR team in the company’s struc-
tures has been mentioned by 12% of respondents, and the use of external support only 
by 2%. It can be connected with the fact that low awareness of clients is one of the big-
gest concerns of the PR community regarding the functioning of the industry [Tworzydło, 
Szuba, Zajic, 2017, p. 38-39]. This is another voice in the debate on raising the awareness 
of the business community regarding the preparation and development of employees 
within their own structures for cooperation with external professionals. 

It is worth looking into the strategies of companies operating in Poland in the con-
text of communication effectiveness. Among the representatives of Polish companies 
from the 500 List of  “Rzeczpospolita” daily newspaper dominates the strategy stating 
that it is better to rely on cooperation with the media than to apply the strategy of a 
closed fortress. A seemingly eightfold advantage of the open-minded approach (82%) 
on the closed-minded approach (10%) is a good result. However, if the approach to this 
results in such a way that every tenth of the largest companies in Poland adopts a strat-
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egy of communication blockade in a crisis situation, there is still much to do in the field 
of education. If the use of those undesirable communication strategies is noticeable at 
the level of 10% among the best, and thus the most developed enterprises in the country, 
it can be presumed that among less developed enterprises this approach is much more 
frequent and dominant in some areas. 

Models of communication during and after the crisis

So how to carry out effective crisis communication? The “Basic 5 Principles o Crisis 
Communication”, the solution proposed by Adam Łaszyn, comes with help. According 
to this approach, the first step is to “feel sorry”. This is very important in terms of quick 
response. Expressing regret because of the event allows the company to show that it is 
aware of the situation and does not “hide its head in the sand”, and in the same time is 
interested in the event. Of course, it is important to skillfully express regret, especially if 
it is not certain whether the fault really lies with the company. It allows, however, to take 
immediate action, which is particularly recommended, because it often rejects accusa-
tions of being passive which appear at the time of the image crisis. The second step is to 
“admit it”. It is the most difficult step as it requires taking responsibility if the enterprise 
is at fault. Admitting the error is difficult for both people and companies, as it shows 
that something was actually done in a wrong manner. However, it is generally perceived 
positively because it is associated with apologies, which very often can significantly con-
tribute to the end of the crisis. The next step in the preferred model is “counteract”. Of 
course, in addition to the involvement of measures and resources in the technical solu-
tion of the situation, the appropriate behavior of the company’s representatives is cru-
cial. It involves, for example, professional treatment of the client, if the matter was just 
a single occurrence or constant informing the audience about the measures undertaken 
to defuse the situation. The fourth step is to “improve”. In many cases, it boils down 
to information about actions taken to ensure that a similar situation will not appear. 
The last step is to “make up for losses”. In situations of crises related to the individual 
customer, it is often a chance to convert the crisis in a positive event for the company. 
Appropriate preparation of procedures regarding dissatisfaction of the client or a larger 
group of customers or recipients(in a situation where the company can be blamed) and 
final compensation of the affected people with an adequate gift can obviate the crisis 
and even contribute to the creation of positive publicity [Łaszyn, 2011, p. 165-174].

An important issue regarding crisis management is also described in the frame-
work of the post-crisis echo theory. It is connected with the fact that the end of the crisis 
does not take place when the media stop writing, because they still remember, especially 
in the case of the Internet. After the first wave of media reports, another, weaker one may 
come, even in a situation where positive press releases will appear about the company. 
There will be a recall of all the bad things that happened in the company. The theory of 
“post-crisis echo” assumes that in practice there is a high probability that each subse-
quent crisis will recall earlier company’s image problems. Therefore, the implementa-
tion of in-depth and continuous monitoring of the media, especially aimed at the area in 
which the crisis took place, will be an important step in the anti-crisis management. In 
this way, it will be possible to capture potential new post-crisis waves that may be the 
source of new problems [Tworzydło, 2017, p. 208-209].

Summary

The largest Polish enterprises in the vast majority present an active approach to 
crisis situations. Their immune system is based on manuals, organizational structures, 
own PR experts, and an anti-crisis staff, which are elements highly recommended by 
the surveyed PR specialists. A clear discrepancy between the guidelines of the public 
relations community and the practices of the largest Polish companies appears in the 
case of communication training. Almost two out of three experts say that communica-
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tion training should be the basis of the company’s immune system and this is the most 
frequently suggested recommendation, while such training is conducted only in just over 
half of the surveyed companies from the 500 List of  “Rzeczpospolita” daily newspaper.

Companies operating in the oppressive industries are better prepared for communi-
cation management during crises, are more involved in the organization of communica-
tion training, and have anti-crisis structures and procedures. This means that actions un-
dertaken during situations of permanent image threat and greater experience because 
of crises that have occurred before are the main factor influencing the anti-crisis organi-
zation of the company. This is connected with the fact that the majority of professionals 
noticed the establishment of cooperation with entrepreneurs during or after a crisis. 
The companies’ continuous cooperation with public relations agencies as part of crisis 
prevention is rare.

The main feature of effective crisis communication is experts’ anti-crisis prepara-
tion and the presence of procedures, openness, and honesty of communication as well 
as quick response time. Other features related to the communication itself mentioned 
by PR professionals are clarity and consistency of the message and its quality. Some ex-
perts point out that, in the context of effective communication, it is important to have an 
experienced public relations team. However, in the context of results from other studies, 
this should be treated as a postulate of improving the quality of cooperation with public 
relations agencies, rather than recommending companies to deal with situations of im-
age threat on their own.
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PHENOMENON OF FAKE NEWS 
Paulina Pasławska1, Anna Popielska-Borys2

Abstract
Analysis of Fake News phenomena – mainly looking for an answer where are the Fake News 

sources and who is responsible for their effects - psycho and social aspects of fake news mecha-
nism. Additionally, focusing on evolution of its definition and their taxonomy. At the end, fake news 
are analyzed as a 21st century biggest thread of new media and looked for the lasts trends in coun-
teracting.

Keywords: #fakenews #socialmedia #newmedia #sociology #journalism #news #media #internet 

Stories related to the phenomena of fake news have become a permanent feature in 
the headlines of newspapers since 2016 and are increasingly reflected in the social me-
dia. The ability to evaluate information coming also from, it might seem, proven sources 
is becoming a must-have of the 21st century. [Harari, 2018] The proposed work aims to 
analyze the latest phenomenon - Fake News. The crucial question will be who is behind 
this phenomenon and why it happens. Analytical and empirical studies will be used in 
the dissertation, drawing on information from fields such as psychology, sociology, me-
dia and digital technologies. The following text shows a cross-section of information 
concerning fake news: their history and sources, psycho-social aspects and the latest 
trends in counteracting their spread. This article analyzes the literature of the subject 
and related fields, as well as available reports and documents, both created at the polish 
national and global level.

The term fake news is problematic when it comes to its definition. It is used by 
many different people from different backgrounds and appears in various contexts and 
situations of everyday life. Naturally, it seems necessary to provide a correct definition of 
this term. So what is fake news? If we take a closer look at the activities of some politi-
cians and their devoted followers, we get the following definition of “anything reported, 
something we don’t want to believe in”. This is not the most accurate definition, because 
it allows us to classify fake news as reliable, non-fraudulent information. [Grzesiak 2017] 
By imposing such a definition, we encounter the risk of stretching it at the discretion of 
the person expressing an opinion. For example, leader of a country could define any fact 
coming from abroad as fake news, so that the nation could be subordinated to the opin-
ion of one individual, living in an alternated reality.

Rejecting the above definition, it is vital to ask whether fake news can be treated as 
a specific kind of propaganda. This approach is tricky. The propaganda activities should 
not be taken into consideration in isolation from the actual fake news, but it would be 
more appropriate to classify these activities as a subset of the fake news. Thanks to this, 
propaganda stands out from other subsets with its intention to create a specific organi-
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zational, political or commercial advantage of the agenda - something that is not 100% 
true for all fake news. [Boese, 2018]

The widest definition, appropriate for fake news, is “any incorrect information that 
has been created intentionally under the guise of a fact “, and this is what we will focus 
on later in this text. [Barclay, 2018]

Fake news is located in a bionomy of tribal bias, civic education without media lit-
eracy, proliferation and media fragmentation. They are both innovative and nothing new 
at the same time.

They are based on advanced microtargeting practices provided by the analysis of 
metadata and lack of education in media literacy for a wide range of the society. Fake 
news works by targeting specific desires, identification, attitudes and emotions. Without 
understanding every aspect and wider bionomy in which it functions, every pedagogical 
intervention will treat the symptoms, not the cause.

Taxonomy of the fake news includes phenomena, each of them are well-functioning 
in current sociopolitical landscape and each overlapping with the others:
 - a historical precedent
 - current reality
 - an invective used to arouse doubts and distrust [Tandoc, 2018]

Fake news will therefore operate on an emotional or affective process identified by 
political psychologists as “biased reasoning” and “cognitive error”. Fantasy, emotions, 
fear and desire play here the leading roles.

A perfect example of an ideal environment for fake news was, and still is, the social 
network site Facebook, thanks to the utilization of data, audience targeting and reach, 
during the presidential campaign in the U.S. in 2016. This site has used all types of fake 
news that have been recognized and classified in methodology so far. [Journell, 2019]

To better understand the definition of fake news, taking a closer look at their differ-
ent forms is required. Literature does not have a closed catalogue of fake news forms, 
but for the purposes of this text we are able to quote the following classification of 7 
types of mis and disinformation, created by the journalist Claire Wardle:

1. Satire or parody
2. Misleading content
3. Imposter content
4. Fabricated content
5. False connection
6. False context
7. Manipulated content

Matthew Gentzkow and Hunt Allcott, who define that kind of news as “new articles 
that are intentionally and verifiably false and can be deceptive to readers”, identify fewer 
types:
 - intentionally fabricated articles (news)
 - satirical articles which may be interpreted as non-satirical

They also mention a few other types that are slightly further away from this defini-
tion:
 - unintentionally erroneous report
 - gossip that is not the product of a particular false article (news)
 - conspiracy theories
 - satirical articles which are treated as non-satirical (unlikely)
 - political lies
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 - information that is stretched and deceptive, but not completely untrue
Naturally, the more opinions, the more differences. [Allcott, Gentzkow, 2017]
For this purpose, focusing on the three most important types:

 - Mercenary Fake news - created intentionally in order to make money, but without polit-
ical, organizational or commercial intentions. Example: click baits, harvesting hate clicks 
and paid for ads.
 - Fake news with an agenda - when news is created intentionally to promote a specific 

agenda, it becomes propaganda. Example: online commentators who speak out and 
manifest themselves as propagandists.
 - Satirical fake news - a completely different type that contains satirical stories created 

for humorous purposes, but also, in many cases, as a political or social commentary. 
Example: satirical essayists, political comics.

In the world of fake news, its creators always have a plan. This plan may involve 
making money (fake news usually spreads viral), the plan may have political color (fake 
news to convince the public of political views and/or politicians), but whatever this plan 
would be, the fake news have consequences in the real world. [Barclay, 2018]

Some U.S. analysts are worried that foreign intelligence agencies are meddling in 
the media world by using fake news to influence elections. On the one hand, nothing 
stands in the way of information published on the Internet by a satirist from Canada, 
being considered a real news and transmitted in this form further in the former Soviet 
Republic of Georgia, and then causing an avalanche of clicks among U.S. readers. On the 
other hand, what effect could have the news, which would be published intentionally, in 
order to gain benefits?

Experts say that the psychology behind social media platforms, and more specifi-
cally their dynamism which makes them strong sources of disinformation, is important, 
especially for those who consider themselves infallible. Skepticism about online news 
has been an appropriate filter, but only for some time. Currently, one’s prejudices allow 
fake news to bypass “security”, especially when we collide with appropriately selected 
by the algorithm content, often called “meme”. At a time when political disinformation is 
ready at once and on demand, Facebook, Google and Twitter serve as distribution chan-
nels - platforms that spread false information and help to find an absorbent audience. 
[Nyhan, 2010]

On the other hand, Colleen Seifert (professor of psychology at the University of 
Michigan) points out that people have a gracious attitude towards Facebook as their 
curator, but it has his own motive in this. What it actually does, is to attract the eyes of 
users for its own benefit - hosting news (including false news) makes you constantly on-
line just to “keep scrolling”. This kind of behavior is an ideal basis for spreading untruth 
while engaging two pre-digital scientific positions: urban legends as “memes”(and the 
viral idea) and individual prejudices (automatic, subconscious presumptions that create 
views). [Lewandowski, Ecker, Seifert, Schwarz, Cook, 2012]

The first prevention process is based primarily on data-driven and built into the al-
gorithms of social media. The wide rotation of bizarre, easily verifiable rumors is not 
entirely dependent on guerrilla fever (even though it originates from it). However, despite 
many research, analyses, comparisons of data and counter-arguments, many people 
treat fake news as a source of knowledge and opinion, living in restrictive information 
bubbles, which contain only scandals consistent with their attitudes. [Reuters, 2017]

It is worth mentioning that social media algorithms have, among other things, the 
function of evolutionary selection. This means that most lies and false rumors disappear 
unnoticed, but some of them, rare creations with a twist of urban legend find psychologi-
cal attraction and become viral. From a pure psychological point of view, subtle, individu-
al prejudices are at least as important as rankings and are these that allow the spread of 
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fake news. Only an understanding of what a given news or comment has to say requires 
a temporary questioning of its truthfulness. Mentally, the reader must temporarily accept 
the assimilated information as probably true. The cognitive link is created automatically: 
Trump-Orange, Clinton-Saxophone, men with beer-welfare. The overthrow of these false 
claims requires the person, first, to mentally articulate them, to strengthen the subcon-
scious connection that extends beyond human presumptions. Over time, for many peo-
ple it is these false internal connections that will become stronger, without correction or 
withdrawal from a given view. In recent research on prejudices and their impact on the 
spread of disinformation, this and several other automatic cognitive connections have 
been qualified as supporters of false information. In other words: seeing only the head-
lines appearing many times in our news feed, will make us confident that they are more 
and more credible (before we even look into them). [Ward, 2019]

Since companies such as Google or Facebook have been involved in the search for 
perpetrators, despite their own role in spreading fake news: Google has announced that 
they will ban any website that publishes the fake news, while also using their online adver-
tising service. Facebook CEO, Mark Zuckerberg, announced that they were considering 
various options, including easier flagging of suspicious content by users. [Miller, 2019] 
The latest news from the world of social media is the WhatsApp problem. Due to its open 
(free) nature, it will be affected by the problem of spam, scam and fake news itself. The 
application has introduced a simple mechanism of checking the received graphics for 
its truthfulness. This function checks if a given graphic has already appeared on the web 
and where. Is fake news in instant messengers an exaggeration? We know that there are 
countries where fake news is a plague. For example, India is under fire from malicious 
campaigns aimed at blackmailing users to transfer money to specific accounts or to 
suffer consequences of their sensitive information leaking. Cybercrime is developing 
very fast - in this case, the graphics are designed to attract potential victims. WhatsApp 
itself has already introduced restrictions on forwarding messages, precisely in order to 
limit the possibility of forwarding often dangerous content. [Internet: WhatsApp, 2019]

We must remember that both cybercriminals and other content promoters try to use 
various channels to distribute dangerous content or fake news. Many of the social me-
dia applications implement new functionalities and changes in algorithms dedicated to 
security. These more focused on aggregation of information make attempts to identify 
topics or groups of views that are less exposed. An ideal example here is the latest Face-
book step concerning information provided by the so-called anti-vaccine movements. 
They will be more difficult to access and be promoted, all thanks to their recognition as 
“fake news” and particularly dangerous. It can be concluded that numerous internal as 
well as external factors influence a people in making fake news decisions, and a greater 
fraction of these is socio-economic in nature.
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